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Oppositions Behind The Mirror: On The Writings of Philip Johnsonl

Peter Eisenman
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1 Philip Johnson in th,e Glass
House, 1960.

2 In architectural works, man's pride, man's triumph over
gravitation, man's will to polyer assume visible form.
Architecture is a veritable oratory of power made by
form.
F rtedrtc h" l,l ietz s c fu ,

quoted by Pltilip Johnson, "Thc Seaen Cru,tchns of Modern
Architecture," 7I5.L.

And, although Johnson would profess to the contrary,
would disclaim all manner of knowing, it will be my con-
tention that in his tremendous outpouring of words there
is a highly selective attitude which subtly suggests another
Johnson: the ideologue.

Words mean what you want them to mean.
Johnsmt,
paraphrasing Through the Looking Glass itt, an inforrnal
talk at the Architectural Association, London, 1960.

The writings discussed here are intended to isolate and
position his ideology. In doing so, the usual classification of
writings according to chronology or according to the build-
ing types of individual architects discussed in them is es-

chewed for a litmus of another kind. Thus, the subject
matter here is not necessarilv all of Johnson's best or even
most imporbant writing; some is not "vintage" Johnson. But
insofar as any text contributes to our understanding of the
ideological mind, it is worth considering.

What follows therefore is not simply an apologia for his
activity in architecture. Nor is it merely a gesture to one
of the few architects who from the 1930's to the present
has stood against the philistinism of conventional practice,
who created a climate for serious discussion of architecture,
and who fostered a generation of young architects as few
others in his position have. It is rather an attempt to make
Johnson stand up and be counted, to be seen, despite him-
self, for the impact he has had on our architecture (not that
we necessarily believe him, nor does he want us to), and to
bring the force of his consciousness to the public domain.
That consciousness must be seen for the seriousness of its
discourse.

On the other hand, it is perhaps a little ironic to expose
what turns out to be Johnson's self-made my'th of himself
as a counter-intellectual gadfly. Yet it is necessary to do so

in order to allow history to write its own myths. Moreover,
in a time of diffusion, a time of what many people would
call post-modernism, the sensibility that is Johnson's needs
to be identified.

Philip Johnson may
Enlightenment.

be the last architect of the

Words tend to become tools of knowledge . . . tend to
increase interest in the values of the description of
things and not in things themselves . . . words are for
the mind, not the eye.
Johnson,'Why We Want Our Cities Ugly," 1967.

Philip Johnson is an essayist, an antiphilosoph.e. Aft,er
reading all that he has written, one has a sense of having
been inundated with an erudition rather than confronted
with a body of theory. His writings are a monument, per-
haps more so than his buildings, to an education and culture
that are no longer with us. His essays, while admittedly
not ofthe belles-lettres tradition, nevertheless possess wit,
charm, and devilish insight. What on first glance appears
to be somewhat casual writing, tending in fact toward the
facile, conceals a rapier-like fineness which, without draw-
ing blood, slices the world into slabs of his measured con-
tent. For Johnson, words are thought, and art is feeling.
His writing is a constant struggle to have beauty triumph
over idea.

Ideas keep us from the agony of art.
J ohnson," Beyond, Monuments," 7973.

This essay is not intended to be a discussion of the complete
writings of Philip Johnson. It attempts to place his widely
dispersed written oeuare into some understandable frame-
work, and thus for the first time tries not only to see the
range of ideas inherent in Johnson's writings but also to
give them their intellectual due; to demonstrate that they
are not, as he himself would have us believe, merely the
exotic banter of an elite connoisseur.



The word kills art.
Johnson,
"Style and th,e Intetnational Style." Barnard College, 1955

On Functionalism
All architecture is more interested in design than in
plumbing.
Joltnson,"Where Are We At?", 1960.

You can embellish architecture by putting toilets in.
Johnson,
"Th,e Seuen Ctutche,s of Modern Architecture," 7951.

There can be little doubt that by the late 1920's Johnson,
the young philosophy student out of Harvard traveling in
Germany, understood and distinguished two intersecting
curents in modern architecture: one, the moral sanction
given to the forms of the machine aesthetic; the other, the
political sanction given to the polemics of the machine so-
ciety. These intersected and had a common root in the
doctrine that was known generally as functionalism.

It is clear from his first published essay on architecture
that Johnson recognized the potential for such a dual prac-
tice to have a certain paralyzing effect on any form of
aesthetic idealism,2 and it is this idealism that must be seen

as the underpinning ofhis conception ofarchitecture. Thus,
in the brief period from 1931 to 1933, Johnson used his
writings to construct a very intricate counterposition to
functionalism. Careful, clever, moving among people and
ideas in the halfJight of the euphoria of the late twenties
and early thirties, he cut quietly and subtly at the moral
and political roots of the dual doctrine of modern architec-
ture. He did so not with theory or polemic, but by infiltra-
tion-by developing a fifth column that paraded as the
standard-bearer of that dual doctrine, seemingly marching
alongside the cadre of architectural modernists who carried
the enthusiasm of those early years.

It is only when one examines, with almost forLy years of
hindsight, the disintegration of that movement that one can
see mirrrored in the American context the cunning and ef-
ficacy ofhis activity. The substance ofthis activity and the

tactics he employed can be pieced together from many of 3
his texts. Johnson's reasons for writing them, however, are
more elusive; yet it will be argued that it is precisely these
reasons that remain the key to understanding the essential
Johnson. In short, why should anyone seek to erode the
basis of his own activity? That is, why should someone who
is overtly propagandizing modern architecture at the same
time be covertly eroding its basic tenets? This essay can
only begin to probe the surface of such a phenomenon. It
will remain for scholars and historians to elaborate the full
implications of the paradox: the narrow distinction between
ideologue and anti-ideologue, between arbist and
connoisseur.

To see Johnson's position in relationship to functionalism is
the first step in unraveling this riddle.

For Johnson, architecture in 1931 had three attributes:
first, it was progressive; second, it stood for originality and
individual genius; and finally, it represented the practical
expression of solutions to American building problems.3
Now while we can read "progressive" and "practical expres-
sion" as two aspects of functionalism, the second attribute,
concerning originality and individual genius, seems to con-
tradict the other two. Moreover, when the architect said,
"Can I make this building serve its purpose? " Johnson
meant, "Can I make it look as if it is serving its purpose?"
This sollo uoce contradiction of functionalism belies a real
desire for a return to some Gesamtkunstwerk conception of
architecture.

Beautiful workmanship of the machine; . . . rather than
imitation by the machine.
Johnson,Introduction to Machine Art, 1936.

Beyond the practical advantages, modern architecture
is beautiful. For while the modern architect accepts the
machine age, he also transcends it.
Johnson, Built to Live In, 1931.

Time and again, Johnson's technique is to drive a wedge
into an apparently monolithic phenomenon. This technique
is articulated for the flrst time in the two different versions



4 of his review of the Berlin Building Exposition.a Here he
distinguishes between the empiricism and the positivism of
the Anglo-German classical functionalism of Walter Gropius
and the essentially Neo-classical idealism of Mies van der
Rohe. Describing the house by Mies at the Exhibition,
Johnson says that it is not, as so many American architects
then preferred to think, purely functiorLal. This he said at
a time when the polemic that accompanied this building and
many others like it was couched in strict functional dogma.
For Johnson to recognize and expose the incipient hege-
mony of functionalism is not only characteristic of his per-
sonal style but also serves his own ideological biases well.

From this essay on, Johnson never loses an opportunity to
use Mies as a cudgel against functionalism. His talk in 1961
honoring Mies is no exception.s In it he calls the function-
alists "literal-minded believers in . . . die neue Saclt-
lichkeit" who felt that "architecture was now at last, pureiy
functional."

The second architect Johnson uses to erode the underpin-
nings of functionalism is Karl Friedrich Schinkel. Johnson's
identification with Schinkel is no mere stylistic affinity. His
elevation of Schinkel to a position of primacy among all
architects of the Western tradition goes beyond questions
of historical accuracy or personal preference. At first
glance, in the attribution of priority both to Schinkel over
Soane, and Mies over Le Corbusier, there is suggestion of
a desire to create a Germanic hegemony, raised simulta-
neously over the Anglo-Saxon and Latin worlds. But there
are subtler implications in this association. For Schinkel
has been considered by many to be the first modern archi-
tect; he was the first great eclectic. Following the historical
sequence ofthe Renaissance, the Baroque, and the Rococo,
styles with a formal consistency.and an ideological imprint,
Schinkel broke with both the sequence and the consistency.
Yet in precisely the sense that Schinkel was modem he
was also decidedly un-modern, for he was a Neo-classicist.
And Neo-classicism in its concern not only for backs and
fronts but also for sides of buildings, and thus for isolated
blocks, was ideally suited to the romantic vistas of German
nineteenth century landscape. And it is in the context of
this Germanic Neo-classicism that many of the German

architects of the twenties and thirties invoked Schinkel's
name agaittsl the specter of modernism in Germany. This
fact was not lost on Johnson. So while the selective and
analytic eclecticism of Schinkel was in his own time modern,
Johnson's invocation of Schinkel the Neo-classicist, as a
representative of a sensibility which in a contemporary
sense is decidedly anti-modern, is quite a paradoxical con-
fection. Eclecticism was, for Johnson, anti-ideological. It
represented an alternative to the first truly synthetic and
consistent Weltanscltuuutr,g since the Rococo-that of the
International architecture of the Bauhaus, Thus it is with
the term "eclectic" that Johnson begins to subvert the hy-
dra-headed ideology of modernism.

Now, having said all this, how are we to interpret Johnson's
self-proclaimed image of himself, admittedly of a later date,
as not merely an eclectic, but a "functional eclectic"?6

It is obvious in retrospect that "functionalist" was a vague
chatactertzation applied as an ethical balm to objects that
might more appropriately have been called either expres-
sionist or rationalist. Yet it is also true that functionalism
with its moral imperative seems to deny anything that
could be considered eclectic. Conversely, eclecticism by its
own definition abjures those principles of "fit-to-form" that
are the underpinnings of functionalism. Thus Johnson's self-
invocation of the term "functional"-which he also rejects-
must be seen to have several purposes. First, the pairing
of the term "functional" v,ith the term "eclectic" cuts the
forme/s ideological edge. (It is no accident that Alfred Barr
called Hannes Meyer a "fanatical functionalist," by which
he really meant fanatical Marxist.) 7 Second, the term "func-
tional" is useful to Johnson in that it identifies him with
mainline modernism. But the operative term in the pair is
in fact "eclectic," for it gave Johnson room to move.

Since eclectic architecture is an architecture ofconnoisseurs
and not of purists, it serves to protect architectural bor-
rowings from questions of principle. Thus, we see one of
the effects of Johnson's multiple inversion. Eclecticism al-
lows him to choose from history whatever forms, shapes,
or directions he wants. In both his architecture and his
writings it allows him the freedom of a first leap from the



2 Kline Science Cen,ter, New Hauun,
Connecticut. Philip Johnson and
Rtchard Foster, architects, 1965.

3 Drawing for ct bank, Dresden.
Han,s Poelzig, architect, 1921.

mainstream. And if one is as knowledgeable as Johnson, 5

who knows his sources better than anyone, then one can

create new images from little known references. Hence the
scalloped, cylindrical pastiche on the tower of the Kline
Geoiogl' Laboratory at New Haven (flg. 2) may be seen to
derive from Hans Poelzig's drawing for a bank in Dresden
(fig. 3), published in an obscure monograph by Theodore
Heuss in 1939. The term "eclecticism" in this way provides
a context that has no rules, for rules allow everyone to
play; it makes for an elitist fantasy masquerading as a
populist game.

Johnson's self-proclaimed pairing of functionaUeclectic can
now be seen to be cooperative with his equally fundamental
llnking of the terms "international" and "style." In the
former pairing, "functional" is drained of its morality and
"eclectic" seems to deny the ideology inherent in style. In
the latter pairing, the ideology is taken from the term
"international," and "style" is given a certain morality. The
implications of these two pairs when taken together have
a profoundly subversive impact on the concept modernism.

On Sty\e
We might even question whether words like "value" or
"morals" are applicable to an architectural style.
J ohnsort, "W h,ence and, W hithpr," 7 965.

A discussion of style in itself, even without the ramifica-
tions of "international," is not entirely innocent. To many,
such a discussion involves not merely a search for beauty,
as Johnson would have us believe, but often a modification
ofthe architectural language itself. But inJohnson's pairing
of the terms "international" and "style" there is an elision,
which results in an even more elaborate ideological confec-
tion than "functional eclectic." For the combination is more
complex, less obvious, and more intrinsically loaded. Like
the pairing of "functional" and "eclectic," it combines what
might have been thought at the time to be mutually exclu-
sive terms.

Since the mid-nineteenth century, the discussion of style
has exhibited two parallel tendencies. The one that became
the central tradition of German art history since Gottfried
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6 Semper was concerned with classification and typologies.
The other, coincidental with the rise of the German state,
was tinged with a latent nationalism-with the idea that
Gothic and Baroque were German in their essence. Johnson
must have been aware of this latter interpretation of style.

Nevertheless, as early as his first writings on architecture,
Johnson used the term "modern style" to refer to the new
architecture which up to then had been referred to in the
European context as the "Modern Movement" or "Modera
Architecture."8 And at the same time, Johnson acknowl-
edged its "international" character.e But as Johnson de-
scribed this character, its attributes seemed less those of
a principled appeal to internationalism than of a generalized
machine culture. They were a mix of aesthetics and prag-
matics-steel frame, glass wall, and flat roof; standardized
construction made possible by mass production; the fagade
as a reflection of the more important plan. One year later,
in 1932, Johnson along with Henry-Russell Hitchcock and
Alfred Barr, using similar principles, replaced the term
"moderrr style" with the uncomfortable liaison of "interna-
tional" and "style." This was the ultimate reduction. From
"Modern Movement" to "Modern Architecture" to "Modern
Style" to "International Style": 10 in the first transforma-
tion, the ideological content implied by the word "move-
ment" was neutralized by the word "architecture"; in the
second transformation, the neutrality of "architecture"
gave way to the non-ideological implications of "style"; and
in the last transformation, the politically explosive term
"international" became attached as merely an adjectival
appendage to the notion of style.11 Moreover, the final
incarnation of the term did not even include the notion of
"modern." 12 As will be seen, this sequence of subtle lin-
guistic transformations .holds a further key to Johnson's
intellectual position.

The International Style, for example, needs no one to
say it was good or it was bad. The International Style is
its own justification.
Johnson, "Whcre Are We At? ", 1960.

In most of Johnson's definitions, the International Style is
seen as containing the same ingredients as the Modern

Movement; and it is no mere accident that on first reading
its principles seem to square with those of main-line mod-
ernism. In the catalogue Moderut Architecture which accom-
panied the 1932 exhibition, the principles of the Interna-
tional Style, as first elaborated by Alfred Barr, are volume,
regularity, flexibility, and a fourbh principle comprehending
technical perfection, proportion, composition, and lack of
ornament. In the book Th,e Intetnational Style of the same
year, the principles are reduced to three: emphasis on vol-
ume; regularity as opposed to symmetry; and dependence
on the intrinsic elegance of materials, technical perfection,
and fine proportions, as opposed to applied ornament. The
elaboration of principles in these terms conveniently allows
Johnson and Hitchcock to elide modernism with the Inter-
national Style and to group Mies, Gropius, and Le Corbu-
sier together. But how, for example, does the principle of
volume square with Johnson's own description of Mies?
Volume is "space enclosed by planes or surfaces," says
Johnson, a definition which really only befits Le Corbusier's
early work; Mies, according to Johnson, thought of his
houses as anything but volumes, as screens connecting in-
side and outside. Thus, even though the work of these two
architects might have looked similar, both making use of a
stripped-down, unembellished set of white planes, only the
concerns of Le Corbusier seem parallel to other modernist
activity. By grouping these two together, Johnson negates
the unique significance and impact of modernism, namely
the potential change in the nature and meaning of the ar-
chitectural object, and the radical change proposed in the
relationship of viewer to object.

Secondly, for Johnson to reduce "modernism" to a style is
one thing, but to attempt the same tactic with the term
"international" is quite another matter. For the word has
a very complex cunrency. It had already been used by
Walter Gropius, in his book Intenrationa| Architektur of
three years previous, to signal the ascendancy of Bauhaus
influence beyond the boundaries of Weimar culture. In an-
other sense, the term was obviously imbued with the as-
pirations of the ieft. Thus when "international" was put
together with "style," the two had a corrosive effect on one
another. The moral and political force of "international"
became compressed-its pulse was lost. It was now the



term "style" and not the term "international" which was ground for himself, and the International Style is the cover 7

injected with ideological content-not too surprisingly, in for the operation. The International Style thus becomes

view ofJohnson's particular sensitivity to the term "style," both the label and the sanction for his own latent ideological

which he had put forward in the first place. beliefs. Often in such games of hide and seek the smoke-
screens become confused with the reality. One often falls

In this way, the Modern Movement was subtly transformed into intellectual traps that in fact were set for others. But
into the International Style. And indeed, the linguistic in Johnson's case, the strategy places him outside the mod-

transformation marked an actual transformation which was ern canon not only functionally, but also formally. Again

to characterize American architecture until the late sixties. this is Johnson the iconoclast driving holes into the bottom

Furthermore, what can be seen in retrospect to have been of the ship of modernism, rocking it, and then jumping

a clever manipr-rlation of the ideology of the Modern Move- before anyone realizes that the boat is sinking.
ment in Europe transformed a pluralistic conception of the
good society into an individualistic model of the good life On Architects
and thus reduced a cultural alternative to a stylistic nicety. Architecture, one would think, has its own validity. It

needs no reference to any other discipline to make it
This reduction of modernism to a discussion of style drained 'viable' or to 'justify' its value.

out the ideological implications of the European architec- Johnson,"Where AreWe At?",1960.
ture of the twenties and packaged them neatly into a con-

sumable fashion that was to burst rampant onto the Amer- If we were to leave Johnson on functionalism, and on style,
ican scene after World War II. Corporate imagery in the we would be leaving the paradox he has introduced into
guise of modern architecture inevitably became an object these terms without a plausible explanation with respect to
for consumption. Considering the ultimately left wing ide- his own architecture. However, a third category of discus-

ology implicit in much of what was in the twenties the sion, on architects, while it presumably leaves the world of
mainstream Modern Movement in Europe, it is not sur- ideas for the world of people, exposes a set of ideas on

prising that Johnson would have attempted to subvert architecture that are perhaps more easily accessible to us.

these implications. Whether this transformation was a con- For much of what Johnson says about other architects will,
scious endeavor is not at issue; the fact remains that in in reality, reveal more about his own architecture and in
Johnson's writing this ideology is reduced to style. turn will begin to create the lens that we must inevitably

focus on him. For in fact, when Johnson is speaking about
It is in this context that style becomes architecture for art's the work of other architects, he is often speaking about

sake. His conception of style allows Johnson to break from himself. This produces a kind of reversal of historical roles,

the implicit ideology of modernism to his own iconoclastic whereby it is "Boswell" who becomes a surrogate for John-

eclecticism. But to situate modernism in a modern style- son, the biographer who becomes autobiographer. There-
and thus, to remove its ideologica.l content-implicitly fore, while his body of writing seems to be yet another
transforms his own latent eclecticism into an ideology. Par- attempt to distance himself not only from his own architec-
acloxically, and as a final turn, the International Style must ture but also foom himself, in fact it brings us closer to him.

then be deflned by Johnson as a counter to the confusion of And it is through this surrogate of other architects that
a continuing eclecticism.13 another inversion in Johnson's writings can be noticed. For

rhe circre has crosed. one is rert with no opening, whether ;J#J*r#f:1.'ff;f"::.,:l,rt:X"#f,'T#; n,ii{'?;
we opt for Johnson on style or Johnson on eclecticism. For, seems to be trying to undermine their principles. But when
in fact, his attack is on the ideology of "modernism" and he is speaking of other architects, supposedly a more sub-

not on the politics of "international." Again he is clearing jective category, he appears to be consciously elaborating



8 his own principles. Taken separately, there is nothing un-
usual in either of these activities. But what is rather incon-
grluous-and perhaps unconscious on Johnson's part-is the
combination of the two: the simultaneous urge to reduce
the idea content in terms which are generally thought to
contain ideas and, conversely, to infuse ideas into the con-
text of personalities. For example, the set of recuning
themes that appear in Johnson's architecture, which would
most appropriately be discussed in the context of the In-
ternational Style, are not; instead, when he turns to an-
other architect such as Buckminster Fuller, one of John-
son's favorite targets in the post-World War II period, the
first of these themes-the problem of entry and approach-
becomes a primary issue. How does one put a door in a
dome, he repeatedly asks. Let's not call Fullefs work ar-
chitecture but sculpture, he says. (Again he makes a dis-
tinction that on other occasions he refutes.) Sculpture is
not architecture precisely because it does not have the
problem of how one gets in and out. Entry-the problem
of the door in the wall and the approach to the wall-is
fundamental to the nature ofJohnson's architecture.

Let Fuller put together the dymaxion dwellings of the
people so long as we architects can design their tombs
and their monuments.
Johnson, "Whcre AreWe At?",1960.

While the same irony and superficial disdain are also man-
ifest when Johnson speaks of Le Corbusier and Frank
Lloyd Wright, his discussion of these architects again re-
veals several of his own preferences. Johnson seems at his
most elusive in dealing with Le Corbusier, giving and tak-
ing away simultaneously, seeming to reduce ideas to per-
sonalities. For example, in his talk at Yale about the post-
war work of Le Corbusier,la he begins by implying that
some people would call Le Corbusie/s work "sculpture" in
the pejorative sense of the word; he then opines that the
difference between architecture and sculpture is purely se-
mantic, and then he goes on to call Le Corbusier's work
"space sculpture." Continuing the same vein, he observes,
"People who do not like Le Corbusier would say . . ."; and
then he will parenthetically remark that he, of course, likes
Le Corbusier, sometimes.

His discussion of Le Corbusier, however, also reveals a
second pervasive and obsessive theme, that of ideal form.
In one such text Johnson will speak of the pilotis of the
Villa Savoye as a means for Le Corbusier to expose the
sixth and most difficult side of his prtsme p1ff;15 in the
same text he will speak of the oversized pilotis of theprismc
pur of the Marseilles Unit6 d'Habitation as a play of fantasy
versus discipline-the pilotis are like the hands of vaude-
ville weightlifters, which by their oversized straining give
one the intense feeling of mass; and in a third instance,
looking at the law courts at Chandigarh, he says theprisme
pur is turned inside out like a glove-the tricks of the
Marseilles roof and the pilotis are now put inside the vol-
ume. Here in a flurry of words is a history that has never
been written, a capacity to see that cannot be taught, and
a sense of his own architecture that has never been
elaborated.

WhenJohnson turns to Frank Lloyd Wright he is somewhat
more direct. Typically, his remarks will begin with what
seems to be a profound compliment, but delivered in such
an offhand manner as to give one pause. He will then follow
with something like "and he is also a great nineteenth
century architect" or "he belongs to another generation."
If the meaning of this was lost on Johnson's audiences, it
certainly was not lost on Wright. Johnson's writings are
scored by allusions to the continuing antagonism between
himself and Wright.

These examples are merely a hint of a method of operation
that is relentless in its constancy, which at every repetition
diminishes and distances its subject. But it is Mies van der
Rohe who provides the key to the essential Johnson. Of all
architects it is Mies to whom Johnson refers without any
of his customary irony. Yet it is not a simple connection
that can be made, for while there are obvious similarities
in the work of the two men, these are used by Johnson as
a foil for their less obvious differences. For example, when
Johnson talks about Mies's Seagram Building he again re-
veals one of his own major preoccupations-the problem of
the corner. There are three important corrrers, says John-
son: the corner against the corner, the corner against the
sky, the corner against the ground. This attitude toward



the comer distinguishes his concept of the prtsmn pur from
that implied by the taut frontal surfaces of Le Corbusier.
For Le Corbusier, the notion of the skin neutralizes the
corner as it wraps around it and, in its suggestion of con-
tainment, gives character to the space inside and creates
a dialogue between the internal spaces and the surface;
whereas for Johnson, the concern for the corler reduces
this dialogue and concentrates its energy in the intersection
of the four planes rather than in the planes themselves.
For Mies, on the other hand, as for Johnson, the articula-
tion of the corner is primary; yet again there is a difference.
While for Mies the corner reveals both structure and con-
nection, for Johnson the corner involves a detachment of
the form from its structural function and an isolation ofthe
form from the internal and external volume of which it is
traditionally an integral part. Thus to see the kind of Neo-
classicism he creates at Lincoln Center as having anything
to do with Mies, or for that matter with his disaffection
with the Internationai Style, is to miss his idea of the
surrogate, which now is also in the form itself. Thus, while
Johnson's corner seems to mean "Mies" or "Schinkel" at
first glance, in fact it means something which is quite the
opposite. This duplicity in the form is, of course, completely
parallel to the technique of duplicity in the writing. One
has only to see the hanging columns in the Founders Room
in his addition to The Museum of Modern Art to understand
that the attempt to detach the structure from the form-to
take the supporting function from the column-is not mere
wit or capricious mannerism, but rather a way to signal a
different attitude to the form "column." For here the form
becomes its own Ding an sich: this is Johnson the product
of German nineteenth century philosophy playrng a mod-
ernist theme.

How long ago it was that Goethe said the pilaster is a
lie! One would answer him today-yes, but what a de-
lightfully useful one.
J ohnsan, " Johnson," 7 96 7.

On,Iohnson
But in the end, it is not the reality of columns or corners
but the metaphor of glass which gives us Johnson on John-
son. Yet is it the transparency of surface or the reflection

of mirrored depth which permits us to understand that the I
cracks in the surface may ultimately be closed by pulling
them farther apart? Are we seeing the transparency of
Hegelian idealism or the "opacity" of a reflecting mirror
telling us something about ourselves at the same time that
it conceals something about itself?

I am a historian first and an architect only by accident
and it seems to me that there are no forms to cling to,
but there is history.
Johnson,
Informal Talk at the Architectural Association, London,
1961.

Johnson is at his most opaque when he is speaking of him-
self-the historian speaking of the architect, the critic re-
viewing his own book, the architect presenting his house'
It is Johnson as a surrogate for Johnson.

One finds the often repeated cadence, particularly in his
presentations to university audiences, ofJohnson taking off
on Johnson, ofJohnson being flippant at his own expense.
For example, his apparently innocuous introduction to a
lecture at Barnard Collegel6 becomes a key to understand-
ing much of what would seem to be Johnson's wit. His
words, seemingly casually chosen, are diabolical mirrors.
Not only do they mask his intentions, they also strip and
fracture his audience. They beam yet another multiple in-
version. Words and audience: first, belief; second, irony
and disbelief. So far this is obvious. It is the third mirror
that is crucial. It penetrates beneath his own fagade. It is
his own attempt to make himself believe what he is say-
ing-to suspend his own disbelief. For in this final turn,
words attempt to cover the fragility of Johnson's own un-
certainty about himself and his own art. Whether he can
deceive us or not he can never wholly deceive himself. He
alone lives locked within the reality of his works-they
reveal to him what his words attempt to hide.

Thus for Johnson, the text is a critical instrument. It is the
script that distances the performer from his audience. The
text forbids the audience access to the reality of the person
who is behind the character they are confronting on the



.L Glass House, New Can,o"an,
C onnecticu.,t. Philip Johnson,
architect, 1949.

10 stage. But further, it does not allow the actor to know
himself. It distances what he says from what he is. F or it
is from his center-from his own private self-to a periph-
ery of detachment that Johnson must move to make his
most incisive contributions. The text provides that gener-
ative impulse.

It is Johnson's nature to be always one step ahead, astride
every situation while others are off balance. And it is this
capacity to understand and pinpoint where that balance is
at any given time that gives Johnson the opportunity to
remove himself from the center, to be on the edge, and to
be able to jump aside to yet another delicate periphery
when the center has caught up to his former position. Thus
it is not only the ideology of an anti-ideologue, but perhaps
also, and even more importantly, a temperament and an
insight that makes him impatient with the status quo. His
iconoclasm is rooted less in political, social, or any partic-
ular aesthetic belief, than in the "Prince" inherent in him-
the aristocrat who serves neither ideological principles nor
historical events.

How often dislikes and personal preferences of aesthetic
form can engender meaningless rationalistic criticism-
an attempt to confirm personal taste through generalized
logic.
J ohns on, " C orre ct and M agnifi,cent P Lag," 1 g S S .

Johnson is never trapped by such personal rationalizing.
For he remains always away from his own center. In his
writings he is never caught in the web of his own conceits.
He is detached, almost distant from himself. So acutely
aware of this separation of his own person from himself is
he that he often cites it in others-"the publicist Le Cor-
busier writing for the architect Le Corbusier." 17 Perhaps
he has to be two Johnsons---one the cultural critic, the
other the architect-to survive. Perhaps it is this Janus-
like eapacity which affords him such an unerring view of
the cultural landscape as it exists at every moment of its
being.

I consider my own house not so much as a home (though
it is that to me) a.s a el.earing house of i.deas which can

tt
filter down later, through my own work or that of
others.
Johnson,
Quoted in Selden Rodman, Conversations with Artists,
1957.

Johnson is at his most transparent-the lucid ideologue-
when speaking of his own house. Certainly his 1g50 pres-
entation of the Glass House at New Canaan in the Archi-
tectural Reuieuts is an architect's way of presenting his
own architecture. It is at once modest, straightforward,
and telling. It is obviously the model used by James Stirling
in his article "Connexions," rs which consists of parallel pho-
tos showing historical precedents and examples of his own
work. But while Stirling seems interested in acknowledging
precedence, Johnson seems interested in the reverse, in
creating a patrimony. It is now Johnson who, while follow-
ing these antecedents in time, by his particular use of them
makes them seem as if he were the originator of their use.20

Here Johnson the historian acts to re-situate themes that
have been continuous in the work ofJohnson the architect.
For example, in his linking of ideal form to the intellectual
revolution of the late eighteenth century, he places himself
in a lineage of humanist abstraction, yet in his concern for
the oblique angle of approach to a frontalized building and
the play of asymmetric rectangles he forges an eclectic
union that places his work even before the precedent of
Schinkel's work. This essay on the Glass House is the first
instance in which Johnson talks seriously, without his usu-
ally self-deprecating irony, the first time that he talks di-
rectly about the nature ofhis own architecture.

In his article "Whence and Whither,"2r Johnson further
reveals this architectural paternity. He says, with his typ-
ically casual iconoclasm, that architecture is not the design
of space, but rather the organization ofprocession; it exists
in time. If one takes these two themes, space and proces-
sion, as the "brackets" of his words, then the Glass House
in New Canaan (fig. a) and the Pennzoil Tower in Houston
(flg. 5) can be seen as the two poles of his work. They are
in fact both preoccupied with the processional; the one
pedestrian, the other vehicular. They are both glazed vol-
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5 Penrtzoil Place, Houston,, Teras
Philip Johnson and Joh,n Burgee,
arclzitects,1976.

umes of non-space, the one transparent glass, the other
opaque glass.

From the Parthenon through Schinkel, Choisy, and the
Beaux-Arts, architecture was concerned with corners, not
fronts; with perspective, not axonometric views. In linking
the oblique processional approach to the frontal appearance
of the Glass House, Johnson is also countering one of the
classical canons ofthe orthodox modernism of Le Corbusier
and Cubism: in the modern canon, the fagade was to be

frontal, space was layered verLically and understood ster-
eometrically, stress was at the periphery. The Glass House
layers space horizontally, and its conception is from the
diagonaJ.

In the traditional sense both Pennzoil and the Glass House

are a-spatial; the latter is a void and the former is a solid.
But both lack the traditional energies-tension, compres-
sion, etc.-that mark architectural space. They represent
the beginning and the end of modern architecture. The
Glass House is transparent and the carrier of metaphoric ''
imagery; Pennzoil is opaque, not metaphoric, not a polemic

of the machine-made aesthetic, but rather the mute, un-
relenting object itself.

It is only the steel wainscot line on the Glass House that
violates this principle of a-spatiality. It turns the glass into
a membrane-a container of interior space and not a void.
But in none of Johnson's writings on his house can one find
a discussion ofthis very crucial and untypical architectonic
gesture, which differentiates him from the Mies van der
Rohe of the Barcelona Pavilion and the Farnsworth
House,22

But ultimately, it is not in the context of his patrimony
that one must finally return to Johnson's presentation of
his own house.23 For me, it is in the context of something
much more profound that this article and this house are
fascinating. For it is here that text, building, and person
fuse to shatter the paradox. And it is in a casual text
caption by Johnson that places the house and Johnson once
and for all in a new context.

11
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6 Philip Johnsott, 1933

t2 The cylinder made of the same brick as the platform
from which it springs, forming the main motif of the
house, has not derived from Mies but rather from a burnt
wooden village I saw once where nothing was left but
the foundations and chimneys of brick.
Johnson,
"Holtse at New Canaan, Connecticut," 7950.

How are u,e to interpret such a metaphor? Who builds a
house as a metaphoric ruin? Why the burnt out village as
a symbol of one's own house? But further, that Johnson
should reveal the source of his imagery seems the most
telling of all: the Glass House is Johnson's own monument
to the horrors of war. It is at once a ruin and also an ideal
model of a more perfect society; it is the nothingness of
glass and the wholeness of abstract form. How potent this
image will remain long after all of us have gone, as a fitting
requiem for both a man's life and his career as an architect!
I know of no other architect's house that answers so many
questions, has such a symbiotic relationship with personal
atonement and rebirth as an individual.

In a more general context, the Giass House prefigures for
me the parallel anxiety of post-World War II architecture.
It remains the last pure form, the final gesture of a belief
in a humanism so debilitated by the events of 1g4b. And at
the same time it contains, in the image of that ruin, the
seeds of a new conception of an architecture that is not for
the reification of an anthropocentric man, but exhibits a
more relativistic condition, a parity between man and his
object w'orld.

A successful monument, Johnson has said, should partake
of the past and of the time in which it is built.

A glass box may be of our time, but it has no history.
Johnson,
Statentent concerning the Fruttklin Delano Rooseaelt
Mem.orial, 1962.

Johnson's writings, like his glass box, have the transpar-
ency of our time. It will remain for history to reveal their
opacity.
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Notes

1. This text was originaily written as an introduction to the vol- of International lducation, etc.).
ume Philip Johttson: Writings to be published in Fall 1978 by 12. While initially there might have been more confusion con-
Oxford Uiiversity Press, New York.-It is published here in a cerning these terms, than the sequential substitution of one for
modified version *ittr the kind permission of James Raimes of the the other that I have suggested above, my main intent here is
Oxford University Press. not so much to estabiish patrimony for the term.as to describe
The original intention of this introduction was that it be a series the process for bringing to consciousness a term that would then
of commlentaries related to the individual texts by Philip Johnson. prove both ideologicaily usefui to Johnson and well suited to his
These commentaries were to be paired with those of Robert Stern patrons.
in an effort to suggest two pointi of view, often contrary, for each it is interesting to note how by 1961, in Johnson's review of the
of Johnson's teiiL Howeier, when it came to deciding which book by Robin Boyd, The PtLz,zle'of Architecture, the principles
articles were to be included and how they were to be classified, of the Internationai Style have become structural honesty; repet-
a certain unresolvable opposition betweeir Stern and myself de- itive, modular rhythmd; clarity, expressed by oceans of glass; lhe
veloped. Therefore, it vids decided that Stern would make the flat roof; the tox as the pelfect corttainer; no ornament. The
outline, select the arlicles, and write the commentaries, and I Architecttoal FonLm, June 1966,-p. 72.
would write an introduction. 13. "Retreat From International Style to Present Scene." Talk at
What follows is an essay developed according to my classification Yale Universitytry Ph_ilip Johnson, May 9, 1958.
of Johnson's writing. It presents'his writings"not in any historical 14. Lecture ai Yale University. by_ Pltil_ip Jqhng-on, "Post-War
sequence or conteit, but rather as a sertes of ideas, grouped Frank I:loy_dWright ald Le Corbu.sier,".^May 2, 1958.
untler these headings: On Functionalism, On Style, On ArChitects, 15, P,h!!ip Johnson, "Correct and JVlagnifi-ce!-t Pl.ay," Art New_s,

and On Johnson; it-attempts a view ofJohnson which has often vol. LII, September 1953, pp. 16-17, 52-53. (A review of Le
been obscured bv personalities and events. Corbusier, 1946-62.)
2. Built To Liui lri, a prospectus prepared for The Museum of 16. "Style and the International Style," speech at Barnard Col-
Modern Art, March 1931. It is interesting to note that in his lege, April 15, 1955.
description of the forthcoming "Modern Architects" exhibition, 17. Johnson, "Correct and Magnificent Play,".Art I{ews.
Johnson says that Mies van der Rohe was to plan its installation. 18. See "House at New Canaan, g6nnsstilut," Architectural Re-
3. Ibid. uiew, vol. CVIII, no. 645, September 1950, pp. 152-59.
4. Philip Johnson, "The Berlin Building Exposition of 1931," f- 19. See Architecttral Reuiew, September.l9?5. 

.

Square,- January 1932; and "In Berlin: Comment on Building Ex- 20. This is similar to the concept of swerv_ing arliculated-by H?r-
p6sition," The New York Times, 9 August 1931. old Bloom in his book The Anxiety of _Iryfluence and lateL by
5. Speech Honoring Mies van der Rohe On His Seventy-Fifth Vincent Scully in his lecture at Columbia University on the "Shin-
Birthday, Chicago, 7 February 1961. gle Style Revisited."
6. The fd.* *at first used bi Johnson in his talk to students at 21. "Whence and Whither," Perspecta 9/10, 1965, pp. 167-78.
The Architectural Association, London, 1960. 22. This idea was first expressed by Johnson publicly in the three-
7. See Alfred Barr's introduction to Henry-Russell Hitchcock and part television series with Rosamond Bernier for CBS's Camera
Philip Johnson, The International Style (New York: Norton, Three in 1976.
1932), p. 14. 23. "House at New Canaan, Connecticut," ArchitecttLral Reuiew.
8. BtLilt To Liue In.
9. Ibid. While it is obvious that Barr, Hitchcock and Johnson Figure Credits
were all working in close coliaboration during the period of 1 Courtesy Philip Johnson. Photograph by George Holton.
1931-1932, the important point in this context is that at the time 2 Courtesy Philip Johnson.
of the publication -of this article Johnson still uses the term "mod- 3 Reprinted from Theodore Heuss, Hans Poelzig: Bautett, uttd
ern style" and not its imminent transformation to "internati.onal Entwiirfe (Berlin Verlag Ernst Wasmuth, 1949).
style." 4 Courtesy Philip Johnson. Photograph by Y. Futagawa.
10. While Alfred Barr is the author of the preface to The Museum 5 Courtesy Philip Johnson. Photograph by Richard Payne.
of Modern Art catalogue of the 1932 exhibition "Modern Archi- 6 Courtesy Philip Johnson. Photograph by Carl van Vechten.
tects," in which the principles of the International Stvle uere
supposedly elaborated for the first time, Johnson had pdt foward
principles of the modern or new style on at least two occasions,
one in lhe prospectus for the exhibition, "Built To Live In," and
the other in the article "The Architecture of the New School."
Barr was in fact responsible for changing Modern Style to Inter-
national Style, but he did so for its overtones ofsixteenth century
mannerism, and not for the reasons stated above.
11. The term "international" is "explosive" in the context of its
use as a code word for "Marxist." In manv cases it carried no such
connotations (viz. the Rockefeller's funding of the International
House for students; the existence ofthe Carnegie-backed Institute
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Oppositions Reflections:
On Style and the International Style;
On Post-Modernism; On Architecture

Philip Johnson

Peter Eisenman and I use the word "style" in different Romantic Classicists-as Hitchcock described them-range 15

senses. There is first of all a great difference between an all the way from Ledoux, Soane, Dance, Gilly to Ludwig
art historian or critic looking back over a period and iden- Persius, which is quite a wide range. And what they pro-
tifying the existence of a "style" and the consciousness of duced was hardly a style, in the same terms that the In-
architects themselves working in that period. I was always ternational Style might be defined as such.

delighted to find that no architects included in our rubric
of the International Style thought of themselves as working
in a style. Indeed, I never so did myself, except when I The International Style for Hitchcock was the first recog-

was doing my propaganda work. Then, of course, I was nized international style since the Gothic. If the Renais-
puritan and pure. While the Glass House, for example, is sance was an explosion, this was an implosion.

International Style, I do not think that as an architect one
can have a feeling of working in a style. I think that pure The twenties witnessed an enormous gathering together-
architecture has to be created from the wellsprings of one's in Europe, because it didn't really happen in America-an
own inspiration. implosion. It is this implosion which Alfred Barr described

with the word "style." Barr introduced us to this word-in
From this point of view, one could see the word "style" as his role of a scholar trying to further the study of art
a restriction. It is in fact much more of a description. And history by the normal taxonomy necessary to any academic

we-Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Alfred Bar"r, and myself- discipline.
who used the word were not at the time architects, but
critics-all three of us. As critics we were looking taxon- It still seems to me that Barr was right. The work of the
omically at the work. For me "style" is a description of twenties does strike one as similar-at least all over Europe
similarities. It is a taxonomic device to isolate and define there appears to have been no other movement of that time
certain close similarities that are accreted and are centrip- that could be a logical rival. The word "style" in this sense

etal in their reaction to existing conditions, as they were, concentrates on recognizable similarities: in ow book, Thc,

for example, in the twenties. Even as I don't know a flower Intenrutional Style, we tried to do this by using those

until I know its name, I don't really understand an archi- always inadequate words to define methods and character-
tectural style unless I know its taxonomy, unless I know istics, such as lack of mass, and so on.

the other roots that are similar. It helps a great deal with
a work of art or architecture to place it in a story line. In re-readingTlrc International Style, its strangest aspect

Here, however, there are always exceptions. By the time now seems to be our definitions, our rules, our "how-to"
Christopher Wren was building, for example, he could eas- recipes for design. It would be interesting-and equally
ily use "Gothic"; even with quotations around it, however, beside the point-if someone were to write a comparable
it is still identifiable as "Wren." The Tom Tower at Oxford "how-to" book on the Gothic by attempting to isolate its
is interesting for this reason. elements. Even the pointed arch itself is not necessarily

Gothic.
There are actually very few styles. The "New Tradition"-
to use Hitchcock's rubric for that short period before the This seems only fair enough since it was, despite our foolish

International Style did settle on a name, or a direction- attempts to describe the "rules of the style," something
never became a "style" in Hitchcock's or even Barr's mean- that most of the good architects (most, I would have to say

ing of the word. Hitchcock often used the word "style- now, notall)of thetwentieswerepulledinto. Forexample,
phase" for things that happened within a style. Such a Erich Mendelsohn was not by nature an International Style
phrase helps to characterrze dfficult periods, such as that architect, but he had become one by the time he built his

of the English Baroque or French Classicism. Now the house in 1929. His much more interesting expressionist



16 phase had changed. He became forced simply by the implo-
sion that had occurred in 1922 and 1923 to employ that
styie at Columbus Haus and his department stores. Ac-
tually he did more building in the 1920's in the International
Style than any ofthe so-called International Style "g.reats."

Hugo Hiring is another example. Haring was an originai.
A fascinating architect even though Mies van der Rohe
always used to make fun of him. He would tell the story of
asking Haring, "How did you build Gut Garkau?" And he
said Hlring replied, "I watched the way the cows walked."
Mies thought that was a ridiculous way to design a building,
but I think now it was rather fun. Even Hiring, though,
if you study his whole oeu,ure, is not very interesting or
convincing and neither is his International Style work. But
he was forced into it, of course, at the Weissenhof Siedlung
by Mies and by the Werkbund. It is extraordinary that a
style, whatever you might name it, should become so offi-
cial, so fast, that even Behrens should adopt it. In fact the
only people to whom it came naturally, who were without
question International Style architects at the Weissenhof,
were Le Corbusier, Mart Stam, J. J. P. Oud, Walter Gro-
pius, and Mies.

The buildings at the Weissenhof were all International
Style buildings because Mies van der Rohe decreed it. It
is interesting, though, that Mies's sketch of 1925 for the
group of buildings was "Italian hill town," not International
Style.

This kind of divergence occurs all the time. Yet while the
Weissenhof Siedlung was the first official notice that the
style was finally accepted, nevertheless I think it probably
started disintegrating in about the same year--<ertainly by
the time of Le Corbusier's De Mandrot House and Mies'
Barcelona Pavilion which was starbed in design that year.
The idea of the floating horizontal planes of the Barcelona
Pavilion or the rubble walls of the De Mandrot House were
certainly not a part of the original idea of the style. So
instead of a style lasting over ten years, we are perhaps
talking about a certain congtiuence which has a much longer
life span. In this sense, the International Style had a longer
life span than the fifteenth century International Style-

that high point of the Gothic.

But if "style" is to refer quite simply to architectural forms
that look amazingly alike during a certain period, then the
Intemational Style is a style. Certainly, it was as much a
style as Gothic. The Duomo in Florence does not look very
much like the brick hall churches of the Hanseatic cities of
the north, but no one says they are not both Gothic.

There has been much discussion of the title of ourbookThe
International Style. While the chauvinists of the period
disliked the word "international," Stalin, Hitler, and Roo-
sevelt all condemning it, few others have objected to the
word-the style was never parochiai, regional, or nation-
alistic. The sobriquet "style," on the other hand, has con-
notations that still raise hackles. The more socially con-
scious critics of the Modern Movement---especially Lewis
Mumford, our ione American architectural social critic-
found it a term too artistic, too restrictive, too prescriptive
to allow for the natural development of social architecture.

In contrast to the International Style, the Modern Move-
ment for me came from England. For me, it means Ebe-
nezer Howard, the Arts and Crafts and William Morris.
The rools of the Modern Movement may have been pan-
European, but it was finally bound up with English do-
goodism, which is exactly what we did not mean by the
International Style. We used the International Style pro-
pagandistically to sharpen this difference. For us, this kind
of labeling helped enormously. The characterization of
"mannerism" by Wittkower and Pevsner, and more re-
cently the idea of "neo-mannerism" introduced to describe
the work of the Edwardians have allowed us in a way to
understand the essential traits ofthese architectures. Thus,
we could say that while "style" implies a recognition of
similarities, at the same time it is a way of recognizing the
critical differences between phenomena.

The "International Style" is a perfectly good term, unless
ofcourse you are an architect. Then ofcourse you say "who
is tying me down to a style? " And of course I practiced the
same thing when I became an architect: "What do you
mean, I do the International Style?" Eisenman thinks of



style, strangely enough, in the u,'ay that the International
Style architects thought of it. They all thought that we-
Henry-Russell Hitchcock, Alfred Barr, and myself-were
wrong to use that word. "We don't work in a style," they
said, "we just work flom the program." In fact, of course,
they worked in just the opposite way. They u,ere very
conscious of what they should or should not do-that they
should not use ornamerlt, u-hether they should use stucco

or introduce a flat roof. The masters, however-Le Cor-
busier and Mies--<ould do what they wanted. The first
person to use a roof other than a flat one was Le Corbusier
in his Errazzuris house. It rnas the epigones-the Czechs,
the Balkans, and the Russians-who all practiced very
much according to the letter. They said in effect, "u,e are
learrring this great new thing from Le Corbusier, Mies, and
the Bauhaus," so thev were all more strict than the strict.

To understand the evangelical nature of m1' campaign in
the thirties, however, we must go further and analyze the
nature of the contemporary "enemy." In 1930, the Inter-
national Style u,as unheard of in this country. It was "for-
eign," and foreigners were, well, foreign. The enemy was
what we cailed the "moderne" or "modernistic" much more
than it \\'as the eclectic or revivaiist. It was, as Eisenman
says, a hydra-headed monster, but not the one which he
imagines for me. Rather, for us it was the existing 1920's

modern. There u,ere three separate strains that, in com-
bination, drove us to do battle for "our side." With the
benefit of fifty-year hindsight, those former "enemies" now
Iook more interesting, more rich in associations, in meta-
phor, in decorative abundance, than the style which we
espoused. The "moderrr" of the twenties that looks best to
me now is the "skyscraper style" crystailized by Raymond
Hood and Eliel Saarinen in the early 1920's and lasting
through Rockefeller Center in the 1930's-a verlical,
Gothic-inspired piling of elements that still gives New York
its New York look.

sharpeners and refrigeratorsl). In revolt, we at The Mu- 17

seum of Modern Art called our exhibition of useful objects
"Machine Art."

Third, there rvas the decoration derived from the 1925

Exposition des Arts Decoratifs in Paris. We puritans found
this movement shocking for ail of its ornament; but there
now are books illustrating its glories in technicolor. These
pictures have far more glamor today than any picture of
the Seagram Building! But as nostaigic as these movements
no\ r seem, to us in 1930 they were only surface treatments,
often self-contradictor-v. They also turned out, even with
the help of the 1933 Chicago Fair designs, to be ephemeral.
By contrast, the International Style swept the country, and

even in 1978 flat-topped glass boxes for office buildings are
the characteristic marks of the proliferating new city cen-
ters all over the world.

Mv final dissatisfaction with the International Style was
based on its simple straight lines and simple geometric
shapes and boxlike forms. It struck me, as one interested
in history, that much good architecture paid no attention
to Ruskin, Morris, Semper, Viollet-ie-Duc, Laugier, or
Gropius. While in the 1940's my favorite theorist had been
Geoffrey Scott, who in The Architectu.re of Httmanism of
1914 had inveighed against Morris, Ruskin, et al., I have
gradually come to realize the virtues of a more inclusive
attitude. This does not mean, however, that when one be-
gins to discuss the "rationalists" in Italy, or the "post-mod-
ernlsts" in America, that I do not take the other side al-
together and I will say how perfectly horrible labels are.
The word "rationalists" I cannot use except with quotation
marks or in the same way as Hitchcock used it. In Italy
now, it refers much more to an eighteenth century nostal-
gia, or a love of De Chirico; that is why their cemeteries
are so good.

Second, there was the "moderne" styling of the streamlin-
ing designers: Raymond Loewy's railroad trains, the three
linear moldings on movie marquees, the round-cornered
projections of many a Greyhound terminal, and the like.
Fascinating richness (but lumpy when applied to pencil

But now for the counter-story. The flat-top boxes have
triumphed, but for a whole generation there have grown
theoretical and practical objections. The Bay Region style
of California in the late twenties was billed as a new re-
gionalism. Churches and houses especially, being almost



18 impervious to box architecture, were designed by some
great men like Bruce Goff and Frank Lloyd Wright the
way tlrcy wanted. Junk architecture flourished. Historical
revivalism raised its head again. The culmination among
the theorists has been quite recent. Charies Jencks, Robert
Venturi, and Arthur Drexler now mount counter-drives
too.

As for the term "post-modernism," what it does, even for
me, is to Iegitimize my wanderings. What it refers to pre-
cisely is, in this sense, less important. Because in the twen-
ties, thirties, and forties, at the time u,hen I built my
house, there were no means for legitimization; I was merely
developing another view about modern architecture, one
drawn from history. Post-modernism is then a legitimiza-
tion of some feelings that reach beyond the puritanism of
modern architecture. It suggests that lhe ideology of the
Modern Movement is clead; that rn,e want to get away from
the moralism of modern architecture. What post-modern-
ism is really doing is legitimizing eclecticism, which is para-
doxicaily essentiaily pre-Modern Movement.

Although I had stated at Yale that "you cannot not know
history," I still feel that some of my fifties work was not
my best. The label "post-modernism," however, merely
allows me to feel better about it and to understand that I
could do a not-modern architecture and still be considered
pretty good because it's legitimized by having a label. In
the end, maybe I was a post-modern all along with Venturi.

In the fifties, trying to find out u,here I stood, I called
myseif a "functional eclectic." All such terms are part true,
part fictional, part self-serving, part earnest attempts at
self-knowledge. The "functional" meant, and means, that I
cannot free myself from starting designs with the program
as outlined by me or by my clients. I know that other
periods have begun with shapes and only later shoehorned
the uses into shapes. I am too "modern," too puritan for
pure form. I am, in spite of speeches to the contrary, a
functionalist; but perhaps, in contradiction, also an eclectic.
"Eclectic" means to me that I am free to roam history at
will, and that brings with it a new sympathy for the "style-
for-the-job" attitude. (I can almost believe that a bank

should be Doric, a home should have a sheltering roof look;
almost, but not quite. I am not sure that an airpoft should
look like a bird.) Further confusions come among the new
"eclectics" ; I often find myself trying out ideas from Charles
McKim's Boston Library and Mies's 1921 glass towers as
crutches to an identical program.

Eclecticism in this sense is merely a veneer: indeed, if you
hear Venturi or Robert Stern explain their buildings, they
sound like modernists.

It is very hard to use these terms however. What part of
"modern," for example, is modern? And what part is
functionalist?

Now it seems to me if you look at Venturi and Stern, there
is no new sense of plan, no new space in the section. They
are still using what is essentially a modern plan. A Beaux-
Arts architect looking at it would say, "that's not Beaux-
Arts"; it is not fifteenth centurv or nineteenth century-it
is not Palladio, it is not Ledoux. Venturi and Stern are
essentially coating modern architectural space with a new
dress. In fact for me post-modernism is Venturi's decorated
shed. Pennzoil, if you like, is a cluck and A.T.&T. is a
decorated shed.

There is another reason that post-modernism does not mean
very much. Any label is merely a clevice for convenience.
The International Style was a style even without its being
announced in the book. Jencks's use of post-modernism
ends up just being a device because it is not a positive
statement. There is no centripetal movement. It is like
trying to say that the Edwardian is a style. You can tell an
early nineteenth century building, for instance, based on
the small windows that are widely spaced. As the century
went on the windows got bigger and closer. But these are
just little marks, they are not a basic change in approach.

The designs of the past that strike closest to my senses are
those of Romantic Neo-classicism, beginning with Ledoux
and going through to 1845 with the death of Ludwig Per-
sius. Soane and Schinkel, for no conceivable theoretical



reason, touch me closer than do Borromini, Gaudi, or Bru-
nelleschi, no matter horv enthusiastically I react to the
greatness of the latter.

My Glass House of 1948 is, of course, a very late example
of the International Style-influenced as it was by the
Farnsworth House that Mies had already designed. By that
time, much had happened to change the sensibilities of the
twenties. I myself made many sketches for the future Glass
House in which the main theme was a series of low-almost
Svrian-arches cut into a blank stone fagade (shacles of
Romantic Neo-classicisml). And there are anomalies in the
house as built that Mies would never have tolerated: the
round brick element that "anchors" the design, ancl espe-
cially the chair rail that ties the house into an enclosed
composition rather than an indoor-outdoor Mies design.

The story of the mid-fifties led me through a sporadic,
superficial historicism mixed lightly over an International
Style base. This phase culminates in the clesign for the
A.T.&T. torn'er on Madison Avenue with mixes, cleriva-
tions, and allusions to periods from Rome to the 1920's.
Thus we have Johnson of the Glass House-which is the
bird cage, the trapping of space-and, second, r,l'e have
Johnson of the Pennzoil-the minimal sculpture.

At A.T.&T., we have the thircl Johnson. A new use of
eclectic choices to suit the place and program: the base an
open colonnade (Brunelleschi?) for scale and human refer-
ence; the middle a shaft from the twenties (Raymond
Hood?); and the top a broken pecliment complete rnith cor-
nice (late Rome?).

Most of our firm's recent office buildings, however, are still
on the Pennzoil model-shaped minimal geometry. We keep
the glass skin but play rvith the geometry both in plan and
in the third dimension; this culminates at Pennzoil. The tall
building for Lehman Brothers has a keystone plan that
developed from the peculiar shape of the site (admitteclly
exaggerated for architectural reasons). Also at Lehman
Brothers there is a "gouge" under one side of the building
to emphasize an enclosed peclestrian street. The principle

of "gouging" volumes, as opposed to the piling of elements 19

merely for a picturesque effect, from the tops, from the
side, and under the volumes occul's in many of our most
recent buildings. For example, in our "Itel" building in San
Francisco the spatial play is devious though the geometry
is absurdly simple. The gouging and slicing seem to stop
the eternal directionlessness of round buildings and create
a silhouette u,,ith more character.

At the age of seventy-tu,'t-r I no longer feel obiigated to
please anybody. I no longer feel obligated to further mod-
ern architecture. I no longer need the moral backing of
"progress." I do not have to better anything. And I have
always loved moldings and history. While this might lead
to the accusation that architecture is little more than taste,
there are some of us, of course, who feel that architecture
has always beert taste. I nou, think in terms of pleasing
myself and not reforming society or developing any kind of
moralist vision about the impact of my work on society.

At the same time, however, even as this new freedom gives
me distance in terms of experimentation and stylistic play,
there inevitably is a starting point underneath-in the
drawing, in the making of the building, in the postulating
of something which is in the end a public act. In this sense
I am still a modernist. I cannot get out of my skin. Although
I rail against progress, I think there still is social change,
also a change toward progress. However, I do not think
this change can be carried out by the neu,city dreams of
a feu, years ago. Those of us u,'ho are still Calvinist enough
to worry about these things still feel, "I have got to better
the world." I am of my age and I think it will show in me
that I am still a functionalist.

Sotcce ltlote
This tert uas deueloped from o. series of taped
discussions between Philip Johnson, Petet" Eisenm,an,
and Atillony Vidler in Jartu,ary oJ'this year,
supplem,ented by Ttiece s ta k en .from hitlrcrto unpu,blis lre d
writings of Joltnson.



Theory

In 1967, in a book lacking neither in subtlety nor erudition,
one could read that "the analogy between architecture and
language has been less popular in recent years than it was
from the middle of the eighteenth century to the middle of
the nineteenth century."t Such an assertion might seem
surprising, especially as the author invokes by way of con-
trast the "imporlance now given to the linguistic analogy
in the interpretation of the other Fine Arts."2 If architec-
ture seems to him to have escaped in large measure this
metaphorical treatment, that is most probably because it
has been spared all kinds of bad analysis. In this matter,
the linguistic analogy is chiefly a Latin speciality.

The confusion that reigns today in the repeated assimilation
of architecture to language obliges us finally to question
the foundation of this analogy, as well as to search out its
origins and proper uses. Such is the object of this article.s

The semiologist Umberto Eco has seen "architectural lan-
guage" as an "authentic linguistic system obeying the same
rules that govern the articulation of natural languages."a
Following Eco, A. Silipo has applied a conventional defi-
nition of grammar to architecture, in his words: "consid-
ering architectonic activity to be a set of operations de-
signed to establish cognitive relationships by means of
spatial realities, and (considering) the architectonic orga-
nism as a structure, an instrument of communication and
of knowledge, grammatical analysis becomes the principal
critical instrument at the disposal of whoever seeks not
only to grasp the entire range of signification of a particular
spatial structure, but also to "historicize" it by going back
to the methodological matrices that have determined this
structure, and by grasping the relationships that exist
among the figurative, technological and functional elements
that make up the structure and the more general historical,
social and economic, and artistic context to which it
refers. ." 5

The Idea of Architectural Language: A Critical Inquiry

Jacques Guillerme

Translation by H6l6ne Lipstadt and Harvey Mendelsohn

virtuosity of Borromini in terms of antithesis and oxymo- 2l
ron, anastrophe, and epiphoneme;6 this despite the fact that
the first paragraphs ofhis book seem to mitigate the effect
of this rhetorical equipment (where Portoghesi states that,
"the analogies between architecture and language have
often been advanced, as have those between architectural
civilization and language, and attempts have ofLen been
made even to transfer linguistic terminology to architec-
tural criticism. The most authoritative conclusions of these
experiences have been, however, ambiguous and limited").7
All the same, this work has undoubtedly done much in
France to acclimatize the 'linguistic' commentary on archi-
tecture, a commentary till now divorced from any serious
requirement for scientific rigor.

Finally, Bruno Zevi has recently commented on the fate of
the "fashion for grammar," which for ten years has per-
vaded Italian criticism. Despite the popularity enjoyed by
"the studies of architectonic linguistics," Zevi notes, and
the fact that they have produced "results which are often
brilliant," they have nevertheless not been marked by "any
resounding effect," since they have not "ploughed the spe-
cific field of architectonic language." And Zevi attributes
this relative poverty, not without some unintended humor,
to the fact that the scholars have been too concerned to
"find in architecture the ingredients and laws of verbal
language." s

It is clear that Zevi is noting the insuffrciency, but not the
ultimate utility, of the organon so highly vaunted by Sil-
ipo. Perhaps the most significant contribution made by
Zevi, however, is his invoking of a "specific field" of "ar-
chitectonic language" within the general linguistic domain.
Here he raises a factual, and scientific, criterion in the face
of a hitherto applied and fashionable analogy. In this re-
gard, we are entitled to inquire as to the specific mode of
knowledge presupposed by this "language."e

Grammatical analysis is thereby claimed as a universal, The antecedents of this doctrine of analogy between archi-
eritical instrument for architecture. tecture and language can be traced through the last two

centuries, though they are perhaps less numerous and
Paolo Portoghesi has similarly utilized the linguistic anal- widespread than Peter Collins leads us to believe. Among
ogy in historical writing, demonstrating, for example, the the overt statements of the eighteenth century, Collins was



22 scarcely able to cite more than the surreptitious remark of
Germain Boffrand: "The sections of moldings and the other
parts which make up a building, are, in architecture, what
words are in a discourse." 10 Francesco Milizia, at the end
of the century, repeated the comparison explicitly, applyrng
it, however, to the materials of building themselves. He
wrote, "the materials in architecture are like words in dis-
course which separately have little or no effect and can be
disposed in a despicable manner; but combined with art and
expressed with a motive and agile energ1 are capable of
unlimited effects."l'J. B. Papworth a little later revived
the idea in much the same terms: "Materials in architecture
are like words in phraseology, which, simply, have little or
no power, and may be so arranged as to excite contempt;
yet when combined with art, and expressed with energy,
they activate the mind with unbounded sway."12

Traditionally, arichitecture was associated with the art of
drawing; it then found itself beset by the influence of other
affinities and began to cultivate those specific associations
from which it would ultimately profit in the fleld of social
competition. Reference to language and to the forms of
literary creation, both learned and popular, was required
in the often lively debates on questions of style that grad-
ually opposed the champions of classicism to those of ra-
tionalism and eclecticism. The first of the doctrines that
Iinked architecture with language consequently appeared
in France, in the course of the eighteenth century, in the
writings of men of letters seeking to subsume all the arts
within a universal theory of expression.rB

Each time it appeared, however, the analogy was employed
for no other purpose than to ualidate competing morpho-
logical choices by grafting on them the prestige of literary
creation. la It was concerned simply with making explicit
the process of combination, the constituent of every archi-
tecturai project, by relating it to a fundamental and com-
monly held knou,ledge of g'rammar. This mode of didactic
commentary thus corresponded, to some degree, to the
desire of architects to legitimize the poetics of their archi-
tectural composition. Examples of such an aspiration are
found in Ledoux who declared that "architecture is to ma-
sonry as poetry is to belles-lettres," 15 and in Quatremdre

de Quincy who supported a new aesthetic theory of the
assimilation of genres which was, by the mid-nineteenth
century, to end up as a commonplace.l6 Quatremdre gave
all "honor to the architect who not only hears but speaks
the language of buildings in their relation with the type
and character of institutions. . ."17 But this kind of com-
parison was unable to sustain any marked theoretical de-
velopment. It was paramountly unscientific and analogical.
In other words, following the definitions of Quatrem6re
himself, recourse to language appeared at first on the level
of erample or illustration and not at all in terms of a con-
sistent model.

Indeed, any conception of the relations between language
and architecture which tried to assign an exact value to
language as a model for use in architectural composition
could, of course, make no headway during the prehistory
of linguistics; the development of theory within the speciflc
discipline of linguistics itself was an indispensable condition
if language was to serve as a model for the field of
architecture.

On the other hand, the relatively primitive nature of pre-
twentieth century attempts to make a language out of ar-
chitecture should not necessarily lead us to assume that the
succeeding and apparently more sophisticated forms of lin-
guistic theory are any more capable of legitimating the
analogy. The more or less ingenious attempts made since
Saussure to provide theoretical underpinnings for the use
of the linguistic model demand a rare theoretical genius. A
perfect resolution of the theoretical problem would inevit-
ably require the adoption of Hjelmslev's axiom of isomorph-
ism in which each system of signs (or of communications)
is "isomorphic" to each other.18 But of course this implies
the total lack of specificity of the structures and functions
of different expressive systems relative to the organism of
verbal language.

Lacking a satisfactory theoretical model, however, each
attempt to assimilate architecture to ianguage must be
judged according to the strength of its own foundation or,
better, according to its usefulness in the practice of those
who repeat it and claim its efficacy.



It is clear that there are obviously many ways of assimilat-
ing architecture to a language. One may claim, for instance,
that a rigorous comparison is possible; such a concept would
be based upon an exact similarity of structure and function
between architectural signs and the signs of 'natural' lan-
guage. The difficulty here, of course, consists in agreeing
upon the nature of an architectural sign, " and in composing
an appropriate collection of them-one which does not sim-
ply coincide with a group of trivial descriptive terms. The
arrogant hypothesis that sees architecture as an "authentic
linguistic system" in itself is in these terms obviously
untenable.

G. Morpurgo-Tagliabue, for example, noted as early as 1968

that "what this pretended architectural language lacks in
order for it to be a language is precisely the primary factor
of seruiosis: the heterogeneity between the signifier and
the signified."zo Twenty years ago, G. G. Granger had
already rejected any identification of language and art, on

the g::ounds that the latter in no way aimed at "constructing
discrete linear sequences carrying information."2l This ob-
jection is equally valid for architecture: it is difficult to see

how to construct a repertory of formal elements with semic
value that would function like the classic units of linguistics.
Besides, the syntax of language is powerless to model the
syntactic relationships between architectural "signs,"
which are, in any case, perceived in ways very different
from those of speech.

Here one is following closely the classic distinction made by
G. E. Lessing between nanatiue and presentatiue modes
of expression. In his Laocodn of 1766, Lessing differen-
tiated between a poetic (narrative) mode, which is pro-
gressive in its manifestation, its elements appearing in se-
quence, and a visual (presentative) mode, the elements of
which are simultaneously juxtaposed in space.22

Theoretically, one could try to construct codes of architec-
tural forms, which are distinct and even classifiable in par-
adigmatic series and which take into account the necessity
of discontinuity in the process of establishing meaning.
Each series thus formed could be called an "architectural
type." The primary operations of this kind of analysis are

the selection of a building and its assignment to one or 23

several types. If these tlpe characteristics are then linked
with certain other characteristics, such as those offunction,
economy, or ritual, they evidently generate meaning in
such a way that a cultivated observer looking at a building
belonging to his cultural universe has the ability to come

close to grasping the architect's intention, or, more pre-
cisely, the intention ofthat particular social collectivity that
has incorporated and determined this architect. This is
demonstrated very simply by the experience of tourists
who are ignorant of the local culture and thereby misread
its artifacts.

Thus, while one cannot in any way deny that perceived
forms communicate information, it is clear that the variety
of the systems of expectation in the domain of perception
within a given community, and even in a single individual,
makes it unfeasible to attempt to establish a comprehensive
code ofarchitectural signs. Since the abundance and varied
character of the messages confuses their decipherment,
nothing is in the end advanced by the lofty claim that
architecture is message.

Other questions, however, should be raised with regard to
the problematic or architectural communication. Firstly, if
perception effectively presupposes conditions of differentia-
tion, one may wonder whether the signified elements of a
message ought to be equally differential. As Mikel Du-
frenne asks, "is it certain that signification, when it is ana-
logical . . . implies discontinuity and is judged by paradig-
matic series? Is it certain that the need to clearly
distinguish between the signifiers in order to transmit them
distinctly implies that the signified is distinct in the same
way?"23 On its own, a doubt of this kind is enough to
scramble the equation of art and language, even if, on the
other hand, it gives comforl to efforts toward constructing
an infinitely extensible descriptive code. Privileging the
ontology of meaning is indeed a good way of demoralizing
the tacticians of communication.

There exist still other arguments against the theses of
linguistic analogy. Demonstrating that the plastic arts or
architectural work does not possess the constituent prop-



24 erties of an articulated Ianguage is perhaps not sufficient
to convince the champions ofthe analogism that they abuse
the metaphor. It is necessary, further, to insist on the fact
that the relationship of the creator to the visible work and
to its beholders is not the same as the relationships of
interlocutors to their language. The production and use of
a language, like its variation, imply an intersubjectivity;
they presuppose a virtual dialogue, reahzable at any mo-
ment, between subjects who, in principle, are symmetrical,
possess the same code or the same fraction of a code, and
who, by virtue of this community, participate in the same
kind of synchronic cutting of the world.2a Now, while it is
true that architectural constructions carry a considerabie
amount of information that is both available and capable of
being symbolized in various ways,25 it is difficult to see how
the recipient of the architectural 'meSsage' could find him-
self in a dialogue with a transmitter who is aimost always
hypothetical. At best, one might conceive that vision, if
informed and educated by the descriptive 'metalanguages'
of the building or of its representations, might be led to
modify the perception of the work and the understanding
of the project diachronically. This is, after all, what does
happen in fact, and it explains why there is always some-
thing with which to rewrite the history of architecture and
every other form of cultural production.

It is well known and important to note that the analogy
between architecture and language is not a thesis developed
by linguists,26 but rather by aestheticians and architects.
To declare, in effect, that architecture is a language, when
everyone knows, however confusedly, that this "language"
sustains, and essentially can only sustain, a one-way com-
munication, is to stigmatize beyond doubt the doctrinaire
architect as having a desire for power that cannot naturally
find its outlet through the modeling of material or through
the social recognition that is henceforlh its condition of
being. One could even maintain that this doctrine of assim-
ilation displays, in addition, the workings of magical
thought. To claim that architecture is a language is indeed,
in some way, to erect it as a rival of a Nature teeming with
signs and enigmas that are subordinated, definitively, to a
theology of the Word. Such a notion returns us to the
ancients who proposed esoteric meanings for architecture,

or to Viel de Saint-Maux in the Iate eighteenth century who
revived this traditiont "in ancient temples," he wrote,
"everything lends itself to analysis; everything there rep-
resented symbols and mysterious types." The "order of
architecture" for Viel was no more nor less than the "speak-
ing poem" of agriculture, the first economic system of man's
dominance over Nature.

Indeed, following this argument, it is possible to see that
"the emergency of the problem of language at the heart of
architectural criticism" should no longer be considered sim-
ply, as Manfredo Tafuri so nicely puts it, as "an exact
response to the crisis oflanguage in modern architecture";27
but it should also be seen, and perhaps fundamentally so,
as a response to a socio-professional crisis of identity.

Thus an interest in language can be related dialectically to
the contemporary social conditions, which accord favor to
these analogical theses. It might be said that the success
of the analogy between architecture and language occurs
during critical periods of socio-professional stratification,
expressly when the task of the architect appears to be
taken over by the activity and talents of the engineers.

Thus the linguistic analogy arose first during the upsurge
of technological rationalism which marked the emergence
of the first generation of polytechnicians; and again during
the last twenty years or so, when a crisis in the doctrine,
teaching, and practice of architecture has developed in suc-
cessive waves.

It is very clear that in this unstable course of development,
the recent vogue for analogies has produced a variety of
effects that seem to serve contradictory purposes. On the
one hand, the assertion that architecture is a language
obviously helps to shore up the image of the artist-archi-
tect. It thereby prolongs the effect that had formerly been
sought by literate architects who knew how to clothe their
art with the dignity accorded to the humanities. Under this
guise, the survival of the type is assured, as much as it can
be, in the name of its own poetic capacity, with a view
toward preserving the architect's place and function in the
organizational chart of tasks and social beneflts. On the



other hand, the maneuver is by nature double-edged. For,
by insistently invoking a linguistic competence-and not
only the expressiveness of natural language-the theore-
tician-architect clothes himself in the mantle of pure "sci-
ence"; and this specialization gives him the hope of pre-
serving a place for himself in the "techno-structure," as an
expert in social communication. In effect, this is simply
revealed as a maneuver to resist once more the imperialism
of the engineers.2s

The power of professional interests cannot, however, ex-
plain everything: any careful analysis must avoid a vulgar
economism, i.e., determinism, if it is to put into perspective
the sequence of discursive formations in the development
of the theories at issue. How can one fail to remark, from
this point of view, that the fashion for comparing architec-
ture and language follows the exhaustion of that erudite
academicism, which is contemporary with a catastrophic
reduction in the semantic fleld. We have in mind the defi-
nition given by Jost Trier, who said, "the group of arbitrary
and contingent terms, related neither etymologically, nor
by individual, psychological associations, which, by juxta-
position, precisely cover an entire and well bounded domain
of signification, constituted traditionally or scientifically by
human experience." 2e We are thereforq dealing, first of all,
with a lerical field whose composition is inseparable from
the pragmatic exercise of the arehitectural composition and
which also defines the multiple conditions of such exercise.
Now, as the canonic forms of classical architecture and its
eclectic derivations have fallen into disuse and oblivion, the
lexicon ofthe art, the repertory ofits descriptive elements,
has shrunk considerably. It is clear that the rise of the
linguistic disciplines, with their theory of structural rela-
tionships, came at just the right moment to fill the vacuum
in representation following upon the diminution of the clas-
sical vocabulary. As a result, the invasion of the language
of criticism by the slmtagm, architecture-language, can be
seen to mark, in the first instance, the disappearance of
that about which one could no longer reasonably speak,
except in terms of archaeology, and subsequently, to mark
the place of something about which one does not know how
to speak at all.

The fact is that disciplines that comment on man's creative 25

activity always incorporate enigmatic vocabularies, whose
role is to represent and to mask the inexpressible. Indeed,
it is possible that such representations are necessary to the
industry of commentary. In other words, it might well be
that ritualized use of such a vicious formulation (as is that
of the "architecture-language" syntagm) reveals the pow-
erlessness of any descriptive language to reach its goal
without stamping it with errors.3o Consequently, we are
obliged, henceforth, to embark on a new course, one that
will try to bring descriptive languages to their unattainable
point of perfection. Then, the wholly academic comparison
of architecture and language will appear in succeeding cen-
turies to be without object.
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History Commentary: Jiii Kroha and the Crisis of Post-Modernism

Kenneth Frampton

Between the publication of Kroha and Hrfiza's Soudtskd. Architektonickd.
Aaantgarda in 1973 and the more recent debate, crystallized to a large
extent by the appearance of Charles Jencks's polemic Th,e Language of Post-
Modent Architecture, there runs a surprising link, which brings one to
recognize, once more, that history repeats itself-if not as tragedy then
ceftainly as farce-and that the contradictions we had once comfortably
consigned to the past no'*, returrr to haunt us. And Iest we should suffer
additional delusions, let us acknowledge that this is not the first time we
have been plagued by old ghosts, nor presumably will it be the last; nor for
that matter is it an isolated incident peculiar to the architecture of our own
age. Between Pugin's anguish of 1840 at the prospect of the universal
Panopticon, and Michel Foucault's most recent thesis as to the repressive and

ubiquitous nature of power, there runs a connection which transcends the
field of architecture as such.

Those who insist for ideological reasons on maintaining the fiction that there
is no link of consequence between the nature of a society and the quality of
its architecture will not be gratified b-v the substance of this book, which, it
is hoped, will come to be translated and published in the near future by a
dedicated house. For Kroha ancl Hrriza are Marxist architects who have
been tempered by the actual experience of social revolution and u'ho now, at
the close of their long careers, have found both the opportunity and the
distance to write an objective accoutlt of the evolution of the Soviet avant-
garde.

The architecturai aspect of this history is inextricably bound up with their
own careers as practicing architects. Both men came to their professional
maturity under the pre-war Masaryk regime and, of the two, Kroha was old
enough in 1928 to have designed a remarkably eiegant, if modest,
"constructivist" work-an elaborate industrial pavilion for an exhibition in
Mlad6 Boleslav. Aside from his reputation as a designer, Kroha gives more
than adequate proof of his capability as a theoretician, establishing once

again that a capacity for theory by no means excludes an ability to practice.

Kroha's highly perceptive and well argued account of the failure of the Soviet
avant-garde turns out to be surprisingly relevant not only to the concerns of
this journal but also to the wider spectrum of the current debate in
architecture; the debate that is now variously enjoined as modertism versus
post-modernism or as formalism versus realism. It is as much for this reason
as for its length that we have decided to place Dluhosch's review in the main
body of the journal rather than in the book review section.

The crisis of the Soviet architectural avant-garde, the eclipse of its discourse,
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and the state inauguration of Social Realism in April 1932, is by now well
known. What is less readily recognized, however, is that the argument then
raised in both intellectual and offrcial circles turned exactly on those issues
which now, over half a century later, have again become the central
problematic of the architectural debate. The only difference is that this time
the argument is taking place in the West.

Broadly speaking and much simplified, the central features of this complex
problematic are as follows: 1) Is architecture as a'science' or as a'praxis' or
as an'object' to be rationally determined as an autonomous discipline with its
own laws and procedures which when fully developed may embrace function
as well as form within a single unitary method? Or 2) is it merely an
instrumental reflex that can only reflect, so to speak, the form-force of the
empirical demands that cause it to come into being in the first place? And 3)
if it is either of these mutually exclusive altermatives, how does this in and of
itself affect its emotional and psychological reception at the hands of the
popuiace? It is hardly in the nature of today's popular, not to say populist,
discourse to formulate the debate in these terms, but nonetheless these are
the terms in which, according to Kroha, it emerged in the second half of the
twenties in the Soviet Union, and in my view it represents a sufficiently
complex formulation of the problem as to be convincing. Nothing could be in
greater contrast to the current post-modernist line, which, when stripped of
its semiotic or sociological mask, amounts to the culture of "consensus
populism." One may even speak of the consumerist version of the old Social
Realist position. The assertion that "main street is almost all right" suggests
that there is nothing that cannot be repaired through the spontaneous
application of supergraphics.

Kroha's account of the ideological conflict and eventual demise of the Soviet
avant-garde lies extremely close to an analysis made of the same phenomena
by Berthold Lubetkin in 1956 when he wrote: "it was against the
subjectivism of the formalists (ASNOVA) that the reaction which now set in
was mainly set. It had become obvious that the subjective, idealist trend was
more often associated with painters than architects, if indeed it was
defensible at all in a Marxist society. . . . The theoreticians of the new trend,
later to be called the functionalists (OSA) . . . came to regard man as now
more than ever an appendage of the machine, dependent on it in all respects
including the aesthetic." Postulating that the sole purpose of architecture is
"the isolation, organization, and enclosure of space with the maximum
economy of means (Ginzburg, StyLe and Epoch, 1934), the functionalists
reduced architecture to the level of activities of certain species of insects and
mammals."

Later Lubetkin was to continue: "The simple classical concepts of
internationalism underwent a considerable change toward the end of the
twenties when hopes of immediate world revolution receded and the more
autarchic stage of 'the building of socialism in one country' was initiated.
Simultaneously, the exuberant romantic concepLion of technique gave way to
a sober realization that technique, in Russia, meant a hard uphill struggle to
transform a peasant economy. . . . The disparity between the vision of a
super-charged technique and the reality of a primitive and backward building
industry . . . led others to a hollow and insincere aestheticism,
indistinguishable from that of the formalists they had set out to replace,
inasmuch as they were forced to reproduce the aduiterated forms of an



advanced technique in the absence of the real media. All the aggressive self-
assertion with which the functionalists enunciated their creed could mask
neither the barrenness of their doctrine nor the sterility of their
practice. . . . But the public was no longer to be ignored: the public had
become the patron, and now loudly voiced its disapproval and impatience
with both the theory and the practice of functionalism."

Each in his turn-Lubetkin, Kroha, and Dluhosch-leave us in no doubt that
it was the uor populi that was finally decisive, either within or without the
Party, and that the imposition of a single cultural line under the aegis of
Social Realism-the proclamation that "proletarians also have a right to
colonnades"-was nothing if not a masterstroke of political strategy. At the
level of sloganeering, the final difference between ASNOVA and OSA turned
on the debate as to which factor was to be the ultimate measure of
architecture: was it to be architecture itself-that is, the relatively
autonomous discourse of form as in the classical era; or was it to be man-
that is, the development of architecture as an anthropological synthetic
discipline? Yet irrespective of this division both groups came into being out
of the mutual "modernist" recognition that modern man can no longer
express himself in the langUage of the past, and it was precisely this common
bond, of course, that finally led to their suppression'

The fundamentals of this conflict are surely as much present today as they
ever were, even if the political context, the specific protagonists, and the
terms in which the argument is formulated are now totally different. And
while the chances for the evolution of a typological and/or anthropological
cuiture of built form are now perhaps greater than before-that is, while the
theoretical conditions for an environmental culture, in which the "encoding"

of production is matched by the "decoding" of its reception, are by now

better known-the fact remains that the short-circuiting strategy of Social

Realism or of post-modernism has a much better chance of producing results;
if by results we have in mind immediate social gratiflcation and control. It is
not that the critique now being mounted against the Modern Movement is

without justification, but rather that the supposed panacea of Social Realism

masquerading as post-modernism is unconvincing. In the last analysis it
merely substitutes one kind of reduction for another.
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The Failure of the Soviet Avant-garde:
A Review of Sovdtsk6 Architektonick6 Avantgarda by Jiii Kroha and Jiii Hrtzal

Eric Dluhosch

The brilliant rise and the apparently abrupt demise of the
Soviet architectural avant-garde in the early thirties has
fascinated Western historians, critics, and architectural
theorists ever since those dramatic events took place.

Soviet and Eastern European interest in this subject is of
more recent origin-at least offrcially. It coincides roughly
with the period after the death of Stalin in 1952, and has
reached the West by means of published material from
academic and archival sources which became accessible to
Soviet and Eastern European scholars after the "thaw"
initiated by Khrushchev's secret speech to the twentieth
Party Congress in 1956 in which he denounced the "cult of
personality" in both politics and the arts, and which opened
the door to a more open approach in art and architecture
in the Soviet Union and its East European dependencies.

The recent book by Jifi Kroha and Jifi Hrttza, entitled
The Souiet Architectural Auant-garde, is an example of this
new interest and is one of the most serious contemporary
attempts by East European architectural critics to come to
terms with events which took place in the Soviet Union
some fifty years ago, not only in purely descriptive and
chronological terms, but also from the point of view of the
broader intellectual, political, social, economic, and cultural
issues which played their role in the life and death of this
important architectural movement at that time. Such a
balanced approach contrasts with much of the past and
present Western criticism of this period, which is inevitably
colored by biases and prejudices developed in the study of
the evolution and fate of the Western wing of the Modern
Movement without a corresponding experience of the real-
ities and subtleties of its counterpart in the East, especially
during the years of Stalin's grlp on all facets of Soviet
thought and life.

This general treatment of the intellectual and conceptuai
aspects of the Soviet avant-garde is supporbed by a bal-
anced and carefully documented chronological aecount of
the organizational and institutional complexities of the
growth; that is to say, of the amalgamation and eventual
dissolution of the various factions and architectural direc-
tions which made their mark on avant-garde developments

in the Soviet Union after the October Revolution

The fact that both Kroha and Hrriza grew up as socialists
in prewar capitalist Czechoslovakia lends considerable
depth to their arguments, allorn'ing them to take cognizance
of the Western point of view without relinquishing their
Marxist convictions. This, in turn, makes it possible for the
authors to deal with their subject matter in a comprehen-
sive and global manner often absent from Soviet literature
on this subject. The modern democratic tradition in Czech-

oslovakia sets the whole tone for this study. The authors
do not conceal the fact that the suppression of the Soviet
avant-garde was not only a cultural tragedy for the evolu-
tion of truly revolutionary architecture in the USSR, but
also a great loss to world architecture as a whole. Having
said this, they are both agreed on the central thesis that
informs the entire book. They maintain that the seemingly
unexpected collapse of this brilliant movement was vir-
tually inevitable not only as a result ofthe special conditions
existing in Russia and Europe at that time, but also due to
the general inability of the avant-garde to resolve the con-
flict between architeeture and revolution. The book tries to
untangle this complex web of particular and general con-
tradictions by searching for answers in the conditions and
realities of the Soviet Union of that period, as well as trying
to search for the deeper meanings of that avant-gardist
notion of "architecture as idea," in the broadest cultural
and historical sense of the term.

The tendency of Western historians and critics to look at
the story of the Soviet avant-garde through the eyes of
Western theories and achievements and to judge its results
on the basis of Western standards of architectural criticism
is categorically rejected by both authors. They readily ad-
mit that for a brief period the aims of the Soviet architec-
tural left and its counterpart in the West seemed to have
taken a parallel course, and that the two movements ini-
tially shared some of the same goals. However, such a
symbiosis, if it ever existed, proved to be illusory after it
became clear that Western Europe would remain in the
capitalist camp. Contrary to early hopes in the Soviet
Union, the bourgeois states of Europe did not disintegrate,
and the Western branch of the previously united avant-
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2 Annoultcerneut.f'or the Petrograd
exhibition oJ'the nt,odel of the kruer
Jbr the Third IntettruLiorto,l, 1910.

garde soon made an accommodation with its powerful
clients, seduced by the technically superior capability of
the highly developed capitalist industry of the West. Even-
tually, this accommodation changed into genuine coopera-
tion, with the result that the abstract geometry of the
moderns soon became the official architecture of business
and institutions alike. Any lingering feelings of guilt for
having abandoned the early dreams of an architecture
based on socialist notions were soon erased by the much
publicized events leading to the suppression of modernism
in Russia after 1930. This, and the temporary alliance be-
tween Capitalism and Communism during World War II,
induced a remarkable memory lapse in the collective psyche
of many if not most founders of the Modern Movement in
the West as to their original social commitments and views.
The "suppression by Ukase" by the Central Committee of
the Communist Party in 1932 also provided a convenient
outlet for self-righteous Western breastbeating and ser-
monizing, usually in the form of self-congratulatory edito-
rializing about the "victory" of "free" architecture in the
West. Today, many architects are beginning to realize that
this may have been pyruhic victory, and that by abandoning
its revolutionary social mission, the Modern Movement of
the West is presently facing an equally serious crisis of
survival as did the Soviet avant-garde of the early thirties
in the East. It must be evident to any serious students of
modern architecture that the movement has by now lost
much ofits elan and confldence and that questions concern-
ing the fundamental raison d'6tre for modernism are being
asked with ever increasing insistence by theoreticians and
practitioners alike throughout the industrialized West. For
this reason alone, the work of Kroha and Hrflza is impor-
tant, providing a case study of great insight and clear an-
alytic reasoning by patiently and methodically dealing not
only with the causes which led to the failure of the archi-
tectural left in the Soviet Union, but also with the deeper
questions concerning the essence of architecture as such in
our own industrial present.

Kroha and Hrtiza analyze not only the formal aspects of
architectural appearance but questions of essence. That
these questions are being asked now as incisively as this
by architects from the East, however veiled in partyjargon
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3 Radio tower in Moscot.u.

V. Shtrkh,ou, engineer, 191I-1922
I Photomontage of a skysu'aper
proj ect, Lrtbian sky Squ,are, M oscotc.

V. Kri'nsky, architect, 1923. A .

VchtLtemas project, caryted ottt uttder
Ladoasky, shouittg th,e initial eJJ'otl
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5 Main entrance to thn All-Russian
Agricultural E xhibition, M oscow.
I. Zholtousky, architect, 1923. An
erample of primitiue wood
' consttactiuism' w hn se skeleton
euidently intend.s a reference to the
lost clas sical uocabulary.

6 Pauilion of th,e foreign departm,ent
in th,e All-Russian Agrtculture
E xltibition, Moscow, 1923 .

V. Shchuko (with J. Kolli and.
A. Gushchin), architects, 1923.
Primitiue wood consttuction used as
the point of departure for a new
ar c hit e ctural lang uag e.

34 and obligatory lip service to Soviet srzerainty, is of crucial
significance. For underneath, the argument is solid and
directly relevant to the architectural situation of both East
and West; the questions asked by these two authors are
questions of the spirit, purpose, and ideals of "architecture
as idea." In the face of the pseudo-questions increasingly
asked by contemporary theorists about the significance of
this or that statistical procedure of constructing question-
naires, or learned discussions about behavioral maps, or
the manipulation of ever more "responsive" environments
within a global situation that daily grows ever more boring
and banal, Kroha and Hrriza enyision a more majestic
horizon for architecture. They search for the underlying
relations that link the overall social and economic organi-
zation of society to culture and history as transcendent
realities of human destiny. They understand that the pro-
duction of socially significant artifacts is linked to cultural
labor in all areas of a society, including the political one.
They are concerned with analyzing the means by which a
society purposefully begins to utilize its combined technical
and economic resources to achieve specific social and cul-
tural goals. At the same time, they recog4ize that the West
seems at present unable to define its political, social, or
architectural goals. One of the perennial sources of Western
fascination with Soviet avant-garde architecture has been
the fact that not only was an amazingly rich vocabulary of
new architectural forms and types created, but that these
new forms were the result of the new ideals and visions of
the Revolution. Such a condition gave Soviet avant-garde
architecture a deeper social and political significance be-
yond the formally grounded categories established in the
West. In that sense, for a brief period in history, Soviet
avant-garde architecture held the promise that it could and
would become an instrument in the transformation of cul-
ture as a consequence of becoming a voluntary and con-
scious participant in the transformation of the social and
economic reality of a whole era. This contrasted with the
role of its avant-garde counterpart in the West, which, in
theory if not in practice, submitted readily to limited social
and economic constraints even during the early years of its
activities. For Kroha and Hrfiza, it is high time to reassess
the heroism of the "heroic period" of the Modern Movement
in both the East and especially the West. It serves no
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8 Com,petition design for th.e Soaiet
Pauilion for tlte Exposition des Arts
Decoratif, Paris, 192/t. N. A.
Ladoasky, architect, 192/t. Second
Prtze. Typica,l g eometrtcal
progression of the ASNOVA sch,ool.
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of Labor in, Moscow, 1923. Vesnin
brothers, architects, 1923. Third
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such an erpression can only be found
bu the hanest &rY&ngertlent of the
plan and, by the social and
utilit o,rian tr an s.fo rtn ati o n of
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arcltitecturaL function s, w lt ic h
express the content of the object . . .

the material and spatial composition,
wliclt concretizes the image of a
palace of th,e people." Vesnin
brothers.
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36 purpose for future research to perpetuate this myth and
imbue the men of these eariy decades of the century with
the status of either martyrs or saints. Moreover, there is
no clear evidence that they saw themselves as such. The
authors begin to place these questions in perspective, for
they neither conceal the fact that it was the resolution of
the Central Committee .vhich officially put an end to all
avant-garde experiments in Russia by decree, nor do they
gloss over the inability of the architectural left to sustain
their position by refusing to abandon their utopianism.
Their romantic visions of a "perfect" socialist society failed
in the end to come to terms with the full complexity of the
historical moment in which Soviet society found itself after
the Revolution: a moment which called for the maximum
mobilization of the nation's productive energies, not only in
architecture but in oll flelds of social and economic labor.
All this had to be accomplished in a country which had no
industrial base and which had swept aside its aristocratic
cultural elite without having developed a broad bourgeois
middle class to flll the vacuum in the interim. Unlike the
West, with an industrial history of over a century and a
broad middle class ruling structure, Russia had a population
that had just emerged from serfdom and autocracy; a so-
ciety in which the aristocratic model was the sole embodi-
ment of all that was considered best in culture and style of
Iife. These were the bare realities of Russian life in the
early revolution and not the phantasies of a small group of
avant-garde intellectuals tr).rng to outpace the industrial-
ized West. The story of this cultural "misunderstanding,'is
the main theme of the book.

The book is valuable for another reason: namely, that both
authors spent their formative years in a milieu determined
by the ideas of Western architectural modernism, that is,
in Czechoslovakia before it was incorporated into the Soviet
orbit after World War II. Both were professed socialists in
their youth, and thus their book may be regarded as a
testament and a case study of the realization of a dream of
a socialist-communist program in a Western European con-
text, to which, until 1948, Czechoslovakia belonged both
economically and culturally. In this sense the authors speak
from a deep understanding of the evolution of the Modern
Movement in both the West and the East. Their effort

must further be seen in the light of a broader Central
European problem, namely, the problem of building a
bridge between the Byzantine culture of the East and the
Roman culture of the West.

The book is divided into two major parts; the first by Jifi
Kroha is entitled "Struggles," and the second part written
by Jiii Hrtna carries the title "Annals." A supplementary
section is devoted to documents, and contains the manifes-
tations, decrees, and program statements of the various
architectural associations which were active during the
years 1917-1932. This is followed by an alphabetic anno-
tated index of biographical and historical data dealing with
the architects and architectural associations of the Soviet
avant-garde.

The following analysis will focus on the first part of the
book since it is the more conceptual and also because it
represents a remarkable, intellectual exercise in explaining
and tracing the phenomenal trajectory of the rise and fall
of the Soviet architectural avant-garde. 2

Kroha's central thesis is his assertion that, while many of
the formal inventions of the early period of Soviet archi-
tecture were not realized, the essence of the program then
developed has not been abandoned, and that the social
dynamic of the Revolution will eventually lead to the re-
emergence (though in modified form) of the discoveries
made in the early years of the Revolution. The initial avant-
garde years thus provide Soviet architecture with an inex-
haustible source of energy for creating continuing solutions
for the evolving socialist environment. Kroha's thesis thus
begs the question of revolutionary cultural continuity. He
attempts to reconcile the two opposing tendencies of rev-
olution: the desire to destroy the old, and the need to select
from the old those elements which remain useful and nec-
essary to society for compelling reasons.

The problem of revolutionary cultural continuity was, as
Kroha notes, first summarized by El Lissitzky, who pos-
tulated the four necessary steps in this process: the twga-
tion of all antagonistic forms of work, Iife, and thought; the
propagatinn of the classless society; the d,estruction of all



life-negating forces and structures; and finally theconstruc-
tion of a new life environment in the free space created by
the Revolution. These would be the essential tasks which
had to be accomplished in order to bring about both radical
change and at the same time preserve cultural continuity.
Kroha sees the contradiction embedded in these require-
ments and the consequences of the actual working out of
this schism between the necessity to destroy and the inev-
itability to preserve as one of the main cultural-historical
causes for failure ofthe Soviet avant-garde. This group not
only refused to accept historical continuity as part of their
program but were later reluctant to assume the problem
as to how to assimilate the positive aspects of the past into
the new order.

Thus, the initial success of the Soviet avant-garde in in-
venting exciting and original forms for the new tasks and
the new societal needs of Socialism contained from the very
beginning the seeds of its later rejection, not only by the
Party, but also by the population at large. By proposing
forms of uncompromising novelty and by consciously elim-
inating any reference to the past, the new architecture
appeared strange and hostile not only to the old order, but
to life as such. Even if it were possible to induce an intel-
lectual amnesia concerning the past, it soon became appar-
ent that existentially, emotionally, and habitually this was
not possible. The past continued to live in the hearts and
in the feelings of the masses. Social life in the early years
of the Revolution was sustained by and later continued to
take place in the architecture of the old order. The Party;
being a body politic, was aware of this. There was no
intention on its part to dismiss the problem of historical
continuity lightly, either in architecture or in the other
arts. The only point to be argued was which elements of
the past were to be preserved and taken over to serve the
interests of the coming classless society so as to coincide
with its broadly agreed upon social and cultural goals.

This contradiction between the necessity to destroy and
the need to preserve is defined by Kroha as the root cause
of the ensuing political struggle. This struggle, which took
place in the 1920's, turned upon the nature of the legitimate
transition from a "critique by means of force" to "cultural

revolution by means of criticism." The terms "critique" and 37
"criticism" as understood here had special meaning in the
contemporary Soviet situation. They should not be confused
with Western interpretations of the term "criticism" which
tends to make "good form" the basis of their observations,
and which, in turn, are reinterpreted in terms of "good
taste" (generally defined as upper middle class) versus "bad
taste" (usually attributed to the petite bourgeoisie). In So-
viet Russia "form" was, and is, seen as the architectural
codffication of social injustice and the material manifesta-
tion of class antagonism in capitalist society. A dialectical
relationship is proposed between the revolutionary impulse
to destroy the structure of the old political and economic
order for the purposes of creating free space for the new
order and the corresponding imperative to provide psycho-
logical and historical continuity by selecting elements of the
old from the shell of the past. This dialectic will hopefully
provide the foundations for the future socialist environ-
ment. The inability of Western critics to fully comprehend
this dialectic has led, on the one hand, to romantic exag-
gerations of the significance of the avant-garde in terms of
their influence on architecture throughout the first decades
of the Revolution, and, on the other, to a corresponding
overemphasis of the utopian aspect in their work.

Such exaggerations have led Westera historians to under-
estimate the significance of the Soviet avant-garde move-
ment by tending to dismiss it as a highly fascinating but
more or less peripheral episode in the main evolution of
Western modern architecture. While the former interpret-
ation ignores the bleak social, economic, and psychological
realities of the two decades in Russia after 1917, the latter
sees the relationship between East and West during that
period simply as an effort on the part of the Soviet avant-
garde to join the mainstream of the Modern Movement in
the West, in order to arrive at a new conception of archi-
tecture based on the rhythms and dynamics of the new
Machine Age. Although Western critics who have espoused
these hypotheses have made some allowance for the ele-
ments of social relevance claimed by the architectural left
for their program, it is nevertheless accepted as a foregone
conclusion that both East and West arrived at essentially
similar formal results despite their overtly different social
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9 Te'mporory woodett mau.soleum. Jbr
V. I. Lenin, Moscota. A. Sltchuseu,
arch,itect, 1 924 -1 930. Since neither
c\assicism nor constttt"ctiuism was
felt to be an appropriate syntax, the
design attempted to recreate the fotnt
of an anciettt Asian tomb.

11

10 Ad,ministratiue lrcadquarters of
Gostot'7, Moscow. B. Velikousku,
architect, 1926 -1928. One of the
earliest realized projects of the Souiet
aaant-garde.

11 Post o.tfi,ce builditrg, Kh,arkoa..
A. Mordubtou, archtt.ect, 1 927 -1 929

10

12 Garage on Bokhmateeusky Street,
Moscou. K. Melnikou, architect,
1926.

13 Frunze Club and cinema, project,
Moscow. K. Melnikou, architect,
1927.
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aspirations. This is perhaps best exemplifled by the sim-
plistic Western slogan "form follows function" and the bar-
ren conception of architecture as the vehicle for technical
and formal virtuoso performance without a critical ques-

tioning of the social and economic foundations upon which
such a world view is constructed. Against this Kroha states:
"the center of gravity in architectural creation is not to be
found in a mechanical parthenogenetic elaboration of cur-
rent conventional and'pleasing' emotionalism in world ar-
chitecture, or in a pseudo-intellectual defense of phenome-
nological architecturalism, . . . but in the creation of an
architecture as the highest symbiosis of Marxist convictions
and its realization by means of a deep knowledge of the
(real) development of socio-political and ideological forces
shaping socialist life and its (man-made) environment"; that
is, not architecture as story, but architecture as idea.

He argues that once one accepts the proposition that the
Modern Movement was indeed based on a new program-
matic agenda anchored both in industrial production and in
social realities of the twentieth century, the whole question
of architectural "functionalism"-the building "telling a

story about its function"-has to be reopened. The clialec-
tical relationships between revolution, culture, history,
technology, society, attd the formal character of the man-
made environment together tend to deny determinism.
Current Western debate is avoiding this question by ru-
minating about anti-planning or about user participation in
dwellings as such (but not in the field of controlling the
means ofproduction and distribution), about advocacy plan-
ning as an adversary and essentially class-antagonistic
process, and finally about the discrediting of professional-
ism. Seldom does one find a serious concern about archi-
tecture, as a consciously chosen subjectiue will, able to
differentiate itself from accepted cliches and thereby to
become capable of intellectually circumscribing our epoch's
relationship to objective nature and the man-made world.
As it is, there is a tendency in contemporary debate to
deny this concern for idea, preferring to ascribe qualities
to nature which are often nothing other than distorted
reflections or idealistic reinterpretations of quasi-religious
articles of faith. Alternatively they are vulgar simplifica-
tions of scientific discoveries or infantile simplifications of
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1/+ Cultural center, Khnrkou,
A. Dmitrieu, architect, 1 929 -1932

15 Lenin LiArary, Moscow. V.
Shchuko and, V. Gelfreikh, architects,
1928-19/t1. A clear example of an
a s sy metrical con structiu i st
com,position erecuted in a classical
uocabulary.

40 "alternative" pastoral utopias, rather than objective deduc-
tions from socio-economic facts. Human purpose is being
relegated to secondary status and is rendered subservient
to the "natural" laws of the spontaneously existing envi-
ronment, without acknowledging the relative dependence
of any idea on socially-dependent objective conditions that
are comprised by economics, social relations, politics, and
culture.

Architecture as idea, on the other hand, can only exist in
the subjectize juxtaposition of the man-made world view in
opposition to the objectiue "chaos" ofnatural creation. This
relationship does not necessarily presuppose either oppo-
sition or domination. Architecture as idea may well draw
its inspiration from nature, searching for humanistic anal-
ogies to natural creation, but this does not imply any simple
imitation of nature or a return to some unspecified state of
natural grace. The translation of "idea" into "ideal" can
proceed solely by means of subjective humanistic effort,
distilling those characteristics of the natural environment
which are compatible with the social and economic goals of
humanity. A new cultural experience is created only if
these characteristics are then recombined in such a manner
as to provide society with a valid, symbolic, material
expression of its new interpretation of the world-to be
recognized as beautiful by all. Kroha maintains that such
a slmthesis can only be accomplished when architecture as
idea regains its orientation in conformance with both the
historical genius of our time (which he sees as Socialism)
and the fulfillment of the best potential of its technical and
economic resources. Once contact between genius loci and
objective reality is lost, architecture as idea becomes ossi-
fied, and architecture as "objective reality"-functionally
determinist-retreats into dogma, deflning its existence
through academic posturing and dependence on form. The
result is a new "modern" eclecticism, shorn of historical
ornament and considerably less self-assured than the eclec-
ticism of the nineteenth century. The period of historical
eclecticism immediately prior to the birth of the Modera
Movement provides a good example of such a process of
cultural reiflcation. Then, as now, architectural production
tended to coincide with the efforts of the bourgeoisie to
resolve the contradictions inherent in class antagonisms by
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77, 18 Theater, Rostou-on-the-Don.
A. Slrclruko and V. Gelfreikh.,
architects, 1930 -1 93 6. C ompetition
project of 1930 reaLized at tlrc end of
1936 despite its constntctiuist
affinities.

16 lzuestia printing shop.
I. Leonidoa, architect, 1926. Student
project carrted out in the studio of A
Vesnin.
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19 Theater MOPSP, Moscow,
project. K. MeLrLikou, architect, 1932

20 Prauda building, Moscow.
P. Golosctu, architect, 1 930 -193 I
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adorning them with its relative values. Within this per-
spective, such movements as the Jugendstil and the Seces-

sion must be considered as the last stage in the capitalist
"consumption" of historical styles; styles which had been

already exhausted by progressive devaluation and which
then required new "inspiration." This was initially supplied
by a "free" improvisation based on natural forms, rather
than by the repertoir. ofclassical antiquity. In this process,

what Kroha defined as architecture as idea became de-
formed by its reduction to decoration. This reduction,
Kroha notes, was intensified by the confrontation that oc-

curs in capitalistic societies between the technical ration-
ality of the means of production and the social irrationality
of its class structure; a situation which forces a captive
architecture to mask this disparity by exploiting form in
isolation and stressing its decorative aspects. This preoc-
cupation with form and decoration eventually resulted in
the neglect of the newly emerging spatial and utilitarian
needs of the society which had been created by the new
industrial age. "As a consequence," writes Kroha, "the new
ethical and aesthetic factors which are a necessary prereq-
uisite for the humanistic creation of man-made environ-
ments were not absorbed into architecture until the begin-
ning of the twentieth century."3

21 CotrnnunaL lrcu;ing project,
Moscow. G. Volftnzon, architect,
1928-1930.

22 Cylindtical dwellittg Jbr
Mossouiet, Moscow. K. Me|nikou,
architect, 1 929. C ontpetition proj ect.
A uatiation of MeLnikou's own lrctr,se

of 1929 as a series of intedockirtg
tntits.

21

43

Against the currently fashionable criticism of the Modern
Movement as a misguided failure, Kroha sees the single-
minded 6lan and energy of the moderns as the instrument
by which the primacy of architecture as idea was finally
reasserted over architecture as d,ecoration. In his view, the
Modern Movement accomplished this by making architec-
tural space the primary locus of functional purpose, thus
positing the question of architectural appropriateness in 22

terms of function and utility based on the humanistic needs
of the new industrial society; while finding an expression
for this through a spatial vocabulary borrowed from modern
art. Purpose and function were linked in a new space-time
continuum and developed through new materials and new
structural conceptions. The human environment was ren-
dered in abstract elemental forms and colors and these
constructive-spatial redefinitions were accompanied by a

re-evaluation of the various contents of architectural space.
Content was broadly deflned in terms of the concrete phys-
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44 ical and psychological needs of the age, according to the
fusion of constructive functionality with a utilitarianism of
equipment and furniture. Despite their later devaluation
ancl co-option into consumerism, functionalism, and utility,
this content must be regarded as the unique and vital con-
tribution of the Western European Modern Movement to-
ward the accomplishment of architecture as idea. Whv
then, Kroha asks, did the Modern Movement fail to become
truly integrated into the everyday life of the masses who
were, in theory at least, to benefit the most from its clean-
sing liberation? It is Kroha's contention that the reason is
to be found in the failure of the Modern Movement to solve
or to recognize the underlying social problem of function-
alism. It passively accepted the different "standards" de-
veloped from the technical advances of the mature capitalist
system, and claimed that scientific technological production
was the sole "objective" source for design, without com-
prehending the antagonistic social base on which the system
hacl been founded. This led to the new differentiation of
space, function, and equipment, but without specific ref-
erence to humanistic or socially beneficial criteria. Thus, if
the nineteenth century had denied scientific technological
advance as an explicit and necessary component of archi-
tecture as idea, then the avant-garde of the first half of the
twentieth century may be accused of having tried to recon-
struct the concept of architecture as idea without taking
into account the emerging socio-economic characteristics of
the period.

As a result of this omission, the concept architecture as
idea has again become problematic. As moder"nism tends to
dissipate its energies by defining elusive categories such as
"architecture as pure art," or "architecture as an exclusive
subjective-intuitive method of composition," so the result
is confusion, Ioss of self-confidence, an obsession with res-
toration, and a preoccupation with novelty for its own sake.

Western interpreters of the Soviet avant-garde have gen-
erally assumed that similar forces were at work in the left
wing of the Modern Movement. But in fact substantial
differences may be identified and were at the time seen to
exist between the West European and the Soviet wings of
the Modern Movement. As early as 1922, during the Inter-

national Congress of Arts in Drisseldorf, El Lissitzky pre-
sented to Western architects the full program of the so-
called constructivist movement with great emphasis on the
inclependent course pursued by the Sol'iet avant-garde and
the difference, from the outset, between the path taken by
the Russians and that taken by the Western avant-garde.
The Soviet avant-garde, like their Western colleagues, saw
architecture as the vehicle for the creation of new forms of
human life; but they saw itbased on the new reuolutionary
organizati.on of societu according to socialist and conLmu-
nist ideals, and not merely as a new content in an old
container. This means that the concept of architecture as
idea was extended for the first time to include not only
technical and economic change, but social transformation
as well. The social orcler was seen as an active and dynamic
element in the co-determinism of architecture as idea.

The clevelopment of the avant-garde in the USSR was de-
termined to a great extent by the actual state oftechnology
in Russia. While the architects of the Western industrial
nations took technology for granted and, in fact, made it
one ofthe main tenets ofarchitecture as an idea, the Soviet
avant-garde could only work with thepromise of technology
and industrialization as an essential precondition for the
realization of its program. They had to share this promise
with all other sectors of the economy as the minimum basis
upon which to create and express the new socialist society.
The designs of Malevich and Tatlin are a good example of
this desire to euoke technology as the signifler of a potential
reality rather than as the artistic transmutation of an ex-
isting reality. Here, the whole opposition between "art as
the articulation of the visionary" and "alt as the symbolic
interpretation of existing reality," is brought into focus. In
this sense, much of the formal vocabulary developed by
Western modernism is essentially based on decluctiue pat-
terns of thought in terms of a reification of the elements of
a pre-existing technical reality, while, in the same sense,
a great deal ofthe form language ofthe Soviet avant-garde
may be considered as indu,ctiue. Both may be accused of
considerable narvet6 with respect to their ignorance of the
realities of modern industrial technology in terms of the
inate forces which govern mass production and automated
output. The methodological approaches required for de-



signing machine tools, and those required for the design of
habitable human space are subject to different laws and are
not rendered isomorphic by simply inventing a machine-
like aesthetic, or by attempting creative leaps through in-
tuition and artistic empathy-as in the case of Tatlin. An
objective instrumental application of scientific methods can-
not be subjectively transfenred to an application of similar
methods to the design of the human environment. Fifty
years later, this selfsame confusion about means and ends
persists both in the profession and in the universities,
where it is again hotly debated, to the detriment of archi-
tectule both as an art and as a science. The whole argu-
ment, in any event, revolves around a pseudo-problem,
rather than focusing on the real question, i.e., the issue as
to what should be the relation between "architecture as
science" and the other established sciences. At any rate,
the emphasis on the machinelike forms of the new archi-
tecture, notwithstanding their underlying utilitarian and
aesthetic content, has led to the dead end of an academic
formalism in the industrialized West and to the degenera-
tion of architecture into propaganda in the Soviet Union.
In both cases, as soon as the utopian novelty had worn off
or as soon as the new forms were surpassed by technical
reality, the idealistic machine aesthetic lost its evocative
power as against the real majesty of the Gorki Combine,
the Dneiperstroi Dam, the River Rouge assembly plant,
the Golden Gate Bridge, the Hoover Dam, and numerous
other engineered works realized during the course of the
century. It was in just such an epoch of intense industrial
expansion that the majoritv of the Soviet public ancl its
party leadership began to question and eventually to re.iect
the theories and projects of the architectural avant-garde.

In many ways, the tension which developed between the
"rational functionalists" (also "creative rationalists") and
the "constructivists" during the early years of the Soviet
avant-garde was little other than an attempt to come to
terms r,vith this dilemma. Kroha defines the "creative ra-
tionalists" as those members of the Soviet avant-garde who
believed that "architecture is the measure of architecture"
while the constructivists proclaimed that "nrart is the meas-
ure of architecture." The constructivists rejected-espe-
cially in the early years of their activities-the "formalism"

of the rationalists and accused them of "seeking to bring 45

about by metaphysical means, the distillation of the con-
crete essence of architecture which would remain rlalid and
unchanged for centuries." The constructivists did not seem
to realize that the program of the creative rationalists was
not to be interpreted as the ossification of certain architec-
tural forms in time, nor as some sort of fixed, a priort
method of composition. The constructivists failed to under-
stand that the "rationalists" were involved in a profound
endeavor to conceive architecture as the sum total of a
much broader range of "functional" forces and elements,
which could not be translated directly into objectively "ab-
solute" results. The rationalists stressed the notion of ar-
chitecture as idea rather than as the constructed counter-
part to mere function. It should be noted that the term
"composition" was used by the creative rationalists in the
broadest possible sense, i.e., it included function, utility,
and construction. Thus, the creative rationalists were
searching for a new definition of architecture in a scientific
age which would have included science as part of a new
synthesis, rather than allowing architecture to become an-
other subsidiary branch of science. Whether the result
would be scientifi"c architecture or arcltitecture (rs science
is more a matter of labels than substance. The important
point is that the rationalists sau,. architecture as a relative,
rather than as an absolute consequence of the interaction
of socialized man with scientific technology. They saw it as
a dynamic process in which the architect would be called
upon to sttbjectiuely synthesize segments or wholes into so-
called ob.jeclli'e built forms. They believed that architects
must create architecture rather than blindly adapt to ob-
jective conditions, especially since some of these conditions
may turn out to be partially or totally anti-humanistic or
anti-social. Finally, it must be said that although the dif-
ference between the two camps was real, the line between
them was never so tightly drawn as the above would sug-
gest, and the many shifts in opinion that occurred through-
out the stormy period of the tr,r,enties and early thirties are
described by Krtna in the second part of the book.

The debate about these issues persists to this day in the
division between those who believe that architecture is
nothing but anthropontetrics, and those who conceive ar-
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23 Hottsing project for Yereuan.
K.A\abian and M. Mazmanian,
architects, 1929-1931. A dom-
kommuna ( lrousirtg project) designed
as a uartation of tlrc perimeter block,

2"[ I,larkontJin bttilding, Moscow. M
Gin,zburg arud I. Milinis, architects,
1928-1929.

chitecture in broader anthropological terms. The accusa-
tions hurled by the former against the latter and vice versa
are nothing but warmed up versions of the acrimonious
battles which took place half a century ago. Nevertheless,
a significant difference between then and now must be
noted; for while ffiy years ago the avant-gardes of East
and West were dealing with the initial impact of technology,
the current debateis decidedly dLjd, au, for the evidence is
now clear for all to see. There is a corresponding loss of
innocence which cannot be masked by righteous posturing
on either side. The agenda should no longer be this schism,
but rather the way in which the discrepancy between the
objective and subjective phenomena in mass culture can be
brought into balance by new visions of architecture as idea.
It is important to challenge objective conditions in both the
East and the West that are in effect anti-human and anti-
progressive in that they block the release of energies es-

sential to subjective human self-realization in harmony with
the objective goals of society as a whole. All great periods
in the history ofarchitecture are characterized by this pre-
carious and precious balance between subjective will and
the necessities of the objective world. In periods of artistic
transcendence, architecture as idea succeeds in establishing
a temporary truce between the opaque exterior of the world
and the lucid interior of man-made form revealed as the
spirit of the age. In that sense only architecture as idea is
eternal, and the constructivists were incorrect in not striv-
ing for a fusion between the subjective imperative of crea-
tivity and the objective imperative of technique.

While very few contemporary "great" Western architects
are willing to proceed from an explicit critique of the social
and economic base of architecture in their countries, the
Soviet avant-garde by and large agreed on one point,
namely, that the achievement of Socialism was a basic and
necessary prerequisite for the development of any new
conception of architecture. In this they assumed that the
class antagonism so typical of capitalist culture would soon
disappear, thus leaving the path open to universal cooper-
ation in which the architect would play a voluntary and
integrated role, either as a constructivist cultural worker
or as cooperative creative (rationalist) artist. In the West,
the avant-garde never ceased to regard itself as a separate
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25 Project for a nat) socialist
settlem,ent at Kuntetsk. A. and, L.
Vesnin, architects, 1930. This plan
sltsws th.e distribution of kombinats
de signed afier th,e super-collectiuist
socio\ogical principles of Leonid,
S ab soaiclt. M as s-reg imnnted,
collectivized projects such as thnse
were pronxptly rejected by th.e

workers' Souiets.

25

26 Project for a TLeu) socialist
settlem,ent at Kumetsk. A. and L.
Vesnin, architects, 1930.
Ax onometric o/ kombin at ( re sid,ential
complex).

27'Plan for Moscow. Le Corbusier,
architect, 1933. Variation on th,e

Ville Radieuse sch.eme.

28 Plan for Moscow. VOPRA grory, 47

architects, 1933. This finger plan
erercised a strong influ,ence on
Arthur Kont's MARS planfor
London of 19/t2 and, on
H ilber seimer' s hy poth,etical planning
stu.d,ies for the American mid-West of
about thc same date.
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48 and antagonistic element within mainstream culture; for-
ever alienated and forever in danger ofbeing co-opted. Yet
once societal goals are accepted by the creative artist as
either historically inevitable or politically correct, the term
"avant-garde" takes on an entirely different meaning. With
this antagonism vanishes, and the avant-garde can openly
proceed with its task of absorbing the objective signals and
products of the socio-economic environment without fear of
contradiction. It is then able to devote its creative energ"y
to the distillation and the transmutation of the essence of
the environment by giving it a spatially constructive con-
tent and expression as the man-made container for all life
processes. At the same time it creates the conditions for a
trajectory of progressive development to higher forms of
classless existence. This picture leaves out the contradic-
tions created by emotional and psychological factors, which
complicated matters considerably and which-to some ex-
tent--contributed to the failure of the Soviet avant-garde.

While such a program is adequate for the creation of the
new, it does not solve the problem of how to deal with the
old, which is equally important for the maintenance of na-
tional continuity and historical legitimacy. Events have
shown that both factions failed to achieve this synthesis.
While the constructivists tended toward the tabula rasa
jettisoning of all historicai baggage, the rationalists be-
lieved that a dialectical reinterpretation of history in so-
cialist terms was possible within the general framework of
a transcendent and more or less abstract conception of
"architecture as idea," without dealing with the question of
re-using the real historical heritage. The constructivists
saw themselves as active comrades and "workers of cul-
ture" who had joined the masses in the construction of the
material base of Socialism, while the rationalists saw them-
selves not as technicians, but as artists capable oftranslat-
ing the dynamic of the new society into symbolic and ar-
chitectural terms. Both accepted the necessity ofrapid and
massive industrialization. Their only difference was in the
interpretation of the role which architecture should play in
the society.

Earlier, the constructivist concept was criticized for its
blindness to transcendent values in architecture. Kroha

points out that this may be true, but that another inter-
pretation is also possible, i.e., it could be said that the
constructivists rejected the idea of superimposing extra-
neous "meaning" on architecture precisely for the reason
that socialist society had preempted antagonistic class re-
Iations, thus cleansing society of all its former antagonisms
and thereby leading to a situation in which life as a whole
would be transformed into a work of art. In the face of this,
only one problem remains, namely, the urge of any newly
found political or social order to establish its legitimacy
with regard to other societies and other moments in
history.

The constructivist position was evidently a violent and nat-
urai reaction against the ponderous, aristocratic court aca-
demicism which had dominated official Russian architecture
up to the Revolution. The constructivists proposed to re-
place the past with an architecture of uncompromising so-
cial content, embodying a clear vision ofa classless society.
This could not be achieved through appropriating the old
academic system, but only by participating in the creation
of the material conditions of the new society. The new
needs of society were to lead to the invention of new build-
ing types for which no precedent existed, and which, free
from history, would find their expression in real life exper-
iments rather than in academic rules and theories. Their
mistake however was a corresponding lack of commitment
to advanced technology and construction. Thus, while
standardization and modular coordination were enthusias-
tically described as essential prerequisites for the industrial-
ization of housing and other building types, there is little
evidence that the avant-garde carried out serious research
in this area or began to understand the implications of
modular coordination and standardization in respect of rep-
etition, etc. Instead, the avant-garde embraced function-
alism without having either absorbed or understood the fuIl
implications of the utilitarian position. Rather than master-
ing the technical and organizational complexities of the
emerging building types, the Soviet architectural left de-
cided instead to broaden the area of their concerns by
focusing on large scale projects ofurbanistic character. The
much publicized debate revolving around the future of the
socialist city between the urbanists and the dis-urbanists



in the late twenties and the early thirties is the result of
this decision. Many of the schemes were even more utopian
than some of the earlier projects for single buildings, and
more often than not they were characteized by a tendency
toward abstract schematization. By trying to invent ready-
made images of socialist urban utopias, the avant-garde
lost touch with the objective Russian reality, and for all
that they sought to legitimize their schemes by claiming
that they were the result of "scientific" precepts based on
Marxist principles, they tended to ignore the details of
their technical and social reality. These avant-garde archi-
tects declared their work to be scientific without developing
an adequate methodology as a basis for their work.

To conceive whole cities on the basis of a spurious "science"
was nothing short of blatant utopianism, which stood in
glaring contrast to the level of the technology available in
Russia at the time. Furthermore, the Soviet architectural
left failed to take into account the full complexity of the
behavioral and psychological factors which would have to
be solved in order to achieve such radical changes in life-
style. Simply stated, the avant-garde failed because their
so-called scientific-rational methods were irrelevant to the
actual goals pursued by Soviet society at the time; aims
which were accessible to the scientiflc and technical poten-
tial of the moment and which produced tangible results for
all to see. The outcome was inevitable; Soviet society re-
jected utopia and decided to fall back on the familiar, which
was well-known and powerfully represented by the histor-
ical architecture of the past.

This return to traditionalism and eclecticism was neither
sudden nor totally imposed from above. On the contrary,
traditionalism flourished alongside the projects of the
avant-garde throughout the early years of the Revolution,
and the party decree of 1932, which formally sealed the
fate of the architectural left in the Soviet Union, was ac-
tually not much more than an act of offrcial recognition of
a growing reaction in the population against the experi-
ments of the avant-garde. Kroha believes that the "con-
structivists" and the "rationalists" not only failed to occupy
a conceptually correct position vis-i-vis socialist policy in
the area of habitation, but failed even more categorically

at the most crucial moment of the movement's short exis- 49
tence, i.e., when it was essential to take account of specific
political, social, and cultural indicators which signaled that
the time had come to evolve a richer formal vocabulary
which would be able to symbolize the deep-seated eruo-
tiotrul needs of the masses. "They also failed to imbue their
unquestionably progressive theories with a dio,lecticall'y
cotyect and an economically and psychologically effectiue
creative method which would be in close harmony with the
actual production capabilities and the real needs of society
at that time."

Thus, the avant-garde failed not only because it never man-
aged to work out a creative synthesis between the anthro-
pometric and anthropomorphic view of architecture, but
also because there was insuffrcient practical experience on
the part of either faction. The position of the traditionalists
was equally complex. Many of the architects educated be-
fore the Revolution did not entirely reject the direction
taken by the avant-garde. In fact, a substantial number of
them (including Shchusev, who designed Lenin's tomb)
tried to incorporate selected (usually formal) avant-garde
ideas into their work, particularly in the early years of the
Revolution. Some even joined the ranks of one or the other
avant-garde architectural associations. This is described in
detail in the section by Hruza. However, almost all of
them eventually abandoned the radical left in favor ofprac-
ticing in the old way. Having been educated in the classical
tradition, they found it difficult, if not impossible, to de-
velop a genuine intellectual tolerance for the new theories
of the avant-garde, especially insofar as the rejection of
their own historical heritage was concerned. Instead, it was
easier to accept the functional and utilitarian criteria estab-
lished by the moderns, while retaining traditional compo-
sitional approaches to design, with an occasional attempt to
mimic some of the "modern" stylistic elements developed
by the young. All in all, a synthesis between the tradition-
alist point of view and the ideas of the avant-garde never
occurred. This was unfortunate because the traditionalists
were capable of imbuing their works with the emotional,
plastic, and decorative content that the avant-garde so sig-
nificantly lacked. The philosophical and professional rift
between the traditionalists and the radicals led to endless



50 discussion, argument, recrimination, and, ultimately, open
hostility. The victory of Zholtovsky in the flrst stage of the
1932 competition for the Palace of the Soviets was only the
last link in a long chain of events which ended with the
defeat ofthe Soviet avant-garde in the 1930's.a The decision
of the jury opened the door officially to Russian academic
eclecticism in architecture and, at the same time, made
clear the will of the Party by publicly rejecting the ideas of
the architectural left. By supporbing the verdict of the
traditionalist jury, the Party decided to join forces with
public opinion and put a stop to the endless intellectualizing
of the many factions of the left, thus hoping to settle the
dispute once and for all in order to proceed without inter-
ference with the real task of the Revolution, namely, the
rapid industrial and agricultural development of all sectors
of the economy.

The bleak and often poorly finished examples of the built
projects of the avant-garde did not help its cause either,
especially in the eyes of the public, who couid not help but
compare the severe and laconic lines of the new buildings
with the sculptural and decorative richness of the pre-rev-
olutionary past. The intellectuals of the avant-garde failed
to understand that even the neglected and run-down edif-
ices of the aristocracy could be preferred by the people to
the functional, effrcient, healthy, light, and honest struc-
tures of the new socialist order. Notwithstanding all this,
they missed the essential point which consisted in the cu-
rious psychological fact that the previously oppressed in-
heritors chose to see the architectural accomplishments of
the overbhrown class not so much as symbols of their former
bondage, but as concrete examples of a higher living stand-
ard than that offered by the avant-garde. Viewed from
such a vantage point, the architecture of the aristocratic
past quite unexpectedly took on the function of a reverse
utopia, where familiar forms evoked in the imagination of
the population visions of what life must have been for some
and how far reality still was from coming even close to such
dreams. Thus, it is quite natural that failing to provide a
palace for everyone, society asked architecture to match
the per{ormance of the past at least on formal and pictorial
terms, i.e., by drawing on the rich plastic and decorative
elements of the past for emcttiunal and psychological effect,
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29 Dom-kommuna (liozts irry project)
for th,e iyiernati.ctnul studettt tertile
tnstitute, Moscotu. I. l{ikolaeu,
arclitect, 1929-1933.

30 Narkonttiazhprom btLildittg. A.
andV. Vesn,in, architects, 1936. This
is tlrc third stage of tlrc contpetition
entrE Jbr a Large ministerial
complex. T his partictLlar uersioyt
sltows a certain compromise bettoeen
the Langtmge of cottstrttctiuism atrd
the represent,atiue program of the
Social ReaList style.
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31 The first re-desigtt of M. Yo.fan's
entry for tlle 19:?2 Palace of the
Soui,ets Competition, reworked in
coLlaboration ruith th,e acadenticians
A. Sltchuko atrd G. Gelfreikh. Such
t'lrct,ortcaL rnontunentaLity effe ctiu eLy

consolidated the Social Realist style
uhich. the Pafiy had establislqed as
its cultm'aL line, tltrough the Ukase
(Decree) of Aprtl 1932.
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32, 33 People's Commissartat for
Defense in Moscow. V. Rudneu,
architect, 1933. Project. Thn initial
years of Socia| Realism still lefi
ro om for iconographic manipulation.
Here classical ntstication is
associated with mecfui,nized, armor.
Th,e central entry is em,phasized by
tanks depicted in relief on either side
of th,e Red Army star.

3/t. Apartment building, Mokhnuaya
Street, Moscow. L Zholtousky,
architect, 1934. This stntcture helped
to establish the formtu.la for re-
interpreting modent, programs in
classical fonn.

35 Souiet Pauilion at the Paris
Exhtbition of 1937. M. Yofan and
V. Mukltina, arcltitects, 7937.
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rather than for the intellectual reifiration of utilitarian
and functional space-time notions.

Finally, it must be pointed out that aside from these psy-
chological and emotional factors, the avant-garde failed to
acknowledge the socio-political and cultural crosscurrents
of the time, which were the result of the Part/s demands
for extreme self-sacrifice and discipline for the sake of build-
ing a gigantic industrial base in a country that had been
almost exclusively agricultural before the Revolution. This
demand called for an iron enforcement of social discipline
in all areas of economic life except, that is, in architecture,
where extreme sacrifice on the individual level was to be
compensated for by the utmost splendor and magnificence
at the civic level. The ornate opulence of the Moscow sub-
way is perhaps the best example of this policy.

Thus, by rejecting the past, and by occupying an unyielding
and exclusive position vis-i-vis the future and history, the
Soviet avant-garde created doubt about its own position on
the crucial question as to how to deal with architecture as
an integral part ofart, especially since painting, sculpture,
and the other decorative arts had historically enriched Rus-
sian building with their highly emotional and decorative
content. This was well understood by the political leader-
ship, whose legitimacy was at that time by no means self-
evident or even secure, and who was well aware of the
public's feelings and reactions toward avant-garde archi-
tecture. Given the not unreasonable hypothesis that the
formal evolution of the Soviet avant-garde would have
eventually led to some sort of accommodation with eclectic
formalism as a matter of historical necessity, it can now be
seen why the unresolved conflict between the rationalists, 35

the constructivists, and the traditionalists could have had
no other outcome than the collapse of avant-garde archi-
tecture in the USSR, simply because the traditionalists had
a more dependable technical and psychological position to
fall back to.

The question remains whether the subsequent rebirth of
historical traditionalism should be regarded as a matter of
Itistortcal necessity, or whether the whole episode is merely
the result of special circumstances existing in a special
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54 country at a unique moment in history, with no bearing on
architectural developments elsewhere. Kroha tries to deal
with this question by looking at the events of this period
from a more general historical perspective and also in terms
of their architectural significance in both local and global
terms. He believes that culturally the projects of the Soviet
avant-garde were characterized by an insufficient under-
standing of the complex spatial relationships which-in
turn-were the result of the new forms of collective inter-
personal relationships. There was a general failure to re-
assess these novel sociological phenomena in the light of
Russia's cultural and historical heritage. This meant that
an explicit critique of architecture by the means of archi-
tecture was never attempted by the Soviet avant-garde. In
other words, historicism was never dealt with on its own
terms, and its claim to unchanging value simply provided
the architectural left with the argument that adherence to
such values was ipso facto contrary to the explicit goals of
a Socialism. In rejecting this argument, it can now be ar-
gued that every architectural style is also the active expres-
sion ofprevalent authority and power and indicates in itself
the confidence of the ruling class. While the avant-garde
understood this, they did not draw the correct conclusion,
i.e., they never managed to translate their critique into a
positively evocative and emotionally effective formal and
symbolic language. They failed to understand that a soeiety
which was desperately struggling for survival, while at the
same time seeking to establish its legitimacy in the eyes of
the world, could not afford to jettison the past simply be-
cause a small group of dedicated revolutionary visionaries
thought it should do so.

It is interesting to note that in choosing eclecticism, the
Empire, and certain periods of the Renaissance as their
preferred styles, the new rulers carefully avoided the styles
of the immediate past, which were too closely associated
with the emergence of the Russian bourgeoisie. In rejecting
constructivism and funetionalism, the Party eventually ac-

cused both of being nothing other than further expressions
of West European cosmopolitanism: in other words they
were "styles" which served only to legitimize the mature,
capitalistic, ruling elites of the West.

To what extent these considerations were the result of
conscious deliberations on the part of the Bolshevik Party
leadership is an interesting question, which so far nobody
has been able to answer, including the authors ofthe book.
Nevertheless, whether by design, default, or by political
instinct, the Party decided to avoid identification with cap-
italistic culture, while at the same time establishing cultural
equivaiency in terms of universally accepted examples of
eternal value and beauty. Thus, Socialist Realism was not
only a psychological phenomenon but also a political act
which, apart from providing the new state with a "timeless
and transcendent" architecture, also furnished the regime
with a historical and political legitimacy in the eyes of both
the world and its own population. With regard to this Kroha
notes: "By acceptingthe cultural heritage ofthe nineteenth
century, the capitalistic bourgeoisie represented itself in
its technical, economic, productive, and cultural achieve-
ment at a higher level of development than the feudal aris-
tocratic order it had come to supersede. In contrast, the
Russian working class did not have the benefit of even
partial participation in national life in any of these areas
prior to the Revolution and thus was highly backward in
this respect. In order to allow the masses to come to terms
with their national heritage an intervening period of 'catch-
ing up' was necessary. This required a complex and difficult
effort on the part of the Parly to raise the general level of
education in all areas of national life, while at the same
time having to keep abreast in the competition with the
capitalist West."

In spite of its return to historical eclecticism, Soviet archi-
tecture participated in the gigantic task of reconstruction
in quantitative terrns. Looking back on this period, one is
amazed at the range and number of new projects, housing,
industrial centers, transpott facilities, etc., which were
built in the thirties and later. The same can be observed in
urbanism. Even though there was a return to classical
notions of urban design in the formal sense, an amazing
number of new settlements were realized at a scale unheard
of in the West. The.function of Socialist Realism was to
sustain the self-confidence of the hitherto dispossessed
masses. It was to provide the society with a reliable means
by which to accomplish cultural self-realization, accessible



to all and explicit in emotional, plastic, and pictorial terms.
Thus, the question as to the specifically local versus the
universally valid lesson which one may draw from the fail-
ure of the Soviet experiment may be answered in two ways.
It is iocal and specific as to the authoritative nature of the
solution imposed by the Party in its decree establishing
Socialist Realism as the only official architectural style. It
is universal in the sense that any movement which claims
to represent the masses, but which ignores the historical,
emotional, and psychological factors which are accepted by
the masses as legitimate expressions of their culture and
power is doomed to failure preciselv because it cuts itself
off from the reason for its existence.

Notes
1. Jifi Kroha and Jifi Hriza, Soudtskd At'chit,ektottickd Aaant-
garda (Prague: Odeon, 1973).
The text is_ complemented by 331 illustlations, many of which
have never been published in the West.
2. This does not mean that Hrriza's part is less valuable. On the
contrary, it complements the book by providing factual documen-
tation and narrative continuity in terms of dates, events, se-
Qle^nces, and- other documentary material related to the subject
of Soviet architecture in the early tlecades of the Revolution.-
3. The much discussed schism between engineering and architec-
ture developing since the end ofthe eighteenth century made the
p.osition of architecture as idea even more insecure,lhroughout
the nineteenth century.
4. In 1933 Boris Yofan won the third and final stage ofthe Palace
of the Soviets competition.

Figure Credits
1-35 Reprinted from Jiii Kroha and Jifi Hriza, Soudtskd Ar-
chitektonickd Auantgarda (Prague: Odeon, 1973).
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Documents 1 (frontispiece) The Glass Hottse,
New Canaan, Connecticut. Philip
Joltnson, arcltitect. Schem,e XX
("Syrtan urcll," see a\so fi,7s. 27-29)
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The Evolution of Philip Johnson's Glass House, 1947- 1g48r

Robert A. M. Stern

In an article in the Arcltitectural Reuiew written in 1950
Johnson outlined his views on the relationships betvveen
the compositional principles seen in his work at New
Canaan and various historical examples.2 In that same ar-
ticle he acknou,ledged his indebtedness to Mies van der
Rohe for the very idea of the Glass House: "Mies had
mentioned to me as early as 1945 horv easy it would be to
build a house entirely of large sheets of glass. I was skep-
tical at the time, and it u'as not untii I hacl seen the sketches
of the Farnsworth House that I started the three-year
u,ork of clesigning my Glass House. My debt is therefore
clear, in spite of obvious differences in composition and
relation to the ground." 3

Despite this assertion of skepticism by Johnson, the as-
sumption generally held has been that the final design was
chiefly an outgro$.th of Johnson's unquestioning admiration
for Mies. It supposedly follou,ed a logical proglession from
Johnson's ou,n earlier Ash Street House in Cambridge of
1942 by u,ay of his first house built for a client, the Eugene
Farney House of 1947, and was crystallized by his viewing
of Mies's early' drawings for the Farnsworth House. Now,
with the publication of these early studies, the story of the
Glass House can be seen to be much more comple-x if less
romantic. For these early studies shatter the image of John-
son as a conflrmed Miesian u,ho mined the master's best
ideas only to turn away from his example in mid-career in
search of a more personal style. They suggest a r.er1, dif-
ferent Johnson, from the very beginning of his career, clif-
ferent from both the early polemicist for the International
Style and the admirer and disciple of Mies, and one already
strongly involved in a renascent form of German Romantic
Classicism.

Though most of the draivings for the Giass House are Mie-
sian in vocabulary, there are important exceptions, most
notably the "Syrian arch" scheme (figs. 1 [frontispiece],
27-29), which appears late in the chronological serluence.
It not only seems as u,ell cleveloped as any other of the
studies but it is also as literal in its historical eclecticism as
any work of Johnson's in his so-called ballet school phase of
the late 1950's and early 1960's. The scheme-really an
essay in German Romantic Classicism inspired by Schinkel

and Persius--{ncourages one to speculate on what might 57
have been built in New Canaan had Johnson not been work-
ing closely with Mies in 1946-1947 on the preparation of
the exhibition of Mies's work at The Museum of Modern
Art and thus having seen the early drau.ings for the Farns-
worth House. It also raises the issue of historical eclecti-
cism in Johnson's $rork almost a clecade before it emerged
in the work of other architects of the Modern Movement.
Is this issue to be interpreted as a precursor of a more
general condition or is it merely an eccentric manifestation
of a personal style? Do the drau.ings for the Glass House
establish any distinction between Johnson's role in the
breakdou,n of the International Style and that of the "ad-
vanced" American architects of the period, in particular
Paul Rudolph, Minoru Yamasaki, and Eero Saarinen, each
of whom were hampered in their u,ork by a far less com-
prehensive knowledge of history and a far more developed
conviction of the moral rectitude of International Styie
modernism? The Glass House drawings do conflrm one im-
poftant point about Johnson the polemicist: that despite his
polemical role in fostering Moclern Movement architecture
in America, he never saw this architecture or for that
matter the Modern Movement as a moral or social issue; he
\{as ahvays interested in style but not in ideology.

The drar,rings for the Glass House reveal, in contrast to
project sketches for many of Le Corbusier's early houses,
Johnson's eclectic bias. While it seems obvious in the
sketches for, say, the Villa Savoye, that Le Corbusier was
not follou,ing a systematic or so-callecl rational line of
thought leading to the final product, and that early schemes
are quite unrelated to what was built, nevertheless, the
differences in method teveal a fundamental difference in
attitude. Le Corbusier's work is consistent from scheme to
scheme; only the composition varies. Johnson's, on the
other hand, is inconsistent. He experiments with a variety
of forms rvhile tending to compose in the same manner.
Chiefly interested in stylistic experimentation, he under-
takes no fundamental transformations of the initial spatial
organization proposed: the grouping of the principal house
and the guest house remains fairly constant throughout the
process. Thus, each project of Le Corbusier's is ideologi-
cally charged while each of Johnson's seems an attack on



58 the very idea of ideology, an essay in style.

There are exceptions to this rule. Scheme III, (figs. 5, 6)
for example, can be seen as a comment on Frank Lloyd
Wright's Usonian houses of the 1940's: house and guest
house are one, leading to a composition that seems dis-
tinctly related to the Lloyd Lewis House, a relationship
that is substantiated by the evidence of the elevation. At
the same time, the plan of the principal pavilion is different
in composition from the earlier schemes; it is distinctly un-
Wrightian in its organization and appears to be based on
Mies's Resor House project of 1938-as sifted through the
functionalism of Breuer's Binuclear Houses. This plan in
tum seems to lead to the square pavilion scheme, which
anticipates Mies's "50 x 50" House of 1950. From the point
of view of spatial organization, this scheme is unique.

But uniqueness and eclecticism aside, the drawings for the
Glass House present us with many problems that must be
resolved. If the sketches confirm the idea that the Glass
House is not wholly Miesian, then what is it? I have sug-
gested that it is more a product of style than of ideology.
Does it then reveal something about the inherent character
ofJohnson? It is obvious that no easy answer can be found.
More research will be necessary to probe the complexity of
what previousiy seemed to be his most open gesture.

3. Philip Johnson, "House at New Canaan, Connecticut," Archi-
tectural Reuiettt, vol. CVIII, no. 645, September 1950, pp. 152-
59; reprinted in Philip Johnson: Writings (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1978).

Figure Credits
1, 3-40 Courtesy Philip Johnson. Photographed by Kate Keller
and Mali Olatunji.
2 Courtesy Philip Johnson. Photographed by F. S. Lincoln.

Notes
1. The drawings for the Glass House reproduced in this selection
represent thirty-nine of ninety-six drawings which Johnson has
donated to The Museum of Modern Art as part of an extensive
archive established to document his career. Although not all the
drawings are dated, Johnson recently numbered them according
to a rough chronolog;'he established based on recollection. This
initial presentation of the Glass House drawings honors that chro-
nology, although even a cursory glance suggests that there are
some rough spots: for example, the sequence proposed for the
summer of 1947 seems less a sequence than an expression of
contradictory ideas held simultaneously----early testimony to the
eclectic approach that has come to be regarded as characteristi-
cally Johnson's.
2. The Museum of Modern Art archive also includes thorough
clocumentation of Johnson's student work at Harvard as well as
a number of executed and projected buildings that precede the
Glass House. These will be presented in a subsequent issue of
Opposttions as part of an article, now in preparation, by the
author "Philip Johnson's Architecture: The First Ten Years,
1939-1949. "



2 The Glass House, New Canaa,n,
C onnecticut. Philip J ohnson,
architect. Scheme XII, January 194.7.

Mod,el. (See also figs. 15-20.)
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3, I Tlrc Glass House, Netu Canaan,
C orutectictLt. P hilip Johnson,
arch,i.tect. Scheme I.

5, 6 Scheme IIL

7 Scheme IV, 1916.

8 Scheme V, January-Febnmry
1916.
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I Scheme VL

10 SchemeVII, February 19t6.

11 Sclteme IX, March 1946.

12 Scheme X.

13 Scheme XA, September 1916
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llt The Glass House, New Canaan,
C oruwcticttt. P hilip J ohnson,
arcltitect. Scheme XI, Nouember
19tr6.

15-20 Scheme XII, Jarumry-April
1917. (See also.fig. 2.)
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21 Scheme XIII, MaA 1917

I

22 Scheme XIV, June 19/t7.

23,21+ Scheme WI. (See alsoJig
35.)

25 Scheme XVII, Ju,ne 191t7.
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26 The Glass House, New Canaan,
C onnecttcut. Philip Johnson,
arclr.itect. Sclteme XIX ("SArian
arch").

27-29 Scheme XX ("SArtan arch,"
see also fig. 1).
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26

30 Sclreme XXII, August 19/17.

31 Scheme XXIIA.
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32,33 Sch,eme XXIII.

3L Scheme XXIV.

35 Scheme XVL (See also figs. 23,
2t.)
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36 The GLass House, New Canaan,
C onnectictri P hilip J ohnson,
architect. Scheme XXVA, October
19tir.

37 Scheme XWL

38-10 Sclwme XWII, Nouember
1917. Final designs.
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Documents Punin's and Sidorov's Views of Tatlin's Tower

Kestutis Paul Zygas

For a pamphlet whose initial paragraphs have often been 69

translatedl and whose illustrations are rather well-known
(figs. 1, 2), it is a noteworthy fact that Punin's entire,
unexpurgated text on Tatlin's Monument to the Third In-
ternational has not received the attention it deserves. And
considering that the pamphlet describes and interprets Tat-
Iin's Tower, a key project of Soviet modernism, the negli-
gence is all the more remarkable.

Before addressing the pamphlet's text, we must at least
note the Tower's immediate prehistory. The programmatic
antecedents may be found in public discussions about "mon-
umental propaganda" launched circa June 1918 while the
Tower's physical precursor was Tatlin's cubo-futurist pro-
ject for a Monument to the October Revolution dated March
1919. After transforming this project into an iron and glass
megastructure, it was re-christened as the Monument to
the Third International and exhibited to the public starting
November 8, 1920, in festivities celebrating the October
Revolution's third anniversary.2 This final design, famil-
iarly known as "Tatlin's Tower," is the pamphlet's osten-
sible concern.

Punin begins by describing Tatlin's iron megastructure.
Then he abruptly switches ground and discusses "The Proj-
ect's Artistic Significance." In this part, the commentary
belabors the arguments about "monumental propaganda"
that apparently were continuing to preoccupy Punin's mind,
even though by 1920 the debate had already been going on
for several years. It is as if Punin had become ensnared in
a conceptual time-warp and was still engaged in the polem-
ics raging when Tatlin's work with "monument propa-
ganda" first began.s

Yet Punin was very well aware of Tatlin's activities during
the intervening years. In fact, his 1919 article "Concerning
Monuments of a New Type" a describes in detail the Mon-
ument to the October Revolution, the immediate precursor
of Tatlin's Tower. This article, available in a recent trans-
lation,5 should be compared with the text of the Punin
pamphiet translated herewith. But unlike Punin's 1920

pamphlet, his 1919 article is short on interpretation and
long on description.



70 From Punin's 1919 arbicle we learn that the Monument to
the October Revolution was to be as large as possible so
that its constituent elements (cubes, cylinders, spheres,
cones, spherical planes, and segments of these forms) could
hold their own against the modern city's scale. The Monu-
ment's components were still disassociated-Tatlin had yet
to consolidate the separate parts into one gigantic tower.
Thus, we find facilities in the earlier design that were de-
leted from Tatlin's Tower: a gymnasium, a garage, ramps,
art studios, and a cafeteria. Punin also mentions a film
screen hanging from one of the Monument's "wings,' and a
projector for writing slogans in the cloudy northern skies.
Tatlin later transformed these two features into a single
screen located atop the Tower, on line bs-a, (see fig. 2). The
description of the Monument to the October Revolution was
apparently unillustrated and we can only speculate about
the Monument's overall configuration. We should, however,
rnention that even in this early design Tatlin was already
stressing ceaseless agitation and activity.

But the difference between the earlier Monument to the
October Revolution and the final configuration of Tatlin's
Tower is considerable. Legitimate questions may therefore
be raised about Tatlin's latitude with the project's program,
if indeed Tatlin had been given a program. In the absence
of Punin's explanatory remarks, we surmise Tatlin impro-
vised as he went along, adding and deleting facilities at
will, and, in effect, wrote his own program.

Punin's 1920 pamphlet also neglects mentioning that de-
spite Tatlin's customary preoccupation with cubo-futurist
warped planes, Tatlin's Tower was to be constructed from
rectilinear members, elements that had been and were to
remain unusual in Tatlin's work. Although the two draw-
ings in Punin's pamphlet clearly indicate the Tower's ex-
ternal structure, the drawings, as well as Punin's text,
ignore the internal hollow cone of inclined columns sup-
porting the rotating volumes.6 Likewise, though the draw-
ings illustrate four glass volumes rotating inside the iron
megastructure, Punin discusses only three volumes-ref-
erence to the topmost hemisphere is inexplicably omitted.

Although the idea of the synthesis of the arts was already

time-worn by 1920, Punin conveys the impression that Tat-
lin's Tower was to be a unique synthesis of painting, sculp-
ture, and architecture. In fact, other contemporary Russian
artists were also working along similar lines. There was,
for instance, the Zhivskulptarkh ("Paintsculptarch") goup,
led by Nikolai Ladovsky.T And, of course, Wassily Kandin-
sky was then proposing that INKHUK concem itself with
"monumental arL"-an entirely new, synthetic art form en-
compassing abstract painting, sculpture, and architecture. 8

In view of this, Tatlin's interest in the synthesis of the arts
is hardly exceptional.

But of all the omissions, lack of reference to Tatlin as a
"constructivist" or as a "productivist" is most surprising.
After all, Tatlin's name has subsequently become synony-
mous with both of these overlapping tendencies. We infer
that when Punin wrote the pamphlet, Tatlin was unaffi-
liated with either of these "isms," both in their infancy.
However, it is better to be silent like Punin than to be
misleading like Sidorov. In an otherwise clear-headed re-
view of Punin's pamphlet,e Sidorov identifies Tatlin as the
"leader of Russian artistic futurism." If Tatlin had wished
to be identified with any movement at all, futurism, mori-
bund by 1920, would certainly have been the Ieast likely
candidate.

Finally, a note about Punin's critical language. As Sidorov
correctly observes, it can be "unintelligible." In this re-
spect, Punin's hurried text contradicts his own precept that
"modern art criticism must be, and probably will become,
first and foremost a scientific criticism." l0 Punin so admired
Tatlin's megastructure that he discarded all caution and
hurried to record his reactions in a mixture of personal
impressions and doctrinaire cant. Consequently, though the
pamphlet was not an example of "scientific eriticism,"
Punin's enthusiastic endorsement did defend Tatlin's Tower
with an ideologically argued interpretation.

Notes
1. Th_e . following are several incompiete or bowdlerized
translations:
N. Punin, "Tatlin Uvegtornya," MA, Vol. VII, No. 5-6 (May 1,
1922), p.31.



Ren6 Fiilop-Miller, Geist und Gesicht des Bolsh,euyismus (Zvich,
Leipzig, Vienna: Amalthea, 1926), pp. L37-142.
Ren6 Fiilop-Miller, The Mind. and, Face of Bolsh.e,zriszrz, translated
from the German by F. S. Flint and D. F. Tait (London, New
York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, Ltd., 1927), pp. 98-102.
N. Punin, "Das Projekt eines Monumentes firr die III. Interna-
tionale von V. E. Tatlin," in Richard Lorenz, Proletarisch,e Kul-
turreuolution in Sowjetrussland ( 1917-1921 ) : Dokum,ente des
"Prolekult" (Munich: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag, 1969), pp.
t76-178.
N. Punin, "Tatlinova bashnia-Tour de Tatline," (Russian text)
inVeshchlGegenstandlObjef , No. 1-2 (March-Apil 1922), p. 22,
translated by John Bowlt as "Nikoiai Punin: Tatlin's Tower
(1920)," in Stephen Bann ed., The Tradition of Constractiuism
(London: Thames and Hudson, 1974), pp. 14-17.
Troels Andersen's Danish translation of N. Punin's abridged text
in Veshch magazine, together with Keith Bradfield's English
translation from the Danish version appear in the exhibition cat-
alogVladimir Tatlin (Stockholm: Moderna Museet, 1968), p. 5?.
2. A. Strigalev, "O proekte 'Pamiatnika III Internatsionala' khu-
dozhnika V. Tatlina," in Voprosy soaetskogo izobrazitelnogo is-
kusstaa i arkhitektury (Moscow: Izdatelstvo Sovetskii Khudozh-
nik, 1973), pp. 414-418.
3. Punin's scorn for flgural monuments focuses on V. Sinaiskii's
bust of Ferdinand Lasalle erected in Petrograd in 1918. The ped-
estaled bust of this German socialist is illu"strated in V. E. kha-
zanova, Souetskaia arkhitektura peruykh let Oktiabrta 1917-1925
(Moscow: Nauka, 1970), p. 154.
4. N. Punin, "O pamiatnikakh novogo tipa," lskass/ uo kommunu,
No. 14 (Maieh f), tgt9i, pp. 2-3. For in'abridged Russian teil
consult: M. G. Barkhin ed., et al., Mastera soaetskoi arkhitektury
ob arkhitekture (Moscow: Iskusstvo, 1975), Vol. 2, pp. 75-76.
5. Keith Bradfleld's translation of the article's Danish version by
Troels Andersen appears inVladimir Tatlin. Exhibition catalog.
(Stockholm: Moderna Museet, 1968), pp. 56-57.
6. For a clearer view of the internal structure, consult illustra-
tions of the Tower's model under construction inVladimir Tatlin,
exhibition catalog, pp. 54-55. The structural prototypes for Tat-
lin's Tower are discussed by K. P. Zygas, "Tatlin's Tower Recon-
sidered," Architectural Association Qu,arterly, Vol. 8, No. 2
(1976), pp.75-27.
7. Paintsculptarch's membership included two painters-A. Rod-
chenko, A. Shevchenko; a sculptor-B. Korolev; and flve archi-
tects-N. A. Ladovsky, N. V. Dokuchaev, V. I. Fidman, A. M.
Rukhliadev, V. Krinskii. For additional information consult: V.
Krinskii, "Voznikovenie i zhizn assotsiatsii novykh arkhitekto-
rov-ASNOVA," in Souetskaia arkhitektura, Nb. tA (1969), p.
20.
8. W. Kandinsky, "Plan raboty po teorii vzaimootnosheniia ot-
delnykh vidov iskusstva," in I. Matsa, et.al. eds., Souetskoe is-
kusstao za 15 let: m.aterialy i dokumcntarisiin. (Moscow, Lenin-
grad,: Oglz-Izogiz, 1933), pp. 129-131.
9. Refer to the following translation of Sidorov's review.
10. Nikolai Punin, "Cycle of Lecture (Extracts), 1919," in John
E. Bowlt, ed. and trans., Russian Arl of the Auant-Garde: Theory
and Criticism 1902-1931 (New York: The Viking Press, 1976), p.
t74.
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2 "Side" eleaation of Tatlin's Tower
sltowing the uartous en,umerated
parts refel'red to in Punin's tert.
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Pamiatnik III Internatsionala (Monument to the Third International):
A project by the artist V. E. Tatlin
(Petersburg: Publication of the Visual Arts Department N.K.P., 1920)

Nikolai Punin

Translation by Kestutis Paul Zygas

72 The Visual Arts Department of the National Commisseriat
of Enlightenment commissioned the artist V. E. Tatlin in
1919 to design a project for a Monument to the Third In-
ternational. The artist Tatlin immediately set to work and
completed the design. Then the artists V. E. Tatlin, I. A.
Meerzon, M. P. Vinogradov, and T. M. Shapiro, having
formed a "Creative Collective," worked out the design in
detail and constructed a model.

ture control. The Monument's separate parts, as well as all
the volumes, will be connected to the ground and with each
other exclusively by electric elevators ofintribate construc-
tion and adapted to the various speeds of the rotating vol-
umes. Such are the project's technical bases.

T he P roj ect's Artistic Signifirance
The social revolution by itself does not change artistic
forms, but it does provide the context, which gradually
alters the forms of art. The concept of monumental propa-
ganda did not change sculpture and sculptors, but it ne-
gated the very principle of a plastic image that was domi-
nant in the bourgeois world. The Renaissance sculptural
traditions could appear contemporary only while the feudal-
bourgeois roots of the capitalistic states had not yet been
destroyed. The Renaissance is in ashes, and the charred
ruins of Europe are only now being cleared.

True, for a certain time communist governments will use
the figural monuments of Greco-Italian classicism as a
means of monumental\propaganda, but only because these
governments must use them, just as they must use the
specialists of the pre-Revolutionary school. Figural (Greco-
Italian) monuments embody a double contradiction of con-
temporaneity. They foster individual heroism and negate
history; torsos and busts of heroes (and gods) do not cor-
respond to the contemporary comprehension of history.
Torsos and busts ignore the ten-verst deep ranks of the
proletariat; at best these forms express the character,
emotions, and thoughts of the heroes. But what expresses
the emotional tensions and thoughts of the collective thou-
sands? A type? But a type only limits, confines, and de-
grades the multitude. It is indeed richer; it is vital, more
complex, more organic.

To continue, even if the type is figural monuments, its
static quality further contradicts the contemporaneity of
the organic means of expression. In the midst of noise,
movement, and the dimensions of the streets, the agit-
effectiveness of such monuments is particularly meager.
Perhaps thinkers on granite pedestals observe much, but
no one sees them. They are bound by a form that was
composed when loggias were plentiful, when mules were

The underlying concept of the monument is based on an
organic synthesis of the principles of architecture, sculp-
ture, and painting, and proposes a new type of monumental
construction uniting pure creative form with utilitarian
form. In accordance with this concept, the project for the
Monument consists of three large glass volumes supported
by a complex system of vertical pivots and spirals. These
volumes are positioned one above the other and are en-
closed in various harmoniously related forms. A special
mechanism enables the. volumes to rotate at different
speeds. The lowest volume (A), cubical in form and in-
tended for legislative use, completes one rotation per year.
In it, conferences of the International, sessions of interna-
tional conventions, and other large legislative meetings
may be conducted. The next higher volume (B), pyramidal
in form, completes one rotation per month; it is intended
for executive use (by the Executive of the International,
the Secretariat, and other administrative-executive bod-
ies). Finally, the highest cyclinder (C), completing one ro-
tation per day, contains an information eenter: a news bu-
reau, a newspaper, and the publishing offices issuing
proclamations, brochures, and manifestos-in a word, all
the various facilities needed to inform the international
proletariat; in particular a telegraph, a projector for a large
screen, located on the axis of the spherical section (ar-br),
and a radio station whose antennae rise above the Monu-
ment. There is no need to indicate the many possible ways
of equipping and organizing all the volumes; details of the
project were not submitted, but they can be determined
and worked out in the subsequent internal elaboration of
the Monument. It must be pointed out that according to
artist Tatlin's conception, the glass volumes are meant to
be enveloped in a double skin of glass containing a vacuum
space (thermos), which would facilitate internal tempera-



used for transport, when stones served as cannonballs.
Now wartime telephone poles twit the hero's nose; the
tramway pole ridicules the obelisk. City residents remem-
ber Lasalle many times more from book covers and news-
paper headlines in libraries than from passing under his
majestic bust. Lasalle stands unseen and unwanted from
the moment that his unveiling ends.

The monument must live the socio-political life of the city
and the city must live in the monument. The monument
must be needed and dyrramic; then it will be contemporary.
From this manner of depicting man come the forms for
contemporary agit-sculpture. They spring from artists-
not from those crippled by the feudal-bourgeois traditions
of the Renaissance, but from those who labor like workers
on the three elements of contemporary plastic conscious-
ness: material, construction, and volume. Working on ma-
terial, construction, and volume Tatlin made a form new to
the field of monumental creative work. Such is the form of
the Monument to the Third International.

The best artist of worker-peasant Russia, who by his life
has proved his knowledge of the laboring masses, was com-
missioned last year to work out the project for the Monu-
ment to the Third International. The elaborated project is
remarkable in its full worth not only as a manifestation of
contemporary artistic life, but also as a profound break
from the lifelessness of the overripe and decadent art of
our times. Arbistic matters transcend the twentieth century
and indicate sectors of development in all phases of crea-
tivity. Considering myself competent to some degree in
questions of art, I would rank this project as an interna-
tional event in the world of art.

Under our very eyes the most complex cultural problem is
being resolved: utilitarian form manifested as pure creative
form. Classicism is possible once again, not as a revival,
but as invention. Ideologists of the international workers'
movement have long sought the classical content of socialist
culture. Here it arrives. We affirm that the said project is
the flrst revolutionary artistic work that we can and will
send to Europe.

The project's form is positioned on two axes (a-a, and b-b.), 73

related by the continuous intersection of the one by the
other. In the direction from a to a,, an upward thrust
develops, which is interrupted at each of its points by
movement along the spirals from b, b,, br, and b3 to the
line a-a,. The collision of these two by nature mutually
contradictory movements must rupture (rather than cause

delay as is so characteristic in "cubism") and annihilate the
utilitarian idea. But the counter movement of the spirals,
accommodating the movement on a-a1 (and b-br), carries
them through the movement of the main stanchion (girder
a-a,) and upward from that point, conveying a dynamic
image that is loaded with the power{ul tensions of the ever
vital and colliding axes. The entire form vibrates like a

steel coil. Restraining and organizing all the components,
in one overall movement it rises above the earth. The form
seeks to overcome matter and the pull of gravity; the re-
sistance is great and unyielding. Straining its sinews, the
form seeks an outlet for its own elastic and dynamic lines,
which recognize the world only through spirals. These spi-
rals are full of movement, of aspiration and speed. They
move tautly, ffi I creative will, as muscles tensed for a
hammer blow.

The use and manipulation of spirals in contemporary form
is by itself an enrichment of composition. Just as the equi-
librium of parts is expressed by the triangle-the best
expression of the Renaissance-so the best expression of
our psyche is the spiral. The interaction ofload and support
is the purest [classical] form of statics; the spiral is the
classical form of dynamism. Societies of class contradictions
struggle for the possession of the earth; their line of move-
ment is horizontal. The spiral is the line of movement of a
liberated mankind. It is the ideal expression of emancipa-
tion; it rears from the ground, escapes from the world, and
rises as if a beacon dispelling all bestial, mundane, and
toady interests.

Petty bourgeois societies were fond of developing a lively
existence on earth by cultivating the earth's surface-they
erected stores, arcades, and banks upon it. Bourgeois life
was public, it performed for public view and for show. But
through its life force, creative humanity now permeates the



74 earth: it is not apparent where the co-operatives work. The
public square is now for demonstrations, for play, and for
festivals. Emancipated life rises above the earth, above the
raw matters of the world. The house, the dwelling and
social place, is transferred into the stratum above the earth;
it is an expression of contemporaneity and of the content
of contemporary life. At the same time, this is the subject
of great artistic form.

Any content of a form may be customary and involve utility,
because utility of form is none other than the organization
of its content. The majority of forms, deprived of practical
significance, have up to now been essentially artistic forms
and not, simply speaking, organized forms. And, perhaps,
the principle of organized activity is first realized in art.
The Monument is designed to concentrate the legislative
(volume A), adminstrative (volume B), and informative
(volume C) enterprises; furthermore, these volumes, raised
to the upper strata of space, tersely state the principles
expressing contemporaneity. They, like the material
(glass), designate pure initiative;freed from material bonds,
they are an ideal. Art, deprived of creative idealism,
namely that which appears as the subject of intuition, is
the art of profane rhythms. Up to now the rhythms did not
need to be disintegrated into the elements of material cul-
ture. They determine growth and conditions of existence,
for life itself is rhythm. Intuition flows with them. The
purity and fullness of the rhythms define the arbist's degree
of talent, and I do not know of purer and fuller rhythms
than those of Tatlin's work. His eyes appraise most sensi-
tively the nature of materials, and it is precisely this rela-
tion of materials that determines the boundaries of rhyth-
mical waves. We accept as a basic unit of rhythm the
wavelength, which is defined by the qualities of glass and
of iron. Similarly, the product of the number of oscillations
by the wavelength is the spatial measure of sound. The
relationship of glass to iron is likewise a measure of physical
rhythm. Some sort of severe and incandescent simplicity is
enveloped in the confrontation of these two elementary
materials, for which fire was the indispensable instrument
granting their existence. These materials are the elements
of contemporary arL. The form defining their confrontation
conveys oscillating rhythms as great as the ocean's origin.

To realize this form means to embody dynamism with great-
ness as immeasurable as that embodied in the statics of a
pyramid. We assert that only by strengthening the con-
sciousness of the multi-million proletariat will the idea of
this Monument be thrust into the world-the idea is its
form. It must be effected by the muscles of that might, for
we have the ideal, viable, and classical expression of pure
and creative form in the international union of workers of
the world.

July 1920



Review of N. Punin's Pamiatnik III Internatsionala,
Pechat i Revoliutsiia, Vol. 1, MayJuly 1921, pp. 217-Zl8

A. A. Sidorov

Translation by Kestutis Paul Zygas

The brochure advertises the project for a building-monu-
ment designed by V. E. Tatlin, leader of Russian artistic
futurism. The first level of this monument would be for the
legislative meetings of the Soviet deputized by the workers
of the world, and it would revolve about its axis once a
year. The second level, triangular in form and revolving
about its axis once a month, is intended for executive meet-
ings. The third level, rotating once a day, would be for &n
information center. All of this would be built of iron and
glass, enclosed in a spiral, and inclined at an angle offorty-
five degrees.

The project was shown in Moscow (at the exhibition of the
VIIIth Congress) and, despite the most detailed explana-
tory notes hanging alongside, the situation is unchanged
nonetheless: it may be extremely interesting and clever,
but no more so than cubo-futurist still-lifes, which are un-
warranted and, perish the thought, useless.

N. N. Punin characterizes Tatlin as the most illustrious
artist of worker-peasant Russia and his project as an inter-
national event in the world of art. Considering myself
eq'rally as "competent on questions of art" as comrade
Punin, I would like to note that the new in art does not
always signify the uaLuable. The author is hopelessly
biased; rejecting all figural art, he casts it back to the
"feudal-bourgeois" traditions of the Renaissance. He for-
gets the extremely legitimate demand of the most revolu-
tionary contemporaneity-to see as organized this world of
organic humanistic life, which is ever before our eyes.

We are not saying that Tatlin's monument was successfully
interpreted. We categorically disagree that it is based on
an "organic synthesis of architectural, sculptural, and
painting principles." We do not see any "harmoniouslg
related forms" whatsoever in Tatlin's project. And con-
cerning the unification of artistic and utilitarian form in art,
inaentiaeness attempts to replace artistic creativity. It
should be permissible to note that the aestltetization of the
machine does not make it better. The technical beauty of
the machine, of wheels, of factories, of any machine already
exists and, does not require any artist-repairman.

Tatlin's project errs in the name of that unnecessary aes- 75

thetization of machine forms, and whatever comrade Punin
might say with great inspiration about the spiral expressing
contemporaneity and its dynamism, all the same we feel
that the project's evaluation does not convey the desired
idea successfully. The entire constmction is inclined, and
instead of a struggle toward the sky, it gives an impression
of coLlapse. Why was it necessary for the building to rotate?
We fear that Tatlin's project will end unrealized.

The brochure's language is unintelligible and unbefitting
comrade Punin. Do you understand how "artistic matters
transcend the twentieth century and indicate sectors of
development in all phases of creativity" ?

Figure Credits
1, 2 Reprinted from Nikolai Pwin, Pamiatnik III
Internotsionalo (Petersburg: Publication of the Visual Arts
Department N.K.P., 1920). Courtesy of Ex Libris.



Documents This facsimile reprod,uction has been
taken from Symmetry 5 (1971). Thp
grapluic dcstgn is by Tomis Gonda.
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Symmetry: Man's Observation of the Natural Environment

William S. Hutr

lt
Man has sought and tound
indications of the universal pattern
in inorganic and organic morphological
phenomena,
as they occur on our globe.



78
Crystals comprise a group of forms that
must have fascinated man from earliesl times;
they constitute elegant natural models
ot Pythagorean point (or integer) geometry.

It was not until the end of the 1gth century
that it was concluded that there were exactly
230 crystal configuration possibilities
-no more, no less.
And as a two dimensional analogue,
there existed
only 1 7 types of repeating wallpaper patterns.

Of a similar situation,
D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson remarked:
So here and elsewhete
an apparent infinite vatiely ol lorm
is defined by mathematical laws and theorems
and limited by the properties ot space
and number.
And the whole matter is a running commentary
on the cardinal lact
that there arc things
which are possible
and things which are impossible,
even to Nature herselt.
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H

Li

Na

f he petiodic tabre ol Elements,
a series of combinations in increasing numbers
of positive protons and negative electrons,
was a discovery that astounds
through its complete, though intricate,
consistency.
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The organic world
ot which man is himself a member,
contains grealer f ascination, greater mystery:
namely, that of life
and its essential consequence, growth.

Plato outlined a sort of reverse evolution:
ln our discourse about the universe
down to the generation ol man and a briet
mention
of the generation of other animals,
these are the laws
by which animals pass into one another,
changing as they lose or gain wisdom and lolly

The race ot birds, which was remodelled and
grew teathers instead of hair,
was created out of innocent light-minded men
who imagined
that the clearest demonstration of teflection
on heaven was obtained by ocular view.
The race ot wild pedestrian animals came
trom those who had no philosophy at all;
in consequence they had their front-legs drawn
to the earth by natural affinity;
and the crowns of their heads, into which
the courses of the soul were crushed
from disuse,
were elongated inlo all sotts oI shapes.
God gave the more se,se/ess of them

---
\

more support
that they might be more attracted to the earth.
And the most f oolish ol them he made
without teet to crawl upon the earth.
The inhabitants ot the water were given,
instead of the pure medium of air,
the deep and muddy sea
to be their element ot tespiration;
hence arose the race ot fishes and oysfers
which have received the most remote habitation
as a punishment of their outlandish ignorance.
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ln this scheme in which beauty and perfection
are bound to intelligence,
and we are to regard an unintelligent soul
as deformed and devoid ot symmetrY
Plato overlooked the contradiction
that the more complex forms ol biological life
have lower degrees of symmetry:
All creatures f rom crustacea lo man.
possess only bilateral symmetry ol order 2.

while the starf ish possesses it of order 10.
the sea anemone. of perhaps order 1000,
and the spherical single celled blob.
of order inf inity.

And how he might have wondered
lo have found his precious solids
replicated in the microscopic Radiolaria
and in some ol the viruses.
creatures at the very threshold of life.
which may more accuralely be considered
senseless things.

i
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D'Arcy Thompson's countertheme
to his great life's work
is an admonition against
i nexcusable Pyth agore an i sm.

Perhaps ungratefully, yet not without reason,
the name of Pythagoras has been given
to the unreasonable insistence
on perfection and completeness,
a mystification of orderly phenomena.
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It has been noted
that leaves spiral around the stems of plants,
as well as do the scales of pine cones
and that f Iorets spiral
upon the discs oi composite flowers.

It was further noted
that the number of left handed spirals
and the number of right handed spirals
(rather than being equal)
usually grouped into couplet members
of the Fibonacci series

-a numerical series which the Renaissance
knew
to possess lhe quality of
approximating the Golden Section.

D'Arcy Thompson properly challenged
the long beloved assumption that the plant is
aiming at the ideal angle
of the equiangular spiral
and therelore at beauly itsell-
the image of which was conceived
by the Classic and Renaissance worlds.
He clearly demonstrated that this is a
m athem ati cal co i n ci de n ce,
devoi d ot biologi cal signiti cance.
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Propounding the theory of valence.
Keku16 deduced that the carbon atom,
core of every organic compound, was tetravalent
and could be imagined as having lour arms
reaching out to four other atoms or molecules.
Methane, or marsh gas, was the basic model.

His subsequent speculation on the benzene ring
was an even greater stroke:
I was sitting, writing at my textbook:
but the work did not progress.
I lurned my chair to the fire and dozed.
Again the atoms wete gambolling belore me.
My mental eye could now distinguish
larger structures ol manitold conlormation:

long rows, sometimes more closely
litted together,
alltwining and twisting in snake-like motion.
But look! What was that?
One ol the snakes had seized hold ol its own tail,
and the lorm whirled mockingly belore my eyes.
As if by a llash ot lightning I awoke;
and this time also I spent the rest ol the night
in working out the consequences ol the
hypothesis.
Let us learn to dream, gentlemen,
then perhaps we shall find the ttuth:
but let us beware of publishing our dreams
belore they have been put to the proof
by the waking understanding.
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Even before Kekule. chemists were astounded
to find two compounds
with identical molecular weights
and with the same elements
in identical proportions.
Both possess formulae
that are expressed the same way,
yet one might belong to the organic world
and the other to the inorganic.
These were the lsome/'s of wh ich it
was concluded
that the molecules had diflerent architectures.
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Pasteur's discovery of the sfereolsome/s,
compounds whose elements and molecular
weights were not only identical, as with the
lsomers, but whose structures diflered in only
one respect-handedness,
revealed one of the most curious ol conditions
of nature's living world.
Any particular stereoisom er
that is produced by the biological process
invariably appears
in but one of its two possible forms
(either the left or the right-never the both).
ln fact, it was discovered that the contra{orm

was often hostile or outrightly destructive
to other forms of living things.

Pasteur imagined that he had found the key
that would unlock the very secret of lile itself
pethaps the only
well-marked line ot demarcation
that can be drawn
between the chemistry ol dead
and the chemistry of living matter.

He consequently labored in vain lor many years
to uncover the real significance

of this phenomenon
with such experiments
as raising grass with mirrored sunlight
in hope to reverse
the handedness of its chemistry.
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The Laws of Heredity, like the Periodic Law,
are possessed of a subtler symmetry,
the programming of determinable possibilities
and predictable probabilities.
It provided operative conditions that
validated the Darwinian Theory of Evolution.
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Amongst the most intriguing structu res in natu re,

there are those built by animals themselves:
and probably none has been given
more attention
than the hexagonal celled combs
of lhe paper wasp and the honeYbee.
Kepler and Darwin were amongst those of many
who busied themselves with
the geometry ol these constructions.
Darwin thought of them as:
the most wondertul ot known lnstlncls;
beyond rhls stage of pertection in architecture
natural selection could not lead;
tor the comb of the hive bee is absolutely
pertect in economizing labor and wax.

Frank Lloyd Wright, who called
his architeclure organic,
also admired the bee's construction and decided
that the construction of the right angle,
despite the Egyptians and Pythagoras,
wasn't so remarkable an achievement
of man after all:
I am convinced thal the pattern
made by the honeybee
has more tertility and f lexibility
than the square
where human movement is concerned.
The obtuse angle is more suited to human
'to and lro' than the right angle.
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D Arcy Thompson disclaimed
the bee's instinctive intelligence to solve
complex geometric problems and proposed
that both the hexagonal cross-section
and the remarkable rhombic dodecahedral
pattern,
formed where the cells oI two combs
meet back to back, are simply the consequence
of the semi-lluid consistency ol wax,
achieving an equilibrium
through minimal surface tensions

-akin to the conliguration
oi suds in a bottle of beer.
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Thompson summarized his argument
about all natural forms:
Cell and tissue,
shell and bone,
leat and flower,
all are so many portions ot mattet,
and it is in obedience lo the laws of physics
that their particles have been moved,
molded, and conlormed.
There are no exceptions to the rule
that God always geametrizes.
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Illustrations and Notes Th,e page numbers in these notes
refer to the page numbers of tlrc
facsimile.

Ist co|., Last para.
"FiBonacci" should reod "Fi Bonacci"

Po.ge 5.3 illustration
"photograph by Roland Furst" should
read, "photograph by Roland Fiirst"

Page 5.1illustrations
Between "top rout rtgltt" para. and,

"middle rolo center" para. add
"middle row left: 3-fold rotors, from
ibid., plate 20, fig.2."

9r

Pythagoras, c. 584-c. 495 8.C.,
b. lsland of Samos, lonia,
d. Metapontum, Magna Graecia.
ltom Qulver Pictures, lnc., N.Y,

Leonardo Pisano (Leonardo of
Pisa), Fibonacci or FiBonacci
(filius bonassi), c. 1 1 75-c. 1240.
b. Pisa, d. Pisa?

educated by Moorish school-
master in North Alrica (Bougie.
Algeria); Libet A(b) baci,1202,
introduced Hindu-Arabic decimal
notation to Europe.
lrom an engraving by Pelle. D. E.

Smith Collection. Butler Library,
Columbia University.

D Arcy Wentworth Thompson,
1 860-1 948,
b. Edinburgh,
d. St. Andrews, Dundee.
photogtaph by Bjorn Soldan (1944)

at the kind permisslon ol Miss Ruth
D'Arcy Thompson.

acknowledgemenl ol valued aid
given by John E. Gragg, Paul J.
Karol, William H. Robinson, Philip
L. Southwick, Jerome J. Wolken,
Carnegie-Mellon University

Page 5.2 illustration
Phyllotactic diagram ol a lir cone
with a s/s divergence-a varialion
qf possible arrangements. As evi-
denced here, not all spiraling
combinations are of the usually en-
countered Fibonacci series: it is
only that lhe pute Fibonacci ar-
rangements are the simplest pos-
sibilities after an alternating % ar-
rangement. This cone displays a
"generalized Fibonaccl" additive
sequence. called a Lucas se-
quence (named for a 1gth cent.
French mathematician who gave
the Fibonaccl sequence its name).
(see D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson.
On Growth and Fotm, pp. 924-927 :

and Verner E. Hoggatt, ir., Fibo-
nacci and Lucas Nombers. Hough-
ton Mifflin Co., 1969. p. 7.)
lrom Alexander Braun, "Vergleich-
ende Untersuchung tiber die ord-
nung der Schuppen an Tannen-
zaplen , . .," Nova Acta (Breslau
and Bonn:1831) Vol. 15, P. 1,

plate xLll.

Page 5.3 illustration
The base oI the dlsc of a thistle
with 21 spirals turning to the left
and 34 turning to the right, dis-
playing the 2Y34 Fibonacci l'aclion,
photogtaph by Roland Furst.

Page 5.4 illustrations
Galena (or lead glance) crystals of
the cubic syslem; a luslrous
metallic sulphide of lead, PbS.
photograph by James Papariello

Diagram of a cubjc unit cell, show-
ing octahedral and tetrahedral
holes.
lromDonald H. Andrews and Rich-
ard J. Kokes. Fundamental Chem-
lstry (New York: Wiley & Sons,
1962) p. 270, fig. 10.

9 of the 1 7 "wallpaper" pattern pos-
sibilities and their symmetric prop-
e rt ies:
top tow lett: the primitive pattern.
with only translations in two di-
recti ons.
/rorn W. & G. Audsley, Designs and
Patterns lrcm Historic Ornament,
(New York: Dover Publications.
1968)-(ori9. ed. Outlines ol Or-
nament in the Leading Sly/es, New
York, Scribner and Welford, .1882)

plate 5, 1ig. 4.

lop row center. vertical mirrors.
lrom ibid., plate 29, fig. 1 .

top row right:2Jold rotors, vertical
mirrors, horizontal mlrrors, vertical
glides, horizontal glides.
lromibid., plate 44, fig. 1.

middle row centeri 4-fold rotors,
2-lold rotors. (The eight-petal
llower possesses extra local mi rror
symmetries that do not etlect the
propet rotational properties of the
whole pattern.)
lrom ibid., plate 19, f iq. 4.

middle row right:3-fold rotors,
3 mirrors (at 120'intervals),3
glides (at 120" intervals). (The
mirrors pass through half of the
rotors while none pass through the
other half. A distinctly dilferent
pattern has 3-fold rotors, lhrough
all of which mirrors pass.)
lrom ibid., plate 20, fiq. 1.

botlom row lelt: 4-lold rotors, 2-
fold rotors, 4 mirrors (vertical,
horizontal, 2 diagonals). 2 glides

(diagonally located).
lrcm ibid., plate 30, Iig. 4,

bottom row center:6Jold rotors,
3-fold rotors, 2-lold rotors. (Again
the extra local symmetries of the
star and flower do not elfect the
proper rotational properties of the
pattern.)
lrom ibid., plate 20, fig.4.

bottom row right;6jold rotors,
3jold rotors, 2-lold rotors, 3 mir-
rors (at 120' intervals), 3 glides
(at 120'intervals).
f rom ibid., plate 25, f ig. I.

Page 5.4 noles
Structural properties of clystals:
A space-lattice is a three dimen-
sional network which has indel-
inite periodic repetitiveness: it is
an infinite isometric system con-
lorming to one of 6 prismatic
types ot the parallelepipedon
genus. Lattices are sometimes
said to be space-ri//in9.
The 230 space-groups are arrays
of elemental particles (atoms or
molecules, but allthe same in any
crystal) arranged around the peri-
odic points of one ol the space-
/attices. Each particle commands
a domain o( tegion. f he domain
is surrounded by an identical con-
figuration ol domains, as is every
olhe( domain (with the exception
that the one quality ol handedness
may produce reversed neighbor-
h ood s).

Laltlces, c/asses ; s pace-g rou ps :

ln their observations. scientists
firstly recognized 32 c/asses of
crystals, belonging to one ol 7
space-lattice systems, by the na-
ture of surlace characteristics;
later. 230 crystal space-groups
were mathematically predicted
and eventually evidenced by X-ray
probings ol the internal structures.
The 32 classes can be defined by
lhe mathematics of Number Theo-
ry. allrne lo the geometry ol Py-
thagoras, a geometry ol arrays of
points. The 230 space-groups con-
lorm to the geometry of the limit-



Paoe 5.5 illustrations
add "(not shown)" afi.er "7
francium."

92
ed number of symmetric opera-
tions that can occur in a space-
lattice cell. The extension of the
typology of crystals from 32 c/asses
to 230 space-groups came from the
finding that molecules were not
merely points, suspended in a
space-lattice, but that they pos-
sessed unique shapes (both sym-
melrical and asymmetrical) and
could, consequently, be arranged in
three-dimensional space in only 230
diflerent, repetitive conligurations.
(Euclidean geometry, a geometry
ol continuous lines, virtually eradi-
cated Pythagorean point geometry
and was instrumental in the evolu-
tion of the mathematics of Descarte
and Newton, amongst others, which
dealt with growth and movement.
Pythagorean geometry was resur-
rected al the end of the 1 9th century
when it was realized that many as-
pects of matter, which had seemed
continuous, were, in lact, composed
of a variety ol particles: atoms,
molecules. quanla protons. genes,
cells, etc., all ol which conform to
the mathematics of integers, i.e.,
Nu mberTheory. (see James R. New-
man, fhe Wotld ol Mathematics,
pp.876-879.)
Crystals of the 230 space-groups:
Though the 230 space-group possi-
bililies are geomelrically predict-
able, crystal examples of each and
every one have not as yet been dis-
covered, and some conjecture they
may never be, due to conslrictions
of tightness that certain domains
would demand of an appropriate
molecular structure, i.e., the motif.
This author has not lound a refer-
ence which records a complete list
of those example that have been
found.

D scoveries of n-d space-groups:
ln the 1 890 s three scientists work-
ing independently (Federov of
Russia, Schoenflies of Germany,
Barlow of England) concluded that
there were exactly 230 different
ways of distrlbuting identical con-
Iigurations regularly in space-
These are the 230 space-groups.
(see ibid. pp. 877 -878.\

Federov s list of 230 space-groups
has been further relined by Shub-
nikov (and Belov) who developed
the 1651 dlchromatic three-dimen-
sional point groups, recognizing
that atoms possessed spin, nega-
tjve and positive polarity, and thus
assigning color coding to their
possible combinatorial direction-
alities. (see A. V- Shubnikov, N. V.
Belov and olher, Colored Sym-
metry.)

Analogous to the 230 3-d space-
groups is lhe 17 2-d "ornamental
wallpapers" or planar-groups ol
repeating patterns with double
inlinite rapport, based on five
planarlattice types, reducible to
two-the square and the special
rhombic. All 17 had been hit upon
empirically by the Egyptians and
later fully developed by the Arabj-
ans. Federov proposed them in
189'1, Iollowing his discovery ol the
3-d groups; but they had to be re-
discovered by several others, in-
cluding P6lya who olfered his prool
in 1924. (see Hermann Weyl, Sym-
metry, p.104.)
lf "wallpapers are considered in
relief, i.e.. three-dimensionalrry in
two-dimensional coverage or the
21/z-d (as ol many of the Moorish
ornaments), there are tound to be
B0 diperiodic groups. (see Eliza-
beth A. Wood, "The 80 Diperiodic
Groups ln Three Dimensions," Eel/
System Technical Joutnal, Jan.
1964.) ln 1-d there are 2 patterns
and in 1y2-d there are 7. (see
H. S. M. Coxeter. Cryslal Sym-
metry and lts Generalizations,"
Transactions of the Royal Society
of Canada, June 1957, p. 3.)

So here and elsewhere . . . :
D Arcy Wentworth Thompson, On
Grcwth and Form (Cambridge:
University Press, 1959) Vol. ll, p.

740.

Page 5.5 l//usrratlons
Diagrammatic cross sections ol
atoms having a single electron in
lheir outermosl shells: 1. hydro-
gen, 2. lithium, 3. sodium, 4. potas-

sium, 5. rubidium, 6. cesium,
7. francium.
trcm Oonald H. Andrews and
Richard J. Kokes, Fundamental
Chemistry (New York: Wiley and
Sons, 1962) p. 517. fig. 2.

A modern arrangement of the peri
odic chart of elements: Atoms hav-
ing a single electron in their outer-
most shel ls are to the left, and
atoms having the full complement
of electrons are to the right. The
vertical and oblique lines connect
elements of similar chemical prop-
erties that repeat with peilodicity.
(Chart made before synthesis of
104 and 105.)
The structure is obviously not that
of an isometric (regular) grid but
that of a quasi homoeomettic (ex-
panding) grid. More correctly, the
elements display morphic change,
th rough their successive electron-
ic arrangements, of a katamettic
(low symmetric) manner: i.e., ac-
cording to a combination of rules
which become particularly com-
plex, yet consistent, at the occur-
rence of the lransitional elements.
From what is now known, one can
propose an endless series of frans-
ura,lc elements, i.e., without re-
garding their feasibility for reasons
of a nature other than the already
noted behaviors of eleclrons.
tedtawn atter: Louis Vaczek, Ihe
Enioyment ot Chemlslry (New
York: Vjking Press,1964) p,92.

Page 5.5 noles
Dmitri lvonovitch Mendeleeff, 1834-
'1907.

b. Tobolsk, Siberia,
d. St. Petersburg.

The Periodic Law; (Julius) Lothar
Mayer of Germany is credited with
the independent discovery of the
Petiodic Law; but Mendel6elf's
version ol 1869 was the first pub-
lic pronouncement of it. Arrange-
ment by atomic weight had been
tried by others without success;
but both. working again with lhis
approach. discovered that certain
properties of various elements

were repetilive wilh pe rioclic ity,
forming families with (predictably)
similar characteristics. (While the
atomic number, established even-
tually in the compleled periodic
table, is set by the number of pro-
tons, the atomic weights do not
have a 1 forl correspondence due
to additional uncharged neutrons
in the nuclei, as well as variations
in the numbers of electrons and
other particles; there are isotopes
of successive, atomic-numbered
elements that have reverse magni-
tudes of atomic weights, i.e., lower
weights and higher numbers (or,
obviously, vice versa), due to their
varyi ng eccentricities from the
normal atomic form-a complica-
tion which apparenlly did not mani-
fest itself in the early lormalization
of lhe periodic theory since the ex-
treme forms tend to be unstable.)
Mendel6elf worked with 63 difrer
ent elements from hydrogen, the
lightest ('l). lo uranium. lhe heavi-
est (238). While arrangement by
atomic weights produced a hori-
zontal linear arrangement the
repeating properties ol lamilies of
elements produced a vertical rela-
tionship, implying a two dimen-
sional grid. ln his grid arrange-
ment, Mendeleeff found spaces
and foretold of elements as yet
undiscovered. lt was not until 1875
that the first element, predicted as
to weight and properties, was
found: his "eka-aluminum,"
named gallium. Some twenty-five
years alter his prophesies, lhe
Zero Group was isolated: the odor-
less, inert gases, helium, neon, ar-
gon, krypton, xenon, radon. A year
after his death. 86 ol the natural
elements had been discovered,
with only 6lacking.

Transitional elements: While the
atom's outermost electronic shell
(after the lirst) can accept only I
electrons, there are groups of tran-
sitional elements that accept addi-
tional electrons into one or another
of their inner shells, beginning with
the third shell out. (Of course, for
each additional electron intro-
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duced into a shell, so anolher pro-
ton into the nucleus-each pairing
constituting a diff erent element.)
The third shell can take up to an
additional 10; the 4th, up to another
14; and presumably the sth, up to
18 more, since there is an apparenl
progression of 4. The valence ol
these elements, unaffected by the
luller inner shells, are delermined
as usual by the nu mber ol electrons
in the outer shell which are usually
2, sometimes 1. Following each
ttansitional gtoup arc periodic ele-
ments which have their outer shells
progressively lilled while the tuller
inner shells are unchanged. (Each
transitional becomes the primary
member of a new periodic lamily.)
The quantum or wave theoty leads
to Iurlher refinements in recogniz-
ing directional electromagnetic
spins ol electrons wherein all but
the first shell may be broken down
into subshells, reflecting lhe above
progressions: the 2nd shell con-
taining subshells of 2, 6; the 3rd,
2, 6, 10; the 4th, 2, 5, 10, 14.

The newer transuranic elemenls:
It was reported on 27 April 1970
by the Lawrence Radiation Lab-
oratory, University of California,
that the 1 05th element had been
synthesized. The name ol hahnium
(lor German chemist Otto Hahn)
has been proposed. The U.S.S.R.
had made an earlier claim to this
achievement but curiously left i05
unnamed. ln 1969, the U.S.S.R.
had claimed the synthesis of 104,
proposed as kurchatovium (for the
Russian physicist), while Berkeley
proclaimed 104 in the name of
rutherfordium (for the British phys-
icist). Neither claims nor names
have to date been eslablished lor
104 and 105. Number 103 had been
identified in 196'1.

The history o, synthetic elements
began with the search lor the last
ol the 92 primordial elemenls
when technetium (no.43) was pro-
duced in 1939. But even belore the
list was completed in 1945 with the
synthesized promethium (no. 61),

the lirst transuranic elements were
produced in .1940. Plutonium (no.
94), the second o, the synthetic
lransuranic series, has also been
detected in natural uranium. With
the possibly debatable exception
ol 95 and 96, all have been pro-
duced in chronological succession,
though this is nol ol necessity a
prerequisite to their synthesis.

On isometric and katametric sys-
tems ot chemistry: While the mo-
lecular arrangements of crystals
exempliry lsometry (the highest
degree of symmetry), the periodic
table of elements presents an
elabotale katamelry (the Iowest
type of symmetryl.ln isometry
there are limited structural possi-
bilities; in katametty, endless com-
binalorial variations. (Note that the
Periodic Law, incomplete that it
were, predated the establishment
ol the 230 crystat space-groups.)

Neither atom nor universe, by vir-
tueof its magnitude, minuteand im-
mense, has been as yet (and may
never be) "visually" apprehended.
Both, being governed by the lun-
damental motions and the elemen-
tal materials (i.e., laws), give evi-
dence thal the extremes o, the
natural world are constituled ol a
simplicity ol systems'-with the
intervening world constituted ol
complexer systems, resultant Irom
combinatorial arrangements. Sym-
metry has been heavily relied upon
in the prediclion of certain possibil-
ities and in the exclusion of olhers;
as an analylical tool, it has been
employed in translating the largely
unseen but otherwise detected be-
haviors ol parts and particles inlo
proposed physical, as well as
mathematical, models.
'The sub-alomic particles, neu-
trons, protons, mesons, etc., are
theorized to be the most primary
of structures, consisting of various
arrays of a singular parlicle (the
"quark") whose behavior is deter-
mined by a single basic force.

Creatures ol folly: birds and ani-
mals.
ftom Catalogue ol a Collection ol
Early German Books in the Library
ot C. Fairlax Muilay, compiled by
Hugh William Davies (London: pri-
vately printed, 1913) vot. 1, p.246
(orig. printed in Conrad von Meg-
enberg's Buch det Natur, Augs-
burg, Jo. Balmer, 1478).

Creatures ol folly: the inhabitants
of the sea.
trom ibid., p.245.

Page 5.6 note
ln out discource about the uni-
verse . . .: "Timaeus," The Ots
alogues ol Plato, trans. B. Jowett
(New York: Random House, 1937)
Vol. ll, p.68 (section 92).

Page 5.7 illustrations
,op row.' Radiolaria with the form
o, an lcosahedron: Radiolaria with
the lorm of an all triangular (not
regular) raceted polyhedron.
bottom row: Diatom; Acanthometra.
f rom: E.nsl Haeckel, Kunstf ormen
der Natut (Leipziq and Vienna:
Das Bibliographische lnstitut,
1904) plates 1,4,21.

Page 5.7 noles
we are to tegard an unintelligenl
sou/. . .: "Sophist," fhe O,-
alogues ot Plato, trans. B. Jowett
(New York: Random House, 1987)
Vol. ll, p. 233 (section 228).

The order of the symmetry group:
"Symmetrical translormations are
equivalent ot identical il they lead
to the same regrouping of a fig-
ure's components. Otherwise lhey
are considered ron-equivalent or
dillercnt."
"The number ol non-equivalent
operations (plus lhe identical op-
eration) constituting a symmetry
group is called the otder ot the
group. Since each operation de-
termines identically one of the
equal domains of a ligure which
are not divisible into smaller equal
domains, then the order of a sym-
metry group is equal to the maxi-

mum number of equal domains ol
lhe ligure. This maximum number
is otherwise called the value ol
symmetry ol aligure."
"Any figure may be brought into
self-coincidence by the operation
ol identitication. lf (this) is the
sole symmetric transf ormalion,
then the rigure is called asymmet-
r/c. From the lormal point of view
an asymmettic ligure would be
more correctly called a figure with
a minimal value or ordet ot sym-
metry, (i.e., equal to one). ll a sym-
metric ligure is divided into the
maximal possible number of equal
components. then each compo-
nent laken separately is an asym-
metric ligure." A. V. Shubnikov,
N. V. Belov and others, Colored
Symmetry (New York: MacMillan
Co., 1964) pp.11 &28.
"The simplest kind of symmetry,
bllatela/ symmetry, is characteris-
tic ol the external shape ol all ani-
mals more highly organized than
the lobster. The symmetty group ol
the tiger is of order 2, generated
by a single rellection. That of the
square pyramid is of order 8."
H. M. S. Coxeter, "A Symposium
on Symmetry-1. Crystal Symmetry
and lts Generalizations" (Trans-
actions ol the Royal Society of
Canada, June 1957) Vol. Ll, Series
lll, Section Three, pp.1-2.

Model of a virus with icosahedral
symmetry; note pentagonal ele-
ments (capsomeres) at vertices.
photogtaph by Yale Joel, LirePage 5.6 i//ustratrons
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Magazine, Time lnc.

Viruses: The smallest (10 to 200
millimicrons) biologlcal structures,
which contain all the information
needed for self-reproductions, are
viruses. For some time. helical
symmetry had been detected in
some larger viruses, as the tobac-
co mosaic virus. lt was then dis-
covered through X-ray diffraction
and the even more refined method
of "casting shadows" with streams
of metal atoms that many of the
smaller, "spherical" viruses actu-
ally conform to Platonic solid con-
f igurations-including, surprising-
ly, the dodeca- and icosahedron.
These are said to have cubic sym-
metry, which is not to be conlused
with the cubic system of crystallog-
raphy. Bather than developing in
conlormity with the endless, repeti-
tive space-lattice periodicity ol the
crystal, the "spherical" virus, a
finite entity, has a core, normally
containing nucleic acid (the ge-
netic material) and is surrounded
by a shell (the capsid) built of sub-
units (capsorne/es), which in most
smaller viruses are probably ol
identical protein componenls. The
symmetrical developments, rather
than being of repetitive spatial
conliquralions, are ol polyhedral
surface conlormations. Though the
space-lattice excludes the regular
dodecahedron and icosahedron,
allowing onlyspecific irregularvari-
ations as lound in iron pyrite (do-
deca-) icosahedral symmetry con-
Iorms to the singular cube, as well
as do the tetrahedral and (cubo-)
octahedral symmetries, as periph-
eral systems oI both external and
inlernal "spherical" forces. Again.
as with crystals and Radiolaria,
the possibilities and limits ol ge-
ometry indicate the probable struc-
tures of the minute viruses, see
R. W. Horne, "The Structure of
Viruses," Scientitic Ame ric an, Jan.
1963, pp.48-56; D'Arcy Thompson,
ibid., p.732i Martin Gardener, Ihe
2nd Scientific American Book ol
Mathematical Puzzles & Diver-
sions, p. 92.

Dodecahedral pyrile crystals with
irregular pentagonal laces: This
geometry belongs to the cubic
system. Regular dodecahedra are
impossible in crystals, since no
regular arrangements of points
(atoms) can be organized into a
regular pentagonal grouping. see
James R. Newman, The World ot
M athem ati cs, pp. 876-877.
photograph by James Papariello.

Page 5.7 nofes
Radiolaria (named by Johannes
M0ller in the mid-1gth cent. lor
their particu lar characteristic of
radial spines): Radiolaria ol the
phylum Protozoa are mostly aqua-
tic creatures, which. despite their
minuteness 96 to several millime-
ters in diameter), possess highly
symmetrical skeletal shells. Ernst
H aec ke I c la ims some 4000 s pecies:
but D'Arcy Thompson tends to dis-
count this number on the proposi-
tion that the same species may dis-
play a variety of skelelons lor
mathematrcal. rather than for bio-
Iogical reasons. "We begin by an
easy and general assumption of
specitic properties, by which each
organism assumes its own specific
Iorm; we learn later that through-
out the whole range of organic
morphology there are innumber-
able phenomena ol form which are
not peculiar to living things, but
which are more or less simple
manifestations of ordinary physi-
cal law."
The central mass of protoplasm is
the essential Iiving porlion of the

"unicellular" organism; it is sur
rounded by a frothy mass of cells,
conlorming to bubble configura-
tions, between which there is an
adsorbed or secreted deposition,
usually of silica, in walls and edges
common to adjacent cells. While
D'Arcy Thompson can claim to ex-
plain fully the simpler skeletons ol
many Protozoa, he is hard pressed
to give a conclusive reason lor lhe
existence of Platonic icosahedral
and dodecahedral skeletons in
some of the Radiolaria. ls it not
possible, however, that the mid-
20th century discovery of simllar
structures in some ol the smaller
viruses explaln those of the Radi-
olaria? Both possess a central nu-
cleus around which is a shell-often
with facets composed of subunits,
generally hexagonal. The whole
system must conform to the limits
of polyhedra: in particular, no
system (regular or irregular) of
hexagons alone can enclose space.
see: D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson,
On Growth and Form, pp.694-732.

Page 5.8 i//uslralions
A pentagram or pentacle inscribed
upon lace of bearded man: the
live points determine the apex of
the lorehead, the breadth of the
Iace, and the breadth ol the jaw,
with the nose located at the lower
concave angle. Here begins the
melhod ol dtawing as taught by
the att ot geometty, to tacilitate
working (quoted f rom Villard's text
to the sketch). The sketchbook ol
Villard de Honnecourt, ed. Theo-
dore Bowie (Bloomington: lndiana
University, 1959) p. 10.

/rom Robert Willis, Facsimile ol
the Sketch-Book ot Wilats de Hon-
necourt (London: John Henry and
James Parker, 1859) plate XXXV.

Pythagorean harmonics.
/rom Franchini Gafuri (Franchino
Gaffurio 1 451 -1 522) T heorica
Musicae (Flome: Reale Acca-
demia D'ltalia, 1934) p.67 (trom
Theoricum opus, ed. ol 1492).

design based on the "sublime" (or
Golden Mean isosceles) triangle
lound in the pentagon.
rcdrawn alter: Matila Ghyka, fDe
Geometty ot Art and Lire (New
York; Sheed and Ward, 1946) p.
25, plate l.

Page 5.8 nores
i ne xcu sab le Pyth ag ore anism :
D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, On
Growth and Fotm (Cambridge:
University Press, 1959) Vol. ll,
p.932.

Thales, c. 640-c. 550 B.C. is cred-
ited with bringing the geometry of
the Egyptian priests to Greece. Of
the discoveries ascribed to him is
the theorem that any angle located
on the arc of a semicircle and em-
bracing the diameter ls a right an-
gle. Thales persuaded his student
Pythagoras to visit Egypt. tn 529
B.C. Pythagoras settled at Crotona,
a Dorian colony in Southern ltaly,
where he expounded philosophies
around which a brotherhood, the
Order of Pythagoras, was founded.
The Society held that the princi-
ples of mathematics, and more spe-
cifically of numbers. were the prin-
cipies of all things; it transformed
mathematics into a philosophy and
"diverted arithmetic lrom the serv-
ice oI commerce" (Eudemus). Di-
etary laws and medicinewere prac-
ticed; religious and moral precepts
were expounded. AII discoveries
were committed to secrecy and at
first only orally transmitted. A writ-
ten treatise, however, is said to have
come to Plato, who visiled the Py-
thagorean commune; such an event
would have had great significance
lor the development of mathemat-
ics. lt is not certain which of the
greal discoveries were made by
Pythagoras himself, since the broth-
erhood crediled all discoveries to
the master. Of the discoveries were:
the icosahedron and the dodecahe-
dron, which were apparently not
known to the Egyptians as were the
three other regular solids; the
square on (of) the hypotenuse of a
right triangle is equal to the sum ol"The Triangle ol the Pentagon": a
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the squares on (ol) the other two
sides; the constructions of regular
polygons; geometric polnt patterns
ol integers; the laws ol musical har-
monics. lronically, the most impor-
tant discovery altributed to the man
who gave mystical signilicance to
whole numbers is that ol irrational
numbers. lt is suggested that the
proof involved the Golden Section:
in attempting to show that for any
given line, divided into two arbitrary
parts, there could, by a series of
further subdivisions, be eventually
found a unit common to both, it
was realized that the parts of a line
divided by the Golden Section and
then similarly subdivided leads to
an endless geometric progression
in which a common unit is never
lound. see James R. Newman, fhe
Wotld ol Mathemalics, pp.81-89.

Pythagoreanism is practiced to this
day, particularly in the Societies of
Theosophists (USA) and Anthropo-
sophists (Europe) the latterolwhom
have a settlement at Dornach in
Canton, Basel, Switz.

A series of Golden Section seg-
ments traced through a configura-
tion ol pentagrams and circum-
scribed pentagons.
by William S. Huff.

Page 5.9 l//ustratlors
Elevation and plan view oI a fir
cone, upon which are diagramed
the arrangement of the cone
scales: The parastichies (or rows
of scales running along the verti-
cal axes) have an interval of 21;

the scales spiraling to the right,
an interval of 8, the scales to lhe
Ieft, an interval ol 5. These three
numbers are all members of the
Fibonacci series, and this cone is
said to have a phyllotaclic ar-
rangement of %1.
,rom Alexander Braun, "Vergleich-
ende Untersuchung rlber die Ord-
nung der Schuppen an Tannen-
zaplen.. ."',Nova Acta (Breslau
and Bonn: 1831) Vol. 15, P. 1, plate
IXX (i.c. XIX).

A Fibonacci l(ee: "ll a tree puts
forth a new branch alter one year.
and always rests ror a year, and
if the same law applies to each
branch, then in the first year we
should have only the trunk, in the
second, two branches, in the third
three, then 5, 8, 1 3. etc., as in

Fibonacci's sequence."
redrawn alter: H. Steinhaus,
M athem atical S napshots (New
York: G. E. Stechert & Co., 1938)
p. 28,1i9.31.

Page 5.9 notes
Leonardo da Vinci, 1452-1519,
b. Vinci (near Florence),
d. Cloux (near Amboise), Touraine

"leaves spiral":see D'Arcy Went-
worth Thompson, "On Leat
Arrangement, or Phyllolaxis," On
Gtowth and Form, Vol. ll, pp. 912-
933.

Recognition of the phenomenon of
phyllotaxis: fhough many plants
were named and described, espe-
cially ,ortheir herbal qualities, by
the ancients, Leonardo da Vinci is
generally acclaimed as the frrst
botanist for his organographic
sludies of plants-i.e.. observation
oI their structures, both internal
and external. His discovery of phyl
/otaxls (study oI the systems of
leaf arrangements) was unnoticed
for lhree and a half centuries as his
manuscripts (written in the reverse
mirror image) were either displaced
or merely not read. ln the mid-17th
cenluty, phy I I otaxls was re-discov-
ered (Brown, Grew. et al) and dur-

ing the 1gth century, given renewed
attention (Goethe, Braun, et al). The
simpler arrangements (i.e., lower
Fibonacci ratios) are found in the
leaf arrangements along stems and
are most apparent when closely
packed in the leaf bud-the alter-
nating (orgllde) leaf arrangement
(noted as l:2) being of the sim-
plest. More elaborate Fibonacci
combinations occur in the scales of
coniler cones and in the discoidal
inlluorescence of composite flow-
ers.

(Lucas) sequence for that matter.
approach very quickly the Gotden
Section as their Iimit;the values
of one set ot alternating ratios.
though everclosing in, remainever
somewhat greater and the other
set, ever somewhat lesser than the
ldeal number: .61803398875. . .

aiming at the ideal angle: D'Arcy
Wentworth Thompson. On Growth
and Form (Cambridge: University
Press, 1959) Vol. ll, p.932.

mathematical coincidence . . . :

D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, ibid.,
p. 931 .

Page 5.10 illuslration
Electron density map, derived
lrom the X-ray diffraction pattern
of hexamethylbenzene.
photograph bf Eastman Kodak Re-
search Laboratories, Rochester.

Pages 5.10 and 5.1 1 graphic lorm-
ulae and spatial models of carbon
chemistty.
lop row: Straight-chain patterns ol
saturated hydrocarbons: diaqram
al lhe tettavalent carbon atom
(C with fourbonds); ClHa methane;
C2H6 elhane; C3Hs propane; CaHls
butane; C5Hr2 pentane; C5H1a
hexane,
redrawn atter:Donald H. Andrews
and Richard J. Kokes, Fu,da-
mental Chemistry (London: John
Wiley & Sons, 1962) p. 183, tabte 2.

second row: Hybrld compounds:
two chemical compounds having
two carbon atoms. as does ethane.
but less hydrogen atoms, ergo.
u nsat u t ated hydtocarbons; C2Ha
ethyiene (above), C2H2 acetytene
(below).
redrawn atter: Donald H. Andrews
and Richard J. Kokes, ibid., p. j47,
fig.9.

A branched-chain isomer ol pen-
tane, C5Hr2 dimethylpropane.
redtawn attet: Donald H. Andrews
and Fichard J. Kokes, ibid., p. i86.

The two aspects of the resonance
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Sixteen successlve ratios of the
Fibonacci series.
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.875000
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.618750
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Si xteen successive ralios of a Lucas
serles (beginning with a reversed
pai r).

The Fibonacci se/les and the Gold-
en Section: The successive ratios
of two consecutive terms of the Fi
bonacci series, ot ol any additive
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compounds, they constitule a
racemic mixlute which is opllcal/y
inactive. The lhird lype ol optical
isomer (molecules witn mirroh
rotational pairings between molec-
ular groupings) is a meso form,
and its relationshi p to the enanti-
morphs is that of a diastereomet;
i.e., its properties are dirlerent
from / and d forms, even to being
optically inactive; yet, by delinition,
it possesses the same structure as
the other two.
Concerning contrary biological ef-
fects of certain stereoisomers, the
lwo enantimorphic forms can be
sweet and bitter, healthlul and nox-
ious, absorbed as nourishment or
not acted on by bacieria: or they
can even cancel out each other's
potencres.
*Structure, as has been used by
chemists, is not a very satisfactory
term. Stereoisomers, in their /evo,
dextto, and meso forms are said to
have the same slructures; but a
structure is absolute, and the dif-
lerential qualities ol lelt and right
iandedness should be suflicient to
qualify two enanrimorphs as being
possessive of different strucrures.
Only two things that are exactly the
same can actually have the same
str u ctu r e. Co n sti tuti on has recently
been suggested as a replacement
for the traditional wotd structure
(e(go, constitutional isomerc tot
structutal isomerc). Chirclity (a
term attribuled to Kelvin) is also
suggested to be renewed for the
quality of lhree-di mensi o nal h and-
ed ness, non-su per posi bi lity, ot
screw. see "IUPAC Tentative Rules
for the Nomenclature of Organic
Chemistry. Section E. Fundamental
Stereochemistry ," T he Journal ot
Organic Chemistty, Sept. 1970,
pp.2849-2867.
* . Mifiot-rotation planes can occur
in chains only in the idealized
li neat co nl o r m ati o n- a c o nt o r m a-
lion, defined as the actual shape a
molecule has at any one moment.
ln actuality, lhe conlotmations oI
molecules are more olten in curved
conditions than in the singular
straight state. Rings, which can

also be lound in the slereo forms,
levo, dextro, meso, cannot, of
course, have mirror-rctati on pl anes
in their ideal contormation.

llr
v-v-u-

lll
Two geometrical isometric chaln
configurations, resulting in com-
pounds of diftering properties.
according lo Paul J. Karol

Perhaps the only well-marked line
. . .: Louis Pasteur, Fesearcres on
Asymmetty of Natutal Oryanic Pto-
ducts (Edinburgh: William F. Clay,
1897) p.45.

Page 5.13 illusttation
Tabular diagrams with one, two,
and three variables: a system that
can be employed for any number
of characteristics. ll is easily ob-
served that for one characteristic
lhere are three different forms out
ot lour combinations, with the oc-
currence ol lhtee dominants to one
recessiye,' for two variables, I
lorms out ot 16 combinations, with
-12 dominants lo 4 recessiyes per
variable; and for three variables, 27
out of 64, wath 48 domrnarls to 16
recessiyes. (Nole: These diagrams
are representative of the first gen-
etalion lrom hybrlds since two con-
stant parcnts, each o, differing
characteristics, are capable of
producing only the f,ybrid lorm.
1.e., an AABBCC palenl crossed
with an aabbcc parent must prc-
duce AaBbCc otfspring, but two
AaBbCc hybrids can produce the
27 lorms.)
by William S. Huff

The mapping ol a two-dimensional
matrix of allcombinatorial possi-
bilities and the ratio of occurrence
ol two characterislics, according
lo Mendel's Law ol lndependent

Assorlmenl.
(When only one characteristic is
involved in a hybrid lerlilizalion, a
lineal model will sulfice:

AAaa
AaAa

Were a third characleristic to be
considered, the matrix would have
to be expanded to the third dimen-
sion: and, lor yet more variables,
this manner ol visual model would
be inleasible, while the tabular
diagram can be employed for any
number of variables.)
,/om Otto T. Solbrig, Evolution and
Systemalics (New York: Macmillan,
1966) p. 16, tig.2.3.

Page 5.13 nole
Gregor Johann Mendel, 1822-1884,
b. Heinzendorl, Austrlan Silesia,
d. Brtinn, Austria (Brno, Czecho-
slovakia).

Operations and observations of
Mendel: The paper, Experiments in
P I ant-Hy b rid i zation, was presented
in '1865 to Briinn's provincial socie-
ty of natural history, published the
next year in the society's proceed-
ings, and, lollowing distribution to
scholarly instilutions in Austrla and
abroad, lay dormanl for some 35
years before it was coincidentally
uncovered several times with at-
tendant appreciation. In it, Gregor
Mendel, an Augustinian monk, de-
scribed his serene labors of some
seven years (1856-63) involving the
hybridization ol pea plants, record-
ed his observations, and estab-
lished two fundamental laws oI he-
redity. His carefully controlled ex-
periments, requiring a select mini-
mum of equipment, were conducted
upon a small garden plot within
monastic walls-
Mendel remarkably discovered the
discrepancy between the physical
appearance (phenotypic) and lhe
genetic constitution (genoty pi c)
of biological organisms and
therein defined the phenomenon
ot dominance.Tne Mendelian pro-
cedure consists essentially of an
initial, artilicially induced cross-
fertilization ol two dirferinq parent

types and the subsequent nalural
sell-tertilization of all generalions
thererrom. By delinition, a paren,
possesses a particular set of char-
acteristics that is constant in all
generations issuing from its kind.
Two parenls displaying a variety ot
constant characteristics that differ
between themselves are needed.
Mendel selected two strains o, the
genus Pisum and ldentified seven
character variances-amongst
them, tall and dwarf stalks, violet
and white blossoms, smooth and
wrinkled seed surfaces, and yellow
and green seed colors. The prod-
ucls of reciprocal crossbreeding
are the same; i.e., whichever par-
ent furnishes the donor male cell
and whichever the recipient temale
cell, all offspring are ol the singu-
lar hybrid lormulation. They dis-
play one parenrs external, dom-
lDanl characteristics (tall stalk,
vlolet llower, smooth surfaced and
yellow colored seed, in the case
of the pea) and carry the other
parent's latent, recesslve charac-
teristics, traits which reemerge in
some of the hybrid progeny.
ln the lirst generation from a sell-
Iertilization ol lhe otiginal hybrid,
Mendel lound lhal dominant and
recesslye characteristics appeared
on the average to the proportion o,
three to one. Of those plants that
possessed recessiye characleris-
tics, all passed them on unvaried
to their otlpring; but, of the ones
that exhibited lhe dominant char
acteristics, it could not be visually
determined which had been regen-
erated in the f,ybrid lorm and which
had reverted to the constanl, dom-
inant parent pattern. When the re-
verted parent types were culled
out, as may be done by successive
breedings in order to establish the
constancy of dominanl traits, the
remaining hybrids again displayed
the lhree dominant lo one /eces-
slye ratio; and so, lor all succeed-
ing generations. The more relined
ratio, 2:1:1, in expressing the off-
spring from lhe hybrid torm, rcpre-
sents the recurrence ol two ry-
brids like itsell lo one reverted

I
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structure, i.e., alternating bonds
between the carbon atoms, ol the
benzene ring C6H6 the basic c/osed
chain atomatic hydrocarbon. Be-
lore hybtids were underslood, ben-
zene, like elhylene and acetylene,
seemed to have too few hydrogen
atoms, i.e., six, in this case, in rela-
lion to the 14 of the hexane chain.
rcdrawn alter: Sidney J. French,
The Drama of Chemistry (New
York: The University Society, 1937)
p. 93, tig.78.

thitd row: lwo isomers, both ex-
pressed by the same lormula CH4
ON2, one inorganic (ammonium
cyanate), the other organic (urea).
These compounds were dis-
covered in 1828 by Wohler who
noted their idenlical molecular
weights and identical elements in
identical proportions, along with
different chemical properties.
Berzelius named them isomers in
1830 and concluded that the dil-
ferences occurred in their struc-
tu res.
tedrawn altet: Sidney J. French,
ibid., p. 89, fig. 77.

Planar or graphic 2-d diagrams
and spatial models: Planar dia-
grams can be deceiving. The lwo
CH2Cl2 planar diagrams seem
to be different: bul. when repre-
sented in (tetrahedral) space, it
is seen that they are the same. The
two CFClBrl planar diagrams, how-
ever, are different in lhat their spa-
tial models display right and lelt-
handedness, i.e., mirror images,
indicating srereo-i some rs.
redtawn attet: Donald H. Andrews
and Richard J. Kokes, Fundamental
Chemistry (London: John Wiley &
Sons,1962) p.171.

bottom row: The tartrate acids in
planar diagrams and spatial mod-
els. First graphic and first spatial
d i ag rams : dexl rcrot atory-t attaric
acld turns polarized light to the
tighl; second graphic and second
s p at i a I d i ag r a ms : I aev o r otatory-ta r-
taric acid tufis polarized light to
the lelt; lhird graphic and thitd

sp ati a I d i ag ram s : mesotattari c aci d
is optically inactive due to the lact
that the two tetrahedral sections of
the molecules are rotated mirror
images ol one another and, there-
fore, cancel out right or lert rota-
tions of polarized light. ,gacemlc
acid, the mixture separated by pas-
teur in 1848, was explained to be
optically inactive since it consisted
ol equal amounts ot dextrotatory-
and I ae v o rct ato ry - acids.
rcdrawn attet: B- Pavlov and A.
Terentyev, Organic Chemistry (New
York: Gordon and Breach, Science
Publ.. 1 965) pp.248. 247. (nole:
The Pavlov and Terentyev spatial
diagrams conform to similar dia-
grams depicled in Aaron J. lhde,
The Development ot Modern Chem-
istry, p. 327 . Both are incorrectly
depicted; the two tetrahedra
should be opposed in an inversion
through the central point. See Part
2 on mitror-rotation symmetry.)

Page 5.10 noles
Friedrich August Keku16 von Stra-
donitz,1829-1896,
b. Darmstadt, d. Bonn.

I was sitting. - .: Aaron lhde, fhe
Development ot Modetn Chemistry
(New York: Harper & Row, 1964)
p.310.

Valence: ln the mid-19th century,
Italian chemists proposed the
Theory ol Valence. This gave Ke-
kule, shortly thereupon, lhe facility
to speculate correctly, in 1858, that
carbon was tetravalent (i.e-, ol va-
lence 4), to graph the chain mole-
cules, and eventually, in 1865, to
conjecture lhe structure of the
benze ne ri ng. (Kekul6's hypotheses
were not proved until 1874 by in-
dependent investigations ol van't
Hoff and Le Bel.) Richard Abegg
refined the theory: he noted that
elements vary in valence, lrom
lowest lo highest, by onty I units
(Newland's Law of Octaves), eight
being the limit of the number of
electrons an outermost shell can
contain-excepting the lirst shell
whlch allows only two.

An element, whose essential char-
acteristic is determined by its
number of (positive) protons (cor-
responding with its atomic num-
ber), is delined as an atom when it
has an equal complement of
(negative) electrons-lons being
elements with less or more than a
matching number of electrons.
Only those aloms whose outer
shells are full are electrochemi-
cally stable or inett (the Zero
Gtoup). All otherr,eutra/ atoms,
as well as ionized members of the
Zero Group, tend, in a grealer or
lesser degree, to seek chemical sta-
bility by combining with other atoms
into molecu les-sometimes with
their own kind. The valence num-
ber ol an element is determined by
the number of electrons to be given
(recluctionl or to be accepted (oxl-
dation) in the sharing process of
chemical reactions and is respec-
tively designated as p/us or mlnus
(e.9., hydrogen is +1: oxygen is

-2; one oxygen atom combines its
two eleclrons with the single elec-
trons of two hydrogen atoms in
lorming water sometimes noted as
H-O-H). An element such as sul-
phur with 6 eleclrons, usually con-
sidered as -2 in accepting 2 elec-
trons, can also give up six and as-
sume a charge of +6. This e/ectro-
chemical bonding is one of four
recognized natural forces, the
others being nucleat binding, weak
decay, and gravity.

Page 5.1 2 i llusttat ions
Models which Pasteur used to dem-
onstrate his 1 848 discovery of the
dual right and left handed proper-
lies of patatartaric acld crystals.
photograph by lnstitut Pasteur, Mu-
see Pasleur, Paris.

lower lelt:Drawings of right and
lell tarlrate crystals, similar to
those oI above photograph.
redrawn atter: Emile Duclaux,
Pasteur: The Histoty ot a Mind
(Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders,
1920) p.24,1i9.5.

right and lelt handed crystals.
redtawn alter: Oeuwes de Pasteut
(Paris: Masson et Cie. Ed., i922)
Vol. 1, p. 109, figs. 10 & 1'1.

Page 5.12 notes
Louis Pasteur, 1 822-1 885,
b. Dole, Jura,
d. Villeneuve, l'Etang.

/sorners and slereoisomers.. The
area of lsomers has many com-
plexities. There are two distinct
groups, structural isomers' and
ste/eolsomers. Sttu ctu r al i somerc
are identified as those compounds
having identical molecutar lormu-
lae, ot compositions, (such as CHa
ON2) but dillering in structure,* i.e.,
in the manner in which the atoms
or molecules are attached to each
other. The number of possible
struclural combinations of the iso-
/ner group ol one ol the longer
linear molecules becomes astro-
nomica,; it is easily shown that,
though any of these can exist (and
can be produced), all lorms of even
one long molecule most probably
do not exist in the total universe.
Slereolsomers are compounds
with the same structures but dif-
tetenl contigu rations and comprise
two illy determined subclasses,
oplical isomers which generally
ate optically active and geometri-
callsorners which generally are not.
ln certain instances (as in lhe case
ol the tartaric acids) the oprlcal
isorners may occur in at least three
configu ration s. 1. a rj ght-handed
(screw) arrangement, 2. a left-
handed (screw) arranqement, and
3. a right-left (alternating) arrange-
ment, i.e., wiih mirrot-rctation
planes inlroduced between the
carbons (or other core atoms) of
chains" t. The first two lorms are
enantimorphs: lney differ in their
properties in only one respect,
right and lelt-handedness, and arc
usually optically acriye as to the
rotation of polarized light in /eyo-
and dextrorctary manners, when in
solulion. lf mixed together in equal
quantities, as normally occurs in
the synthetic production of thelower right: Drawings ol other
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dominant parcnl type, to one re-
verted recessiye parenl type.
Of major importance was the ob-
servation that each pair ol difler-
ing characteristics, possessed by
two diverse parent plants, was
independent of each and every
other characteristic. That only
three lormulations (constant dom-
inant, constant recessive, hy br id )
for any one characteristic can
emerge from successive progeny
ol a crossJertilization is not to be
confused wilh the total number of
form varialions thal occur from
the simultaneous interaction of
several differing characteristics.
E.9., a specific pea plant deriva-
tive from an original cross-fertiliza-
tion and successive breedings of
progeny may be endowed with a
constant dominart yellow seed
color, a constant recessive wrin-
kled seed surface, and a (tall\ hy-
brid stalk from which both tall and
dwarf plants will issue in succes-
sive generations ol ils kind. The
group number of variations in all
possible associations ol any spe-
cific number oI paired differing
characteristics is easily determined
by combinatorial mathematics.
While dominant, then, refers to the
appearance of physically evident
characteristics, it does not inler a
superiority in occurrence; here,
mathemalical probability rules.
Constant dominants and constanl
recesslves are regenerated in equal
numbers. That there are twice the
number of f,ybrids lor each con-
sranl is easily understood: in the
combinatorial set ol AaAa, lor each
one AA and each one aa there oc-
cur also one Aa and one aA -these
two being two distinct combina-
torial possibililies, yet equivalent in
their genellc natures.

Mendel's Laws of Heredity: trom
Mendel's observations are derived
the two Laws of Heredity which
bears his name. fhe First Lawstates
that there exist elemental particles,
the genes (or "factors," as Mendel
termed them), i.e., independent en-
tilies. whose inlegrities are pre-

served at all times. During a stage
in the maturation oI either a male
or female cell and at a stage in the
sexual conjunction of a male and
female cell, there is a temporary
pairing ol two genes lor each ol the
resultant organism's various char-
acteristics. Alter the pairing, there
is a separation; and, whether dom-
inance or recessiyeness occurs,
each particle (gene) emerges un-
changed. There is no blending or
dilution ol a gene resulting from
its momentary pairing with another;
and the particular resultant charac-
teristic is completely determined
by only one ol the pair, thus paren-
tal characteristics (both dominant
and recessive strains) are trans-
mitted unchanged lrom generation
to generation.
The Second Law, The Law ot lnde-
pendenl Assotlment, states that
each of the many gene pairs, the
sum of which constitute the lull
complement in the determination
of the various characteristics of the
organism, shuflle and separate
independently of each and every
other gene pair. This then provides
for the wholly new combination of
characteristic determining genes
passing lrom each parent to each
offspring and allows lor a great
number ol variations in an organ-
ism's total lorm, limited, ol course,
by lhe mathematical combinatorial
possi bi I ities.

Of the mechanics ot 9e nes, ch romo-
sornes, zygots, gamales: The
genes are the basic inlormation
carrying bodies which determine
the characteristics of an organism

-cell, plant, animal. There are
always two genes present for each
characteristic, whether in the pas-
sive state or in one ol the two pair-
ing cycles. A full complement of
chromosomes are in dual sets, each
set carrying one gere lor each
characteristic. As a sexual cell,
either male sperm/pollen or Iemale
egg, matures, the various charac-
teristic determining dual sets of
genes pair in zygols, temporary
cells where gene-palrs cooperate

and then separate. A lull set ol
genes, encased in thei r respective
chtomosomes, are then collected
(in one oI numerable combinatorial
possibilities) into a gamare. Every
male and lemale cell carry two
gamates each; on lertilization, one
of the male gamales couples with
one of the lemale gamates, alter
which there is a new pairing and
separation, allowing new possible
combinatorial variations. Of the
other male and lemale gamales,
both remain unmated and are con-
sequently discarded-wherelore,
their parlicular characteristics are
not transmitted to offspring (allow-
ing, amongst other possibilities,
offspring ol hybrids to revert to
"pure" slrains).

Page 5.14 illustrctions
Side elevation (redrawn) of an
18th dynasty Egyptian shrine
drawn on papyrus over a square
grid: it is coniectured that the grid
was not eslablished as a dralting
aid but as a modular layout, so
that the stones could be prefab-
ricated in any sequence and later
assembled rather than having to
be dressed in place.
from Somers Clarke and R. Engel-
bach, Ancient Egyptian Masonty
(The Building Cratt,) (London: Ox-
lord University Press, 1930) p. 47,
fig. 48.

Plan o, the Vigo Sundt house (pro-
ject, Madison, Wisconsin, 1941)by
F. Ll. Wright, laid out on hexagonal
modules: Note the confining 60'
angles as well as the open 1 20'
o nes.
lrom Frank Lloyd Wright, An Am-
erican Architecture, ed. Edgar
Kaufmann (New York: Horizon,
1955) p.212.

Page 5.14 notes
Charles Robert Darwin, 1809-1882
b. Shrewsbury, Shropshire,
d. Down, Kent.
the most wondertul ot known in-
stincts. - -; (Darwin, quoted in)
O'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, On
Grcwth and Form (Cambridge:

University Press, 1959) Vol. ll, P.

537.

Frank Lloyd Wright, 1869-1959,

b. Richland Center, Wisconsin,
d. Phoenix, Arizona.

The right angle: The incredible
trueness of the construction ol the
Pyramids indicates a Powerlul
grasp of fundamenlal geometric
principles. The Egyptians employed
geometry more PracticallY in laY-

ing out (mensurating) quadrangles
of land ol equal sizes, as told bY

Herodotus. Their surveyors (called
rcpe stretcherc) are known to have
used ropes for swinging arcs,
marking off equal spacings, and lor
determining right angles through
forming triangles from lengths of
3, 4, and 5 units-melhods em-
ployed at least as late as the great
cathedral builders ot the Gothic
era. The precision ol the Pyramids,
with its perfectly square base
and terminating hundreds ol teet
alort in a point, would indicate that
the Egyptians knew this triangle to
produce no mere approximation ol
the right angle. (The Mayans real-
ized no such virtuosity.) see James
R. Newman, The world ot Mathe-
malics, pp.79-80.

A 6,8, '10 triangle.
ltom loanne Paulo Gallucio (Gio-
vanni Paolo Gallucci, 1538-1621?).
Theatrum Mundi, et Temporis . . .

(Venice: l. B. Somascum, 1588)
p.49.
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The Pythagorean Theorem: Since
Pythagoras did not manipulate ir-
rational numbers algebraically and
since the above Benaissance dem-
onstration deals wilh that neat lri-
angle belonging to the 3, 4, 5, fami-
ly, it is suggested that his Theorem
was derived by such a geometric
device as of the figures below.
tedtawn trom Herbert Western
Turnbull, "The Great Mathema-
ticians"; James B. Newman, fhe
Wotld ot Mathematlcs (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1956) Vol. 1.

p. 84.

Suds in a bottle, showing that con-
tigurations ol polygons transform
on the glass surface from greater-
and lrom lesser-sided figures into
six-sided ones. All vertices are
three-way (i.e., each is constituted
of three 120' angles); {our-way
vertices (tour 90" angles) are not
stable.
photograph by James Papariello.

Page 5.'15 noles
The geometry of the honeycomb:
see D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson
"Of the Bee's Cell," On Gtowth
and Fotm, Vol. ll, pp.525-544.

A diagram ol the cell arrangement
of the honeycomb, showing the
hexagonal openings and the
rhombic dodecahedral geometry
where cells meet back to back.
rcdrawn alter: Heinrich Vogt,
Geometie und Okonomie der
Bienenzelle (New York, G. E.

Stechert & Co., 1911) fig.3.

Despite Kepler's discovery, Maral-
di has the credit tor ascerlaining
the shape ol the rhombs at the
base ol the honeycomb cell. Fur-
thermore, Maraldi calculated the
ideal angles of the rhombic dode-
cahedron as 70' 32'and 109' 28'.
The latter angle, more precisely
identified as 109" 28' 16", found
also in the lour-dimensional penta-
hedroid (a regular tetrahedron
with a lifth grouping of coinciding
verticles at its center), is conse-
quently known as the "l\4araldi
angte. ' See D'Arcy Wentworth
Thompson, "Of Tetrahedron
Symmetry," On Growth and Fotm,
Vol. ll, pp.497-498.

"When we have lour bubbles meet-
ing in a plane, they would seem ca-
pable ot arrangement in two sym-
metrical ways: either (a) with four
parlition-walls intersecting at right
angles or (b) with five partitions
meeting, three and three, at angles
oI 'l 20". Now, though both of these
tigures might seem, from their ap-
parent symmetry, to be figures ol
equilibrium, yet in point ot lact lhe
latter turns out to be stable and the
former of unstable equilibrium. lf
we try to bring four bubbles into the
form (a). that endures for an in-
stant; the partitions glide upon one
another, an intermediate wall
springs into existence, and the
system assumes the lorm (b), with
its two triple instead of one quad-
ruple, conjunction".
redtawn alter and quoted lrom:
D'Arcy Wentworth Thompson, "Ol
Clustered Bubbles," On Growth
and Form (Cambridge: University
Press, 1959) Vol. ll, pp.483-486.

top tow tight: Cross section of a
root bud ol an iris (magnified 75

times).
,rom C. Postma, Planl Matvels in

Minialure (New York: John Day,
1960-61) plate 75.

bottom tow lell: Eye lenses of a
fire lly.
photograph by Biophysical Be-
search Laboralories. Carnegie-
Mellon University, Pittsburgh.

bottom row center: Cross section
of a leaf bud ol an ash (magnified
30 times).
from C. Postma, Plant Marvels in
Miniature (New York: John Day,
1 960-61 ) plate 41 .

bottom tow righti Cross section of
a leaf bud of a spruce (magnified
30 times).
lrom C. Postma, ibid., plate 43.

Page 5.16 notes
Cell and tissue. . .: D'Arcy Went-
worth Thompson, On Grcwth and
F ot m (cambtidge: University
Press, 1959) Vol. I, p.10.

God always geomelflzes; Quoted
by Plutarch as a traditional saying
of Plato, but not lound in Plato's
work: "Shall we enquire upon what
account Plato says (supposinq it
to be his saying) that God always
plays the part ol the geometer? I

said that this sentence was not
plainly set down in any of his books
yet there are good arguments that
it is his, and it is very much like his
expression." Plutarch's Lives and
w ritings, Essays and M iscel I anies.
ed. A. H. CIough and William W.

Goodwin (Boslon and New York:
Little, Brown & Co., 1909) Vol. lll,
p.402.

I am convinced ...j Frank Lloyd
Wright, "The Hexagon Unit,"
Architectutal Fotum (New York:
January, 1938) p. 68.

Page 5.1 5 i//ustrallons
Honeybees, demonstrating the lo
and tro tlexibility ot movement
in their hexagonal cellsl
photograph by James Papariello
of a large scale model in Carnegie
Museum, Pittsburgh.

Page 5.16 i//ustrations
top row lett: Cross section of the
hip joint oI a horse.
photograph by Andreas Feininger.
top row centet: Cross section of a
chambered Nautilus.
photograph by Andreas Feininger.
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Reviews L'Architecture Vivante Revisited

L' Architecture Viaante (1923-1933),
Jean Badovici, ed. 1975, New York,
N.Y., Da Capo Press, Inc. and London,
England, Trewin Copplestone Publishing
Ltd. 21 issues in 5 vols., 885 pp.
(text), over 1,300 illustrations inc.
3l color plates, 9595.00.

Kenneth Frampton

Edited by Jean Badovici and published by
Albert Morance, L'Architecture Viuante
had the virtue of existing as an avant-garde
publication for exactly a decade, from the
aftermath of World War I and the Belle
Epoque to the advent of the Third Reich.

Created in 1923, apparently as a platform
for that which Henry-Russell Hitchcock
identified some six years later as the New
Tradition, L'Architecture Viaa,rde came
into existence with the evident blessing of
Auguste Perret who wrote a dedicatbrv
text for the flrst issue, an aphoristic piecl
from which the title itself seems to have
been derived. "Living architecture," he
wrote, "is that which faithfully expresses
its time. We shall seek it in all flelds of
construction. We shall select those works
which, strictly determined by use and the
judicious application of material, attain
beauty by virtue of their organization and
the harmonious proportion ofthe necessary
elements from which they are composed.',

After acknowledging the final exhaustion
of the culture of the Salon, Albert Mo-
rance, in his preface of 1923, went on to
recognize the implacable forces that had
been released by the urban concentrations
of the nineteenth century. Fully aware of
the cultural hiatus that had been intro-
duced by the advent of mass society, yet
remaining opposed to the reactionary rhet-
oric of a ponpier Beaux-Arts, Morance,
together with Per"ret and the Rumanian
emigre Bad<lvici, still hoped, as a progres-
sive publisher, to advance the frontier of
culture within the rationalitv of Western
classicism.

The contents of the flrst issue,
Automne/Hiver, 1923, reveal in retrospect
the crypto-classical point of departure from
which Badovici developed his ideological
front. As with Le Corbusier, whose 6ook
Vers Une Architectu.re appeared in the
same year, Badovici took a line that in the
beginning at least was skeptically weighted
in favor of a reinterpreted classicism. tt
this was not explicit in his incidental cele-

Kenneth, Frampton is a Fellow of The
Institute for Architecture and Llrban
Stttdies, New York, and an Associate
Professor at Cohr.mbia Uniuersity, New
York.

bration of Adolf Loos's arrival in Paris
through his publishing of a neu, version of
Loos's still prophetic essay Architektu,t. of
1910-under the title L'ArclLitecture et, Le
Sty\e Modente-then it was certainlv clear
from the works documented in thl first
issue. Herein, despite the Gothic refer-
ences, a sense of classical ordonnance pel-
vaded to an equal degree Perret's Notre
Dame du Raincy and Henri Saur.age's set-
back block for the Rue Des Amiraux. And
although we may now dismiss the inclusion
of a ponderous interior by Ruhlman or a
monument designed by Andre Ventre and
Albert Bartholome to commemorate the
American landing in France in 1917 (flg. 1)
as nothing but the confusions of a dis-
oriented bourgeois taste, we must nonethe-
less still recognize as fundamentally classic
Loos's house projected for the Venice Lido
or Le Corbusier's much more polemical but
nonetheless classic villa then nearing com-
pletion at Vaucresson. At the same time,
like the authors of Vers Un.e Architecture
(Le Corbusier and Ozenfant), Badovici was
well aware that architecture could onlv
maintain or even regain its authority by
becoming integrated with the technical ca-
pacity of its epoch. This insight led Badov-
ici to admire the achievements of American
engineering and to celebrate in the pages
of this journal the perfection of the Henne-
bique system, which had already distin-
guished the reinforced concrete work of
Perret and Perret Freres for more than a
decade.

Despite Badovici's admiration for the
French mastery over beton annb-thal is
to say, for the rationalist works of Perret
and Tony Garnier and above all for the
advanced pre-cast concrete structures of
the engineer Eugbne Freyssinet-he
seems to have sensed instinctively that an
adequate architecl ural language, appropri-
ate to the emotional and universal tenor of
the age, couid no more be found u,ithin the
achievements of a single country than it
could be contained within the theorv and
practice of les grands constnrcteurs.
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By the next issue in the summer of 1924
Badovici's net had already been cast out-
side France to publish, in the same com-
pany as the French masters, a number of
obscure and even cryptic works from Hol-
land: the early, slightly theosophical work
of J. J. P. Oud (fiS. 3) and a relatively
unknown piece by Cor Van Eesteren and
Theo Van Doesburg-an early Neo-Plastic
project for a small house in Alblasserdam.
Obviously the De Stijl exhibition of 1923,
staged aL L6once Rosenberg's Parisian gal-
lery L'Effort Moderne, had drawn Bado-
vici's attention to the possibilities latent
therein for the development of a universal
formal language capable of transcending
not only the limited vocabulary of rational
classicism but also the self-indulgent legacy
of Art Nouveau. It was this no doubt that
led him to feature the work of Rob Mailet-
Stevens and Fernand Leger at this junc-
ture, for no other artists in France could
even come close to achieving a cultural lan-
guage as comprehensive as De Stijl.

The winter issue of 1924 was to reflect
again Badovici's growing interest in Hol-
land, and this number slands today as a
witness to his position on the eve of the
influential and nationalistic Exposition des
Arts Decoratifs. For, besides carrying the
first version of Leger's essay on the use of
color in architecture, his "Architecture
Polychrome," and publishing alongside fur-
ther examples of French rationalism, to-
gether with interiors by Eileen Gray and
the De Stijl artist Vilmos Huzar, Badovici
also featured a number of buildings from
Hoiland: a major piece by H. P. Berlage
from 1904 and recent works by the young
Amsterdam architects Bernard Bijvoet
and Johannes Duiker. Today, the most sur-
prising aspect of this volume is surely the
omission of any reference to Loos, who was
extremelv active in Paris at the time.
Equally inexplicable u,as the sudden inelu-
sion of Bruno Taut for his expressionistic
and prophetic sports hall that had been
built in Magdeburg some two years before,
in anticipation of the mature work of Hans
Scharoun. Some notice needs also to be

taken of the fact that while Frank Lloyd
Wright's work now appeared in
L'Architecture Viuante for the first time,
his achievement to date was hardly ade-
quately represented by two works drawn
directly from the famous Wasmuth vol-
umes of 1910-1911. And while Wright was
the undeniable influence behind most of the
Dutch work, Badovici postponed any seri-
ous presentation of Wright until the sum-
mer of 1930 when, presumably out of a
need to balance his extensive coverage of
Le Corbusier, he published a survey of
Wright's work up to 1924. Even then only
the Sugar Loaf Mountain planetarium of
that year (a slightly earlier and different
version from that published by Wright
himself in 1955) gave any indication as to
the richness of Wright's second career.

1925, the moment of Art Deco, was, for
obvious reasons, a critical year and was to
represent for L'Architecture Viua'nte a
point of no return. For all the continuing
influence not to say patronage of Perret
evident in the regular coverage of his
work, Badovici became increasingly inter-
ested in Holland and divided a considerable
part of his editorial attention between the
formal speculations of De Stijl--devoting
to these the winter issue of 1925-and an
extensive reportage on the housing
achieved by Oud in Rotterdam. The Art
Deco exhibition itself, an imaginative if in-
dulgent triumph for such architects as
Pierre Partout, Andr6 Ventre, and even
such progressive figures as Henri Sauvage,
was summarily dismissed by Badovici with
understandable bitterness. "One is aston-
ished," he wrote, "that this exhibition
which could have been a great artistic dem-
onstration has revealed such rn,eaknesses;
we were expecting the emergence of a
powerful vitality and saw a very small
number of major works drowned under a
flood of repetitions and banalities; we were
hoping for a spiritual unity and saw a jum-
ble of excessively pretty and disparate
works; we were expecting a renewal and
we witnessed a display of mediocre surviv-
als from the past." Given the crassly ide-

1 Monument de la Pointe de Graue,
project. Albert Bartholomb and And,rA
Vbntre, architects, 1923.

2 Erich Mendelsohn's ltou,se, Rttpenhortt,
near Berlin. Erich Mendelsohn,
architect,1930.

3 Temporary builder's hut, project
J. J. P. Oud, arch,itect, 1923.
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/1, 5 Hotr,se at Cap Mat'tin, Roquebrune.
Eilaen Gray and Jean Badouici,
architects, 1926-1929.

6 Weir ot Taliesitt.-Wiscort*in. Frank
Lloyd Wright, arch,it,ect, 1911.

ological not to say nationalistic orientation
of the whole exhibition (it had originally
been planned for 1915 in answer to the
Cologne Werkbund-Austellung---of the
previous year), it seems that Badovici
could not condone the treatment that both
Penet and Le Corbusier had received at
the hands of the authorities, from the in-
accessible siting of their respective works
to the manner in which they were excluded
from the final awards. Badovici's implicit
rejection of the exhibition is evident in his
dedication of the whole of the immediate
post-exhibition issue to the Dutch De Stijl
movement, including a French version of
Van Doesburg's "16 Points of a New Plastic
Architecture" that had first appeared in
1924. Somewhat uncharacteristically, Ba-
dovici was also to publish a sampling of
Henri Van de Velde's works and writings,
presumably in an effort to put to shame
the Belgian government for their perv-
ersely patriotic rejection of this important
Belgian designer. (Van de Velde had been
in Germany from 1899 up to the outbreak
of World War I. Exiled to Switzerland dur-
ing the war, he was more or less ostracized
in his own country on his return.)

The 1925 exhibition was of course a s'Ltccbs

d'estime for Kasimir Melnikov, the de-
signer of the official Soviet pavilion, and
experimental Russian work begins to ap-
pear in the pages of L'Architectttre Viuonte
from this point on. Badovici indulged in his
flrst coverage of Russian constructivist
work in the summer of L926, publishing
some thirteen piates which in the main
were devoted to recent student projects
executed in the Vchutemas under N. A.
Ladovsky. In a briefeditorial, Badovici ex-
pressed a certain doubt as to the present
status and future of these works. He
wrote, "We see that a certain formula has
been found and not a style, and although
a formula can help to discover a style, it is
not the style itself." And 1ater, "despite all
the profound sensuality that is here di-
rectly translated into the strictest intellec-
tual speculations of the Russian spirit, it
seems that Russian constTucteut's todav

5:
have sought and attained a sort of exces-
sively scientiflc objectivity, a calculated
coldness wherein the spirit of the people
can neither know nor recognize itself."

Whatever Badovici's reservations, three
particular lines of development were to
preoccupy him after the autumn of 1927:
first, the rapidly evolving work of Le Cor-
busier and Pierre Jeanneret, whose entry
to the League of Nations competition was
extensively documented in L' Architectu,re
Viuante at this time; second, the remark-
able housing production of the Weimar Re-
public; and last but not least, the construc-
tivist work in the Soviet Union. Except for
a documentation of the remarkably sensi-
tive Gray and Badovici house built at Ro-
quebrune (figs. 4, 5) and issues devoted to
Wright and Freyssinet respectively in 1930
and 1931, the whole of the next four years
$'as to be given over to these three themes,
of which the documentation of the Russian
work was probably the most important and
remarkable. It is true to say that much of
Russian constructivist architecture would
have been lost to the West had it not been
for L' Architecture Viaante.

In a review of limited length it is impossi-
ble to cover all the vicissitudes of Bado-
vici's perception during a decade, for aside
from the gradually changing editorial line,
replete with critical texts, his written con-
tributions alone amount to some thirty-
flve essays, of which a number contain ar-
guments of considerable subtlety. Nor is it
feasible to give anything more than the
barest outline of a documentation of such
diversity and density, where even after
considerable familiarity, the whole remains
something of a labyrinth whose complexity
always seems to contain yet one more il-
luminating piece which one will have never
noticed before and which, in all probability,
wiil be available nowhere else. A random
sampling of such pieces will provide the
uninitiated with an indication as to the ex-
traordinary repository of signiflcant work
that still lies buried in the pages of
L'Architecture Viuante. Where else, for
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example, can one find Gocar's Czechoslo-
vakian pavilion for the 1925 exhibition or
the complete drawings for Van Doesburg's
house at Meudon; s,here else the highly
revealing photographs of the villas at
Garches and Poissy under construction or,
say, explicit evidence as to the immediate
influence of Rietveld on the Russian avant-
garde? And when on those rare occasions
Badovici's documentation extends outside
Europe, one flnds pieces which from the
point of vierv of theil general availability
frould otheru''ise be lost-works such as
Wright's Los Angeles theater project of
1914 (unlisted b1' Russell Hitchcock in his
definitive chronologl. of 7942), or the hith-
erto largely ignored weir structure (fig. 6)
built at Taliesin in 1911, which clearly an-
ticipates thematically Wright's Falling
Water-one cannot conclude this apprecia-
tive list without noting that until recent
d,ate L'At'chitectrrrc Vittartte ',r,as the only
comprehensive record of Russian construc-
tivist u'ork. Similarly, by virtue of consis-
tently documenting the salient details of all
the maj or rvorks illustra ted, L' Arch it e ct ttr e
Vi','ante nou' afforcls the only accessible re-
cord of technical solutions which would
otherwise be lost or at best incarcerated in
some unknorvn archive. Horv can one have
anything but admiration for a clocument
where one is brought to recognize that the
vaulted construction of Le Corbusier's
naison de u,eekettd of 1935 rv'as derived, in
its specific detail, from a Perret project for
Grand-Quevilly of 1922? Immune to the de-
moralizing confusions of our ou'n age by his
suspension in that hopeful period eirlre les
deur gtrcn'es, Badovici could still subscribe
to a culture of architecture in a profound
sense; that is to say, to a body of collective
experience, capable of being consistently
developed as a continuous but changing
line of evolution from one designer to the
next.

It may be objected that to return to such
a culture at this moment is to indulge in an
act of irrelevant pedantry; or that to pro-
duce a facsimile of a journal that closed
over forty years ago is a gesture that is

only of academic interest; or to pay, as I
have, not only homage to Badovici, but also
by implication to the Modern Movement in
which he played so vital a part, has all the
flavor of being retardataire at a time when
the simplistic rejection of our immediate
heritage has come to be the general re-
sponse to the populist pressure to which
we are subject. And while the much criti-
cized Modern Movement-a term which in
itself is imprecise-should quite rightly
give us pause, the fact remains that Alvar
Aalto's Paimio Sanatorium in Finland (il-
lustrated in the Autumn issue of 1933), to
cite the last major work to be published by
Badovici, stands today both as a reality
and as a model of culture from which we
have surely degenerated.

Against such an assertion, the populist
critic will flnd it an easy matter to prove
that the people have rejected modern ar-
chitectule, but is it modern architecture
they have rejected or its gradual degen-
eration at the hands of architects, builders,
and bureaucrats who, abandoning both
their heritage and their social roots, have
opted to satisfy as directlv as possitrle the
economic imperatives of admass demand?
The environmental degradations of recent
l,ears could no doubt have been inflicted
without the aid of so-called modern archi-
tecture, but not, I would argue, of an ar-
chitecture comparable, say, to the sensitiv-
ity of the Siedlung Neubuhl, completed
outside Zurich as the penultimate issue of
L'Architecture Viuante was going to press.
Insteaci of a living architecture we are no$'
urged to return to the vernacular, to that
which, as Loos explained in the first issue
of L'Architecture Viuante, we no longer
have access. As he was to put it in his
essay of 1910, "like almost every town
dweller, the architect possesses no culture.
He does not have the security of the peas-
ant to whom this culture is innate. The
town dweller is an upstart."

Badovici, like Loos, was just such an up-
start, and his answer to this cultural pre-
dicament, made with Eileen Gray in their

house (see figs. 4, 5) realized at Cap Martin 105
between 1926 and 1929, remains an object
lesson. For herein every changing human
need and mood found itself beautifullv ac-
commodated in a delicate and articulate
whole, which was inflected according to the
seasons, a work whose articulated interior
was both rich and lyrical. To persist, in the
face of this and comparable achievements,
in referring to the impoverishments of
modern architecture is to reject, in my
vie'w, v'ithout sufflcient cause, the move-
ment that was the mainspring of Badovici's
life.

Figure Credits
1 Reprinted from L'Architecture Viuante,
Winter 1932, p1. 26.
2 Reprinted from L'Architecture Viuante,
Autumn 1923, pl. 15.
3 Reprinted from L' Architecttn,e Viuante,
Spring 1924, pL.37.
4, 5 Reprinted from L'Architecture
Viuante, Autumn and Winter \929, p. 23
and pl. 45.
6 Reprinted from L'Architecture Viuattte,
Summer 1930, pl. 11.
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1 Marlo Gand.elsoms, Rosa|ind Krantss,
Anthony Vidler, and Michael Graues.

2 John Hejd,u,k and Raimttnd. Abraham.

Forum/Drawing It Out

Wiliiam Eliis

William Ellis is an Associate Professor
of Architecture at City College of New
York, an Adjunct Professor at The
Cooper Union, New York, and, a Fel\ow
of The Instittr.te Jbr Architecture and
Urban Stu.dies.

Drawing and architecture have virtually
always lived inside each otherJs skins. It is
not really news that from time to time
drawing can replace building as the activity
and product of arehitecture or that recently
we have come into one of those periods. A
number ofgalieries have begun hot trading
in architectural drawings as art objects,
whether or not those drawings are in-
tended to lead to pieces of architecture. In
the past year, four exhibitions have hung
in the Cooper-Hewitt Museum, The Draw-
ing Center, and the Leo Castelli gallery
downtown; thus the subject of the latest
Oppositio'ns' Forum, "Draw'ing versus
Idea: The Recent Exhibitions."

The exhibitions had suggested a number of
reciprocal connections between drawing
and architecture, from drawing as instru-
ment, to drawing as ultimate icon, to draw-
ing as the architectural object itself. The
Fomm expected to witness elaborations of
these conflicting points of view. It was not
altogether disappointed.

Anthony Vidler moderated a panel consist-
ing of Raimund Abraham, Michael Graves,
John Hejduk, Rosalind Krauss, Massimo
Scolari, and Robert Slutzky. John Hejduk
was able to suggest a number of not nec-
essarily consistent, but nonetheless inef-
fable propositions, leaving the impression
of polemical statement and providing at the
same time an entertaining performance for
almost everyone. It seems his Readers'
Digest Dictionary has confronted the verb
"draw." He superimposed its defininitional
examples over the subject to form a series
of comic, serendipitous metaphors that
were suggestive rather than directly en-
lightening, but somehow proper as a treat-
ment of the subject. It is, after all, quite
a word.

The allusive erudition produced by this de-
vice drew a variety of responses from those
assembled, from self-congratulatory snick-
ers to uncomfortabie guffaws, all of us
struggling to gtasp a little delight where
we imagined to perceive it.
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3 Diana Agrest, Leon Krier, and Rod,olfo
Machndo.

/* Massimo Vignelli, Abigail Moseley,
an d, Alenand,er Kotramanoff .

5 Geryit Oorthuys and Massimo ScoLari

6 Arata Isozaki and, James Rossant.

5

7 Massimo Scolart, Robert Shr,tzky, and
John Hejduk.

8 Th,e Forum
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108 Hejduk concluded, after "drawing a
thought" on the blackboard, that the acts
of talking, drawing, and building are all
means of representing a thought. "And
that is a means of re-presenting nothing."
No one seemed willing to ask if that con-
stituted in his mind the negative form of
"presenting something. "

Krauss, an art critic, found the re-appear-
ance in some of the drawings of the Cloul
as a motif to be the most signiflcant depar-
ture. This motif she characterized as evoc-
ative and neurotic in drawing, lacking the
aichitectonic properties to which Western
art has always given priority. It suggests
an opposition to architecture as a stable
code; it tends to resurrect Surrealist ma-
terial, especially where it combines with
central point perspective; and it emanates
solipsism-not only because it attempts to
ignore collective "real" problems, but be-
cause it intends to speak only to one person
at a time, that person being the artist him-
self, just as we speak to ourselves in
dreams. She stopped short of suggesting,
as she might well have done, the presence
in these drawings ofthe escapism and con-
fusion that might be expected to follow a
period of high achievement. Her eontribu-
tion was game, energetic, and provocative.

The issue of drawing as architecture cre-
ates a real dilemma, the terms of which
were most clearly set out in the opposed
positions of Raimund Abraham and Robert
Slutzky. Abraham questioned the bounda-
ries of architecture. He sees his work sim-
ply as architecture produced through
drawings and models rather than through
buildings. He "constructs" in these media
because to his mind they provide grounds
for architecture that reality often cannot.
He reminded us that he was doing it long
before it became fashionable.

Slutzky set up his position on a firm mod-
ernist base. He invoked Albers'terms, dif-
ferentiating between presentational art
and representational art. The presenta-
tional-in painting, the thing in and of it-

self-he characterized as the essence of
modern art. Thus the implication that ar-
chitecture, if it is to be the thing itself,
cannot be a representation of itself. Thus
architectural drawings must be the instru-
ments that lead to real architecture. This
modernist syllogism leads Slutzky to a
none too fashionable but very strong "if
God had meant us to live in drawings he
would have made us paper dolls" position.
In addition, he thinks most of the architec-
tural drawings in the recent shows tend
too much toward the representational,
with strong ties to literary traditions as
well as to those of architectural represen-
tation. These remarks bring to mind Pev-
sner's dismissal of that strain of nineteenth
century architecture which retained only
associational values, and within which ex-
amples were thus required to 'tell a story'.

Some of the semantic seaweed surrounding
the concepts of architectural drawing was
almost as arresting as Hejduk's definitions.
To Scolari the recent drawings are a result
of the equally recent problem of freedom
from the rules of modernism; they are good
because they act as a kind of architectural
musing, but problematic in the pedagogical
sense; it is difficult to transmit their value
to students. Graves suggested that draw-
ings are speculative fragments that con-
tribute to larger speculations in other
areas, including that of thought. He at-
tempted to buttress this assertion with ex-
amples from the development of a recent
project.

Slutzky and Abraham managed to continue
to differ while jointly dismissing various
aspects of Graves' presentation. Slutzky
implied that Graves' building, Iike the
drawings in these exhibitions and the phe-
nomenon of "post-modemism," are in effect
one and the same, and that they tend to
suffer from the same malaise-too much
draftsmanship and too little architectural
thought.

For Abraham, Graves' idea of drawing as
speculation was particularly objectionable.

For him, drawing, like any other language,
takes place as evidence of the end of spec-
ulation. He insisted that drawing is ideal
architecture because the medium tran-
scends matter. Slutzky insisted that tran-
scending matter is not architecture; it is
painting.

Scolari offered what seems to me the most
promising and the least questionable ob-
servation about the recent architectural
drawings, those by which we all under-
stood a reference to neo-rationalism or
something at least faintly Viennese; he
sees them as a kind of architectural re-
search, not outside architecture, yet not
intended to be built; and that there is no
longer a question ofwhether they are built,
since now "anything" can be built. This last
implication seems a needless and somewhat
dubious rationalization for what otherwise
appears a most agreeable description ofthe
"New Draftsmanship."

My own attitudes incline me toward an ac-
ceptance of drawings as para-architecture
or meta-architeeture, but not as archi-
tecture.

It seems reasonable to suggest that Sco-
lari's notion of "drawings as architectural
research" is not totally dissimilar from the
early modernists'notion ofbuildings as ar-
chitectural research for a proposed future
condition. They both allude to a future pos-
sibility that inevitably palls on the fact of
its implementation. And in this sense,
these drawings-and models-are merely
the most recent attempt to design for the
future-which is fine, except that this
mode unfortunately has the disadvantage
of avoiding the reality of the present. In
fact, modern architecture has developed in
segments that are recognizable principally
as a return to a focus upon a "future
condition."

Le Corbusier designed allusive fragments
of an overall future condition, playing up
their impact by contrasting them with their
existing surroundings. More recently, Ar-
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chigram managed to avoid designing for 109
the present by employing only draft,sman-
ship, and in a way began the present trend.
Nowadays, it may be more difficult than it
was in 1925 to find clients to build the
drawings of a future. If this is so, it is
probably fortunate for post-modernism for
I see little in the built works of that alleged
movement that implies significant alterna-
tives to modernism.

The point is that modern architecture has
always wished to pose significant alterna-
tives for the future. As Coiin Rowe once
said, modern architecture sees itself at its
highest level of operation as "the rational
subversion of the status quo." Thus the
self-image of modern architecture is dis-
tinctly un-classical, typically "modern" in
its fluctuating dynamic, and typically post-
Enlightenment in its forward focus.

As a result, modern architecture has al-
ways been more successful as graphic ex-
pectation than as built fact. It has.always
acted in ways that suggest it realizes this
about itself. More than most architectures,
it teeters back and forth between expec-
tation and disappointment, suggesting that
its mission is at least partly the avoidance
of ultimate states and terminal conditions
within its own historiography. This pro-
duces an established, already recognizable
pattern that runs something like this: 1)
expectation (recognizable break with, re-
action against, or modification ofthe status
quo, most often----especially recently-in
graphic form); 2) implementation (disiliu-
sionment through the reduction of formerly
assumed possibilities as allusion becomes
fact); 3) dbnou,enrcnt (Mies, for current ex-
ample); and 4) sentimental or elegiac re-
vival (Koolhaas and Leonidov, for exam-
ple-but, notably, through drawings, so as
to be already again in the flrst phase ex-
pectation: building within the imagination;
for the future, not the present; represented
in drawings, not in themselves as
buildings).

In short, the key to moderr.r architectural
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110 "satisfaction" often seems to lie in the ex-
tent to which the architecture is imagined
rather than literally experienced.

These drawings and models are the latest
realization of this sometimes disturbing
paradox; but these observations do not
suggest that architecture is an exercise in
futility-even modern architecture. This
cyclical aspect of architecture should be no
more daunting a prospect than that of ar-
chitecture conceived as some kind of per-
fected, ultimate proposition, and saying
this is giving voice to an attitude that does
in fact separate us from the earlier, more
expectant period of modernism-whether
we be "post" or not.

Just as architecture cannot be supposed
mere building, so it cannot be imagined
happily confined within painting or sculp-
ture. Yet one cannot imagine architecture
without the effort to turn itself into either
pure painting or pure sculpture. Without
this effort, arehitecture would revert to
mere building, and the time honored dif-
ference between architecture and building
that, despite certain early modern rheto-
ric, has always defined architecture would
be meaningless; and the sy,nthesis of build-
ing and art which has always made archi-
teeture unique would disappear. But given
the necessity of this effort, one cannot
imagine an architecture in which it would
ever be literally successful, or would take
place outside the parameters and jurisdic-
tion of the built surroundings. In the last
analysis architecture cannot reside whole
on canvas, but neither can it do without
those canvasses, or at least the kind and
quality of thought that goes into the best
of these drawings and models. They in-
duce, they ehallenge, they direct, they in-
flect the course of current architecture.
Physics envy has been replaced for the
moment by pencil envy. But architecture,
spongeJike and imitative, soaks up ema-
nations and mimics models from outside
itself, thriving by trying to enlarge bound-
aries that will not yield.

The Forum ended on a sour note. It occurs
to this reviewer that the Institute once had
touch football games. Now it has Forums.
At times they seem to be very similar
events. In both, the pain usually outstrips
the actual injury. About this Forum, it is
difficult to say.

Figure Credits
1-16 Photographs by Dorothy Alexander
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(1931), Mies van der Roe (19.17) and
Seiected Writings by Philip Johnson,
Tokao (1975).

Robert A. M. Stern

Robefi Stern was born in New York in
1939 and receiued his M.A. in
architectu,re at Yale Uniuersity in 1965.
Since 1970 he lLas taught at Columbia
Uni'uersity wltere he is now an Associate
Professor of Architecture. He has been in
priuate practice since 1969 (with John S.
Hagtnann 1969-1976) and lis btti.lt work
incltries the Pau,l Henr'y Lang Residence,
W ashin gton, C onnecticu.t ( 1 9 7 3 -1 9 7 /+ ), the
R esidence and Ou.tbtrilding s, W estch,ester,
Neu York (1974-1976), th,e New York
Townh,ouse ( 1971+ -1 97 5 ), and J eronrc
Green Hall at Cohtmbia Uniaersitu
(1977). In 1976 he was one qf twelue
architects inuited to represent the Llnited
States at the Ven,ice Biennale. His
publish,ed works inc\ude New Directions
in American Architecture (1969, reu[sed
1977), George Howe: Toward a Moderrr
Architecture (1975). He i,s editor cr/Philip
Johnson: Writings to be pftlished in the

.fall, 1978. He is a.fornter Presld.en.t o.t'the
Architechtal Leagu,e oJ'New York and is
a Director of th.e Society of Architect,ural
Histori.ans.

Kestutis Paul Zygas

Kestutis Paul Zygas was botn in
Kaunas, Lithuania in 19L2. He
gradtLated in architecture at the Graduate
School of Design, Hat'uard, in 1968 and
is a Ph.D. candidate in architecture at
Cornell Uniuersit'y, Ithaca. His doctoral
dissertat,ion is entitled, "Th,e Emergence
of Constrttctiuist Architectttre: Ideas and
Images to 1925." Zygas's in,terests are in
the Jield of twentiet,h- centu.ry architectural
history and cutvent design theorists. He
is cun"ently teaching architectural history
and theory at the School of Arch'itect,u,re
of the (In.iuersit'y of Southern CaliJbtnia.



Two m0ch-
anticipated books
are now available

Streets ar Channels
Toward an Evaluation of Trans-
portation
Potentials for the Urban Street
Peter Wolf
Street ar Locua of Communication
and Signillcatlon
The Street as a Communications
Artifact
Thomas V. Czarnowski
Toward a Theory of Production of
Sense in the Built Environment
Diana Agrest

Structure in Nature
ls a Strategy for
Design
by Peter Pearce
04s.00
The structural designs that occur in
nature-in molecules, in crystals, in
living cells, in galaxies-are proper
sources of inspiration, Peter Pearce
affirms, for the design of man-made
structures.

Nature at all levels builds respon-
sive and adaptive structures that
conserve material and energy
resources through the use of
modular components combined with
least-energy structural strategies.
This book-itself designed with
graphic modularity and richly illus-
trated with examples of forms
created by nalure and by man,
including some remarkable and sur-
prising architectural structures
developed by the author-leads the
designer in this "natural" direction,
beyond the familiar limitations of the
right angle and the cube and into a

The MIT Press
Massachusetts I nstitute of
Technology
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142
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ncher world of forms baqed on the
triangle. the hexagon, and gen-
eral polyhedra. as well as saddle
polyhedra spanned by minimal
continuous surfaces.

Pearce's work follows in the tradi-
tion established by D'Arcy Went-
worth Thompson and Konrad
Wachsmann. and reflects his earlier
close working association with
Charles Eames and Buckminster
Fuller.

On Streets
based on a proiect ot The lnstitute
lor Architecture and Urban Studies
edited by Stanlord Anderson
04s.00
Contenle
People in the Phyrlca!
Envlronmenl:
The Urban Ecology of Streets
Stanford Anderson

Stre€lr in the Paet
The Street: The Use of lts History
Joseph Rykwert
The Seenes of the Street:
Transformations in ldeal and Reality,
1 750-1 871
Anthony Vidler
Structure of Streels
The Spatial Structure of Streets
William C. Ellis
Buildings and Streets:
Notes on Configuration and Use
Thomas L. Schumacher
Street Form and Use:
A Survey of PrinciPal American
Street Environments
Victor Caliandro
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The Open Hand:

Essays on Le Corbusier

edited by Russell Walden

$25.O0

"Because Le Corbusier is the most complex and enigmatic of the masters of modern archi-
tecture, this informative collection of 14 essays ranging across his entire career is most
welcome. The subjects are organized into five parts dealing with his theory, his early Paris
period. his concern with an urban utopia, his spirituality, and his work at Chandigarh. These

include some fascinating inquiries into the sources of his ideas and his iconography. a few per-

sonal reminiscences, and some accounts of his dealings with clients. The material that
attempts to shed light on Le Corbusier's thinking predominates and is excellent."-Choice

Among the contributors are Maxwell Fry, Jane Drew, Paul Turner. Mary Patricia May
Sekler, Charles Jencks. Stanislaus von Moos, and Anthony Sutcliffe.

The Mathematics
of the ldeal Villa
and Other Essays

by Colin Rowe

$15.95

"The most brilliant essayist in the field of modern architecture is Colin Rowe, Professor of
Architecture at Cornell University. His writings are passionately followed by a sizable number

of people on both sides of the Atlantic and are a myth among many more architects and his-

torians-a myth because a curious reticence on Rowe's part has kept many of his essays from

wide circulation."-Stanford Anderson. Professor of Architecture, M lT

Charles Jencks wrote in Modern Movements in Architecture fi973l, ". . . when Colin Rowe
published his article 'The Mathematics of the ldeal Villa' in 1947, those who had been follow-
ing the emergent Neo-Platonism were not surprised. Here was New Palladianism fully born
right from the top of Corbusier's head."

The Modulor
by Le Corbusier

$5.95, paper

Modulor 2
by Le Corbusier

$7.95, paper

The City of Tomorrow
by Le Corbusier

$6.95, paper

Lived-in Architecture
Le Corbusier's Pessac

Revisited

by Philippe Boudon

$5.95, hardcover

The MIT Press

Massachusetts

lnstitute of Technology

Cambridge,

Massachusetts O2142
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